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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this thesis is to examine the operations 
of colonial tavern© in tidewater Virginia, Because 
Williamsburg taverns receive special attention# the study 
is limited to the years 1700-1774,
Since taverns served the traveling-public# the general 
assembly and county courts passed laws regulating their 
number and activities# these laws not only protected the 
traveler# assuring him of adequate accommodations# but 
also guarded the tavern keeper from unfair competition 
and irresponsible customers*
haws required that all taverns supply travelers with 
lodging# food# and drink for himself# his horse# and his 
servant* though accommodations were seldom elaborate# 
they were usually adequate *
Larger taverns# found in Williamsburg and along princi­
pal travel routes# provided facilities for additional 
servicest club activities# special social events such as 
balls# dinner©* and lectures? political and civic metings# 
commercial activities* ranging from public auctions to 
small business meetings* Tavern keepers often profited 
from the attention and additional business which these 
services attracted*
v
Since Williamsburg was the capital of the colony, 
the activities of its tavern keepers were largely 
determined by the fluctuations of seasonal visitation* 
Paring Public Times* tavern keepers were busy satisfying 
the demands of the crowds of visitors* At other times# 
when there were few customers# Williamsburg tavern 
keepers often supplemented their incomes by working at 
trades *
TAVERNS IN TIDEWATER VIRGINIA. 1700-1774
IMPORTANCE OF TER TAVERNS
Increased tirade brought about toy the continued wee to­
ward settlement of colonial Virginia created the need for 
public houses along the established travel routes* The 
"original intention, and proper Use" of these houses was 
considered by a xnid-eighfcestoth century Virginian to be 
••the deception, accommodation* and Refreshment of the 
waxy ana benighted Traveller.*l These establishments 
were referred to in a number of ways . taverns, inns, 
ordinaries, public houses, and tippling houses but as 
several eighteenth-century travelers noted there urns no
5
real distinction between the terms* In imitation of the 
English hostelries some innkeepers used the. terms taverns. 
and inns to describe the larger, better furnished 
establishments and the' terms ordinaries and tippling
^Virginia Gazette (HunterK April It, 1751#- p* 3»
%* F* 0* Smyths "Travels in Virginia, in 1773, t 
Virginia' Historical Register, VI(1853), 87* Hereafter 
cited' •esf-St^ fth,' "Travels"*
J^Tdward Kimber/^ # "Observations in Several Voyages 
and Travels in America, * William and Mary Quarterly, 1st 
m t .i 3£V (1907J # 153*
1
a
hpaaafr, for the smaller, lees pretentious ones, but these 
meanings tended to become as interchangable during the 
eighteenth century as do our present-day references to 
motels, hotels, and Inns* Per the .convenience of the 
reader the tern tavern will be used to this study to 
refer to all the eighteenth-century public establishments *
She taverns. Whose basic service was to provide the 
public with food, drink, and lodging# usually offered 
additional services# One function was to supply a social 
center —  mainly for informal gatherings to the public 
rooms but also for balls# banguets # and various private 
gatherings# Commercial activities also centered around 
the taverns* Auctions war© often held on the front steps 
and business and civic meetings took place inside* thm 
extent of the services available at individual taverns 
varied somewhat, depending on the location of the tavern, 
the personality of the innkeeper, and the clientele*
This role of serving as m social# political and com­
mercial center was true of both the taverns found to the 
towns and the country taverns located along the principal 
travel' routes' and at crossroads#' ferries and county court­
houses# Xt is interesting to note that many places where 
there were country taverns during the eighteenth century 
have, been developed into tom m  and cities today*'
During the early part of the eighteenth century in the 
tidewater 'section of Virginia and for the entire period in 
the western parts of the colony# taverns and other evi­
dences of" civilisation were, scarce* ' 'Travelers often went 
great distances through 'the undisturbed forests without 
meeting a single person* Francis Douis Michel, a Swiss 
who visited toe colony at the' beginning of 'the eighteenth 
century* described some of the hardships encountered by 
early travelers*
This day 1 missed the road# 1 travelled till 
noon without food in great heat through the 
wilderness* but did not meet a single person, 
toe road becoming smaller and smaller, so that 
X. feared something untoward might happen. * * *1 
was alone and lost in this wild place****Thus 
1 continued my journey with apprehensive 
thoughts and hungry* X could see few signs 
tost people were living near* (Otherwise it 
was my habit when 1 traveled through the 
country* to inquire about the way and to mark 
ail the roads* which % was to meet* upon a 
paper* Then l added how far 1 was away from 
such roads# in short 1 noted all the 
accong>anying circumstances and how the right 
way could be known*>3
loneliness* the fear of becoming lost, and an 
indifferent road system were not the only drawbacks to
^William d* Hinke* tr* and ad* * ^Deport of to© 
Journey of Francis houis Michel- from Berne* Switzerland* 
to Virginia* October 2* 1701 - December !* 1702* * 
Virginia Magazine of History and Biography, XXIV (1916) * 
139* Hereafter cited as Michel* "Report* *
4early. m w i *  Finding a shelter for the night was
another * fUehel also told of being ^compelled to take
lodging In remote places where there wee hut a single 
■ 4house * * Who Reverend Andrew Burnaby, an English clergy**
man who traveled in Virginia nearly sixty years after.
Michel# cmm upon a discouraging situation after ’ riding
In the rain one afternoon*
My accommodations this evening were extremely 
bad; 1 had been wet to the skin in the after­
noon; and at the miserable plantation in which 
1 had taken shelter, s could get .no fire; 
nothing to eat or dsrihk but pure water i and 
not even a blanket to cover me# 1 threw myself 
down upon my mattress, but suffered so much 
from cold# and was so infested with insects 
and vermin# that 1 could not close my eyes*
I rose early in the morning, therefore# and 
proceeded upon my journey* *.*
Being dependent upon local farmhouses for shelter# 
one often found communal sleeping accommodations. an 
interesting contrast to the way two noted Virginians 
reacted to similar - sleeping arrangements. is ' illustrated 
by their comments * George Washington was only seventeen 
When he wrote in liovestber of 1749 that be had not
%ndr«w Burnaby# travels through the Middle Settle­
ments in North America, in the Years 1759 and 1760 
(Cornell University Fress# 1960}* pp. 44-45*
5*m%e«tp*d above three nights or four in a bed1* during the
past month but “after Walking a good deal ell the Bay lay
down before the fire upon a, little .Bay Straw- Fodder or
b&irskin Which evear'is to’be had'-with Ban .Wife -:and Child^
ran like a Parcel of Bogs or Cafcts & happy he that get©
&the Berth nearest the fire** While surveying the boundary 
between Virginia and Worth Carolina in 1728, the tidewater 
planter William Byrd II and those accompanying him ware 
forced to spend numerous nights in the open* One evening 
when they had outridden their baggage the group stopped 
at a farm where they “found the housekeeping much better 
than the house.** Byrd wrote that they were “obliged to 
lodge very sociably in the same apartment with the family, 
Where, reckoning women and children, we mustered in all 
no less than nine persons, .who all‘pigged it-lovingly 
together-*
Throughout Idie- eighteenth century travelers commented 
on the hospitable manner in which planters often treated
6John C* Fitspatrick, ed%, Qeorae Washington, Colonial, 
traveller; (Indianapolis# 1917), p*' 23*" Hereafter cited as 
Fitspatrick, Colonial Traveller.
7I<ouis a, Wright, ed., ffhe Prose Works of William 
Byrd of We stover (Cambridge, 19661, p, 318,
strangers as well as friends. Michel, visiting the colony 
at the beginning of. the century when there were few
taverns*- found that it was npomWo%® to travel- through 
the whole country without money, except when ferrying 
across a river* pile extension'of hospitality'granted 
the planter a welcome relief from his' usual secluded life# 
In fact a law'passed in 1663 provided that unless a 
specific agreement had been arranged to pay for accommo­
dations of food and shelter, no guest could he forced to 
pay however long he might remain under his host*s roof, 
Robert Beverley, another planter# wrote in his history of 
Virginia that hospitality was also extended when toe 
planters were absent* orders were left directing *their 
Principal Servant to entertain all Visitors* with every 
thing the plantation affords*1* Evtrn the "poor Planters 
•who have but one Bed#*,**very often sit up* or lie upon a
Form or touch all Wight# to make room for a weary traveller#
10to repose himself after his tourney*0 
t^tiehel# "Pepor^* * 114 *
^William W* Honing* ed*# Statutes at barer®* * * (Rich­
mond# 1810-1823)# 11* 191*
^Robert Beverley* The History and Present State of 
Virginia, ed* by houis 0* Wright (Chapel .Hill# 1947)#
P* 311*
7One might suspect that this generous offer of hos­
pitality caused friction between the planters and tavern 
keepers. In describing hie travels in Virginia during 
1773, J. F. 0* Smyth, an Englishman, notedi
When a person of more genteel figure than 
common calls at an ordinary (the name of 
their inns), for refreshment and lodging 
for a night, as soon as any of the gentlemen 
of fortune in the neighbourhood hears of it, 
he either comes for him himself, or sends 
him a polite and pressing invitation to his 
house, where he meets with entertainment and 
accommodation, Infinitely superior, in every 
respect, to what he could have received at 
the inn. If he should happen to be fatigued 
with travelling, he is treated in the most 
hospitable and genteel manner; and his 
servants and horses also fare plenteously, 
for as long a time as he chooses to stay.
All this is done with the best grace 
imaginable, without even a hint being 
thrown out of a curiosity or wish to know 
his name*3A
another traveler, the English actor John Bernard who 
spent the summer of 1799 in Virginia, confirmed Smyth * s 
observation* Bernard explained that when visitors were 
taken from taverns to plantations, the planters appeased 
the innkeepers with gifts.
^Srayth, "travels,* 138-139*
J o h n  Bernard, tetroanections of America, 1797-1811, 
ed* by Mrs. Bayle Bernard (Hew York, 1887), p. 153...
8Most travelers during the colonial period made use of.
»>
land or w&tor routes or ' a combination of the two, The 
network of navigable rivers- provided .convenient access by 
water .to moat of the-settled parts of the-tidewater,area#
Water travel was. particularly practical - in the early- 
colonial period when there were-few road© and-most of the 
settlements, bordered on -the- rivers# later as settlements 
dispersed and moved beyond the fall line into the piedmont, 
land travel became-necessary# Than, too, land-routes were 
more useful to the traveler going north or south than to 
one journeying east or - west# Yet as a . result of, the 
geography of Virginia no traveler could go far on land 
without having to cross one or more rivers# Weather 
conditions also determined whether a trip was taken by 
water or by land# During stonsy weather the water routes 
were avoided? on the other hand# In the spring when certain 
roads were flooded 'traveling by water was often advisable#
The scarcity of taverns which was noted by travelers 
in the .early years was offset m  more land routes were 
established# By the mid-eighteenth century# roads
9reached out northwest, south, and oast from the capital 
of the colony.^
1?he most traveled route extended northwest from 
Williamsburg passing ChlsweXl*» Ordinary# Mien to Ashley's 
Ordinary and crossing the Paimahkey River at Claiborne9 a 
ferry. Continuing' northwest one passed Hill's Ordinary 
and came to the ordinary at King William Courthouse*
Ihere the roads branched and the traveler heading north 
had several choices.^* The time of the year and the 
weather rather than the shortest distance often determined 
the route taken* George Washington# for instance, in 
going from Williamsburg to Mfc. Vernon often crossed the 
Potomac to fort fob&eco, Maryland* and then recrossed the 
river near his plantation, Fhe "fatomac Path** between 
Fredericksburg and Occoquan, which Washington and other
^ The Frv & Jefferson Mao of Virginia and Maryland 
(2nd ed.* 1755, which includes John Dalrymple's roads 
and tables}. Hereafter cited as Frv^Jeffarson Man.
^Ibid • ? for the route followed by Daniel Fisher 
When he traveled from Williamsburg to Philadelphia see 
Daniel Fisher*a Journal# 1750-1755* published as ^fhe 
Fisher History* * in houise P. du Bellet, Some Prominent 
Virginia Families (bynchburg, 1907)* 11* 788**793.
travelers often avoided# was swampy and nearly impassable
ISat certain seasons of the year*
If a traveler wanted the moat direct route from 
Williamsburg to Annapolis he could take the northeastern 
road from King William Courthouse# crossing the Mattopony 
Elver by ferry to Walker ton* •Then he continued past 
Rappahannock # crossing the Bappahannoek Elver at Corbin•s 
Kerry# and traveled north to the Potomac Where he boarded 
a ferry across to Port Tobacco•^
The alternate route to Annapolis from Fredericksburg # 
the "Patomac Pat hi* led north and east from Fredericksburg 
and crossed the headwaters of a number of estuary creeks ♦ 
This road passed through the towns of Dumfries and Col­
chester to Cameron * m Ordinary at Belhaven. Then one
turned east to Alexandria, crossed the Potomac, and con-
17tinned northeast to Annapolis*
Most eighteenth-century travelers followed one of 
these routes i however# as additional public ferries were
v, *%itgpatrick, Colonial Traveller* o* 142. See
footnote followingthe entry for April 19# 1760*
^Frv-Jef ferson Mao ♦
17lMd*
established, other road# were available to the traveler, 
at mid-century William Clifton advertised -a "most con­
venient and short Road from Annapolis to Williamsburg»* 
the advantage of this route, though the distance was 
ngreater than the Common Computation, ** was that the 
Potomac River was "narrow at this Place and passable in 
almost all Weather, * Besides *a ready Passage over
patomack Elver# * Clifton assured the readers of "good
10Entertainment for Wan and Horse.u
h traveler bound west across the Blue Ridge went 
north from King William Courthouse and crossed the Mat- 
tapony at Wodd^s Ordinary, where by 1751 there was a 
bridge, lie then proceeded northwest to Fredericksburg 
and crossed the Rappahannock River at Falmouth, con­
tinuing In a northwesterly direction# he eventually 
passed Picket's, Harding’s, Revil’d, and Watt’s ordinaries 
before coming to Ashby *s Cap in the Blue Ridge Mountains.
Inhere was likewise traffic going south from Williams 
;.burg to Bdenfcon, Worth Carolina, this route ■ passed fro©
^Maryland Gazette, August 5# 1746# p* 4, Colonial 
Williamsburg microfilm# ■ M-X100-1. Hereafter Colonial 
Williamsburg microfilm will be indicated by the number 
only*
1 9
Williamsburg to Jamestown, then crossed the James Elver
into Surry County and continued in a southern!y direction
20
into Worth Carolina*
the route east from Williamsburg was the shortest, 
passing through York town and on to the Half-way House, an 
ordinary about midway between Williamsburg and Hampton, 
from there the traveler continued southeast to Hampton and
2icrossed Hampton Hoads by boat to Her folk*
A variety of people using these roads during the 
eighteenth century stopped at taverns along the way* 
farmers taking their tobacco to the nearest warehouse or 
etepping-at the local tavern to chat with friends and 
bear the latest news, friends paying social calls, mer­
chants and planters making business trips# and statesmen 
going to and from the capital* though some of the visitors 
were from the other colonies* more than half of the 
travelers were foreigners? most were English but others
20zbld.
21
JSM*
were French* - Germans and Swiss* fills group included mill
tary men, evangelists, m m  seeking-business opportunities
government representatives# scholars* scientists* end 
22tourists-* *
^The introduction to Jane Carson# Travelers in 
Tidewater Virginia, 1700-1800 {Williamsburg, 1965},
Mi mod 5cii# classifies the foreign visitors*
Q m m m  11 
m m  m m m t m  m m m m
Since taverns served the public, government regu­
lation® were necessary to protect both patrons andinn- 
keepers, The traveler needed some assurance of fair' 
prices, adequate food and drink, and clean lodging* in 
order to provide the service* expected innkeepers also 
needed protection from unfair competition, overextension 
of credit# and damages from the disorderly conduct of 
their clients*
Form! regulation became necessary in the first third 
of the seventeenth century, when a large number of taverns 
had sprung up in Jamestown and surrounding settlements,
As early as 163d the General assembly limited the prices 
that a tavern keeper could - charge for a meal or a gallon 
of beer to six pounds of tobacco or eighteen pence. By 
the next year, 1639# commissions were being issued by the 
governor to individual tavern keepers, These commissions 
specified that no unlawful games or disorders should take
1 4
piace at the taverns.1 In 1655 the General Assembly 
granted the county court* authority to license taverns and 
ferries* .Several years later, authority to .set maximum 
prices for drinks was also granted to the county courts, 
The act of 1705 was a general restatement with amend** 
ments of the seventeenth-century legislation* The pro­
visions required the use of sealed weights and measures; 
allowed for the sale of bottled liquors; stated the pro­
cedure for obtaining a license as well as the penalty for 
retailing liquors without a license; set up regulations 
against unlawful gaming and drunkenness; granted to the 
county courts the right to set annually the maximum prices 
for liquor, food, lodging, and fodder; and placed limits 
on the amount of credit Which Innkeepers could extend*
A second comprehensive act which Incorporated all earlier 
provisions was passed in 1748 * *
Another act passed in 1705 protected the licensed 
taverns from unfair competition. For instance, no
^Hotes from Council and General Court records made 
by Conway Robinson and printed in Virginia Magazine of 
History and Biography, XXV (1906-1907), 189.
%illlam W* Hening, ed*. Statutes at large..* (Rich- 
mond, 1810-1833), I, 411 and 531. Hereafter cited Hening, 
Statutes*
3Ibid.. IH, 395-4001 VI, 71-76.
could b© licensed (within. tan mil©# of a town* 
public ferry** or ■ courthouse* Also when a new ferry, cross** 
tag was established the deeper was given a monopoly for 
operating a tavern-at the ferry * These provision# were 
necessary to protect the keeper# of country/tavern# whose 
business was Often more that of providing a service than 
making: a .iiving*
When tom# such as Williamsburg and Norfolk were 
incorporated* the Hustings Court received the same 
authority to issue license» and regulate tavern# that
5
the county courts were-given earlier* fhis -legislation* 
which was passed for Williamsburg in 1723* was evidently 
disregarded since ¥ork County and presumably dames City 
County continued to issue license# to taverns in the 
capital* An attempt was made in 1742 to correct this 
situation When another law was passed which gave the 
Busting# Court sole power over the taverns in Williamsburg
*Ibid., XII, 406 ana 474.
5Xbld., XV, 133-1398 VX, 263-264
6Ibia.. v, 207* See VorX County Wills and Inven­
tories, XVIII 11732-1740), 29, 64, 589 for ordinary 11-
censes issued in 1732* 1733* and 1739 to Henry Wetherbum 
and pages 344* 426* 493 for ordinary license# issued in 
1737* 1730* and 1739 to Cohn Parker* (hkl-9)
I?
The most direct means of regulating taverns was by 
controlling the number of ordinary licenses issued*
Petitioning the county court# for a license was the. first 
requirement for opening a tavern. Before granting'# li~ 
dense the > court '-considered* *the convenience of the-place 
~~proposed-**- -ae-well- as. -the- petitioner *# toility-to^ provide 
adequate “lodging, mid entertainment for travellers, their 
servants -and horses * * Since running a tavern necessitated 
a considerable outlay of capital* the courts granted 
licenses only to those who could provide "all things 
necessary for entertainment, and have housing fitting for 
toe same. * after approving the petition toe court r©~ 
qulred toe innkeeper to post a bend of ten thousand 
pounds of tobacco or fifty pounds current money. The 
court also collected a fee of thirty-five shillings
current money or fifty pounds of tobacco for each
7
ordinary license which it:Issued*
7H«ning. St&tufc.s. XXX, 396-397; XV, 415; VX, 71.
Evidently a license to sell ale and cakes was 
separate from an ordinary license# tn toe 1690 s a toe Surry 
.County Courts granted one Ceorge foster mm bysence. to sell ' 
hie and Cakes91 at his house but “not to retail any other 
higuor, nor suffer any unlawful earning.*1 Surry County 
Orders C1691^1?18|# p. 3. <t*~Xl?~25)
hm an example the petition end ordinary license
granted by the York bounty Court to Edward Hipping in
Know all men by these presents that tie 
Edward Kipping Henry Holder aft .a ©avid Cuningham 
of the County of York are held ■ & firmly bound 
unto our Sovereign hord King George by the 
Grace, of God of Great.Britain France & Ireland 
defender of the faith &c in' the Sum of fen 
thousand pounds of Tobacco Convenient in the 
said County of York to which payment well & 
only to be made to our sovereign l#ord the King 
his hairs a Successors We bind our Selves & 
every of us our a every of our heirs Executors 
a administrators Jointly a Severally firmly by 
these presents# Sealed with our Seals a ©ated 
this 15 th day of September 1718*
The Condition of this Obligation is such 
that whereas the above bounded Edward Ripping 
hath an order this day Granted him for a 
lycense to keep J*n Ordinary at hie now dwelling 
house in Wi Xliamslmrgh in this County for the 
year neat ensuing if therefore the said Edward 
Ripping doth Constantly find a provide in his 
said Ordinary Good wholsom* & cleanly lodging 
& ©yet for travellers & Stableage fodder & 
provender or pasturage fit provender (as the 
Season shall require) for their horses from 
the date of their presents for & during the 
Tent of One year & Shall not Suffer & permXtt 
any unlawful 1 Gaming in hie house nor on the 
Sabbath day Suffer any person to Tipple a drink 
.more than is necessary Then this Obligation to 
be void or else to remain in full -force & virtue.
At a Court held for York County
of 1718 read«
^York County Orders, Wills# XV (X?X6~*X720) „ 325*
(M-1^ 71; .
Tim penalty for operating a tavern without a license 
was a fine of two thousand pounds of tobacco in 1705 or
ten .pounds current money in 1748* for-failure to .pmy
the fee or present security within six months* the punish**-
9ment m s  twenty-one lashes at the public whipping poet*
Violations of these regulations.were evidently frequent, .
for the governor* the Council^and the treasurer of the
colony published notices urging the courts to be more
strict in issuing tavern licenses and obtaining the
necessary fees* This notice signed by <3ovornof Fauquier
appeared in tee Virginia oasetfe in 176#t
WHEREAS t have received certain arid frequent 
information teat X am injured to .the amount 
of a large sum of money annually* by tee In­
dulgence shown to tee keepers of ordinaries* 
in not compelling team te renew their licenses* 
according to law# This is to desire teat tee 
Judges on tee respective Benches would take 
care teat justice, is done to- tee country as 
well as myself = in this point* by .-directing 
teat tee -Clerk of tee. Court keep a correct 
register of tee dates- of tee licenses 
granted* and report to tee Court tee time 
of the expiration of each license* and 
the Hinges Attornies are hereby required 
to present* and prosecute,. all such offenders 
against law as shall presume to keep .open
ordinary, and sell liquors , after the 
expiration of the' term - for which the last 
license was granted„
The Governor*s notice may haw been effective for a
short time, hut several years; later the Council questioned
the fact' that the population of the colony-was growing
wherea© the fees obtained from ordinary licenses were
decreasing* At their December 15, 1769 meeting the
Council requested that a notice' be placed- in -the Virginia
Gazette Ordering the county clerk© to collect the fee when
the bond for a tavern license was issued* Tavern 'keepers
were reminded that failure to obtain or renew a license
or to pay the fee subjected them to prosecution by the
11king's attorney of 'their county*
On several occasions during the second- half of the 
eighteenth century a special tax was placed on ordinary 
licenses* These taxes were levied during times of public, 
emergency and' were thought to be “easy to the- people and 
not so burthensome as a poll-tax*** Par instance, in 1771
^Virginia gazette (Purdie & Dixon), November 37, 
1766, p* 2*
^Benjamin d* Hillman, ed., Executive Journals of the 
Council of Colonial Virginia |Pichmond, 1966} r VI* 330# ’
21
“an hot for the Belief of the Sufferers by the Boss of
Tobacco Damaged or Burnt In Several Warehouses * required
that m duty of twenty shillings lie paid to the county
12clerk before 0 tavern license be issued♦ Evidently
the treasurer of the colony* Robert Carter Nicholas, had
difficulty collecting these taxes* for several notices were
published in the Virginia Oamattc between 1766 and 1771
reminding the sheriffs to be more conscientious In col*
lectlng various taxes* including those on tavern licenses,
13which had fallen into arrears *
Besides licensing taverns the county courts had 
authority to set maximum prices that could be charged*
$hese rates were usually determined at the March meet inf 
of the court and Included liquors# diet# lodging# fodder, 
provender and pasturage* Within a month the innkeeper was 
expected to obtain m copy of the rates from the county 
clerk and post the rates in the public room of his tavern* 
Court action was taken against tavern keepers Who failed
*2¥irqinia Oasette (Hind} * Bbce&ber 20# 1789* p* It 
Hening* Mtjtu^# Vtlt* 493*500*'
•^Virginia Gazette (Hurdle a Dixon), duly 4* 1766* 
p. 31 (Bind)* December 25* 1766* p* 2i (Hurdle a Dixon}*
April 14* 17.68* p# 21 duly 18* 1771* p* .1*
to post the current prices or overcharged their customers.
the innkeeper w m  no* only fined fey the court but was also
14forced to five ten shillings to the informer.
Bven though taverns were considered public places* 
certain groups such as seamen* servants, and students were 
restricted in their use of the taverns* these people were 
not considered responsible since they could not to sued 
in court for debts or misbehavior* Thus* entertaining 
seamen and servants without written permission of toe 
ship1 s commander or master of a servant was forbidden by 
law* Innkeepers convicted of ignoring this law were sub­
ject to having their taverns closed to toe public for as
15long as the justices of toe county court saw fit*
Occasionally other groups were excluded from the 
taverns* tn 1701 toe General Assembly forbade tavern 
keepers from entertaining (selling food or drink to) toe 
men who were working on toe Capitol. This restraint was 
imposed **for toe bettor Management to the Workmen and 
laborers for their more regular living in Order to ,..toe
w Honing, Sfcatat**, XXX, 395-400) VX, 71-76. 
lsBening, Statutes, XXX, 395-400) VX, 25 and 71-76.
better persueing their Works.w An innkeeper who trans­
gressed could hair# his tavern license suspended end be 
fined according to the law which forbade selling drinks
any .#«*#. ** 1^VU OlJft Vtaliba #
A rule passed In 1754 by the president, end masters 
of the college ^of William and Mary forbade the students 
from frequenting the tavern© in or near Wi 11 iamsburg
17exceptat the request of relatives or close friends*
In later years the rules concerning the students1 use of 
the Williamsburg taverns were relaxed# for by the 1760*s 
and 1770*6 several social-intellectual societies were 
meeting at the Raleigh and other taverns * Upon gradu­
ation in May* 1775# Walker Maury* one of the ushers at 
the college and a mssfcsr of the p. ft* C* society# gave a 
party for his friends at one of the taverns, fhe students 
-failed to get •permission to stay out late, and remained at
*&A copy of this law appears in York County Seeds* 
Orders* Wills* XX (1698-1702) * 500-501* (M-1-5J
William and Mary Quarterly* 1st sar*« IX (1893- 
18941* 55. , " '.j
18 •Oane Carson# Mmmm Innmss and his Brother© of the
y,. I3L &»' (Williamsburg* 19651#.. p* ..1.*' Also the statement 
of family tradition by Major Xnnea Randolph that members 
of the f*. a. c* #met in-the upper room of the tavern, and 
that their laughter shook the house.f* William and Mary 
Quarterly* 1st aer*, XXV (1917)* 162*
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the tavern "till da# of them at: least was in biquor, and
did not tall# oaf# to sea him quietly lodged in his room so
as to prevent his malting a midnight disturbance at the 
19College *H Since there were few rooms at the college 
suitable for the use of organised groups these students 
were allowed to meat at the taverns $ on the other hand* 
Individual students were still not permitted to "frequent* 
the taverns#
lifter the raid-e ighteenth century most of the new
laws governing taverns were concerned with g&afeling, in
Virginia gambling was considered a gentleman* e privilege,
forbidden to members of the working class —  apprentices*
craftsmen# laborers* seamen and servants sine# gambling
20caused them to neglect their work* h law passed in 
1740 imposed a ten-pound fine on an innkeeper who per­
mitted play at any game of cards or dice* except back­
gammon* four years later an amending act added to the 
number of games excepted and cut in half - the' amount of
19 ~ JFaculty Minutes* May IB* 1775, printed in William
and Marv Quarterly, 1st ser*, XIV (1906), 244#
; a discussion of the gambling habits of Vir­
ginians sees Jan# Carson, Colonial Virginians at Play, 
(Williamsburg, 1965J, pp* 49-55.
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the fine* Persons at a tavern, a'race track, or any other 
public place were forbidden- from playing- games (except 
billiards, ' backgammon/ and bowls )©r betting on the bands 
ofthose who played. "-If convicted they were subject to 
a fine of five pounds- likewise' a tavern beeper who per­
mitted unlawful gambling at his house, shed# booth, arbor# 
or' stall# upon'conviction# was fined- five pounds * also 
any justice-who observed such■gaming and failed to issue 
a arrant-was# if convicted*- subject to a fine of five 
pounds* In 1748 another act for preventing excessive and 
deceitful gaming# set the same fines for players# inn-* 
keepers# and justices if convicted? however* to the list 
Of games which were excepted (billiards* backgammon, and 
bowls) were added chess and draughts* though laws which 
attempted to limit gambling in public places continued to 
be passed, this legislation was less restrictive, the fines
were lessened, and the number-of games .which were don**
21sidered lawful was enlarged*
Regulations which limited the amount of credit in 
liquor .that mn innkeeper could extend were in effect
^Jiehing* Statilfees* • V* ■ .102*103# 22i42|M£r, ' $ £ + ' 78*
during most of the eighteenth century. toes© 1mm» though
unpopular with - Innkeepers* prevented'"the extension of
credit to persons' from whom the tavern keeper would hm ._
unable to collect and thus helped to- protect him' from.
going into debt* 'knottier -reason for the- limitation was
stated In the act of 1703 §
**«fhe unlimited credit given.*.to seamen and 
others * where they ©ppnd not only their ready 
money, but their wages and other goods* which 
should be for the support of themselves and 
families# la found prejudicial# and occasions 
many person© nearly free* to run away to the 
neighboring plantations* to the - greet dis- ~ 
advantage of this country*
the amount of credit Which innkeepers could extend
annually to responsible Virginians was three hundred
pounds of tobacco* ' Sailors attached to any shlpand per**
sons who were not. toe master* of two servants or Who did
not have property valued at fifty pounds sterling or
" » ' 22 
more were not allowed any credit*
to© 1705 law evidently proved too lenient, for by
1734 the extension of credit had brought ^impoverishment
and ruin to many poor families1* **** presumably to families
2?
As a result the amount of credit for liquor which could 
be extended annually was reduced to twenty shillings.
During Public Times (the time in the spring and fall when 
the general Court sat):, the innkeepers of Williamsburg 
were exempt from this restriction and allowed to Issue 
credit to anyone*
Between 1744 and 1765 tavern keepers presented a 
number of petitions to the Bouse of Burgesses protesting 
the twenty-shilling limitation of credit on liguor„ The 
innkeepers of Williamsburg and York town in 1744 reguested 
a repeal of the 1734 statute stating that "great incon­
veniences , as. well as manifest tosses in their Way of 
Business" were caused by the law* Two years later (1746) 
the innkeepers of Williamsburg reguested permission to 
extend unlimited credit throughout the year and not Just
during Public Times* since "they are at other times under
24m necessity of giving Credit to many Persons*"
After sending petitions to the general Assembly for 
nearly twenty years the innkeepers of York town finally
23xfaid.. IV, 428.
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Henry JU. Hcllwaine, ed*, Journals.of the House of 
Buroesses of Virginia* . 1742-1747 (Richmond, 1509), p. 94 
and 202* Hereafter cited as Mcllwaine, J, H, a*
as
succeeded in getting part of the limitations on. credit re-*
moved* .^A» a result of a petition presented in Hovemher#
1743*/ an amending actiniae passed, stipulating that, tavern
keepers could extend' as much credit as•they thought
proper?, however, the usual restriction on extending credit
to.seamen was. included and also.residents of-the,county
.or--town were excluded -.frees the open credit arrangement,
This. > last restriction prevented- the local drunks from
loitering at. the taverns., and; drinking more than they
could pay for*-
Two years later -tavern keepers were-.still trying to
remove the restriction limiting credit to residents* In
Hay 1765, the •Innholders* of Williamsburg, Norfolk,
flatten, York town, and Gloucester united and presented
26such.a petition, but it was rejected*. Thus the limi­
tation of ..credit-for-local residents continued through.
1774.27
Xbldy. (1761-1765), p, 01 f Her.ing, Statutes, VII, 
595*596,
2SMc Ilwaine, 3. «. B. (1761-1765), p. 330.
27 ■
Hening, Statutes, X, 14S-147*
General Assembly also passed laws Which limited
the outside activities of tavern keeper** Par instance,
an act .concerning-juries which was passed in -1748 listed
innkeepers among - those men who could not>'serve' as
Juror*favern keepers were 'excluded since their
business services were especially needed when the courts
were ~ in ( session. Another law stated that "no inspector
cf tobacco,. ,be allowed to keep an ordinary, or house of
entertainment, at or near the warehouse where he is an 
29inspector* *
haws regulating taverns were hot strictly enforced 
or obeyed during the eighteenth century? however, the 
paucity of surviving information and the loss of many of 
the court records makes it impossible to determine the 
frequency of violations * That tavern legislation con­
tinued to he written throughout the century indicates that 
old laws.were broken and new ones were needed*- ‘the fact 
that, a tavern-keeper was charged-with violating a regu­
lation did not necessarily indicate an infraction since
28Ibid.. V, 523.
29Ibid.. VIII, 325.
with the keen competition among innkeeper# false'charge® 
were often brought*' 'Examples' to the--, following paragraphs 
indicate some of the Regulations which tavern; keepers were 
accused of violating.
Retailing liquors without a license was one of the 
more.serious offenses« For- example, Gabriel M&upin, the 
first of a family of Williamsburg tavern keepers, was 
convicted and fined two thousand pounds of tobaceo for 
such a violation* Evidently Maupin paid this fine, for 
several years later -' (1714) he was granted a license to
30
open a tavern at his house in Williamsburg*
Occasionally tavern keepers were accused of over­
charging , Jean Marot# who operated a popular Williamsburg 
tavern from 1705 until 1717* was twice found guilty of 
"Selling biquors at Higher Rates than to Set*** In both 
1710 and 1711, after admitting that he was at fault and 
agreeing to pay the fine* Marot was dismissed. In fact 
the earns court that found Marot guilty of overcharging. to
31
1713 renewed hie' license for ^ another 3 year # - -
^York Connty Deeds, Orders* Wills# kill# (1706-
17to>; XB9f %XWf fl709»*l716)# 3S3* C$t-I-6)
31Ibid.. XIV (1709-1716), 17, 237 and 244. (M-l-7)
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Selling . liquor* in false * measures was similar, to over­
charging * The* laws required that strong drinksbe sold in 
English- sealed - measures! gills# half-pints* pints#- quarts# 
pottles (half-gallons)# and gallons* Xn 1717 all of the 
tavern keepers of Norfolk were charged., with using false 
measures. However# after examining the measures incourt, 
the justices found them to he accurate and the charges 
were dismissed.^
Here than one report of liquor being sold to servants 
in Williamsburg has survived* Xn 1714 Edward flipping, 
whose tavern license was quoted earlier* was accused of 
entertaining a servant without permission of the master* 
allowing him to get drunk* and permitting this to happen 
on Sunday* Since Ripping was found guilty of violating
two regulations# he tod to pay court costs and was sus-
33pended from selling liquors*
A later account of liquor being sold to Negroes was 
recorded by Daniel Fisher in his journal* Fisher# who 
came to Williamsburg from bondon in 1751 and opened a
32JSorfolk County Deed#, IX (1710-1717), 189-194»
Virginia State hibrary microfilm* Reel 5*
^%ork County Orders* Wills* XIV {1709-1716), 397, 
fJ#**l—6 )
tavern and later operated a store# - quarreled with every­
one he met except the lawyer and clerk of the Council* 
Nathaniel Walfchoe * therefore# Fisher*s. bias , should he 
considered in reading the account of his being accused 
by Mayor John Bolt of selling rum to Negroes«
X acquainted the Court* that, X made not 
the least objection to the Negro 
evidence* and if Mr * Bolt would 
produce but one such of a reputable 
character# as a Negro* who would only 
say* I had ever let a Negro have 
any spiritous liquors without the 
leave or order of the Master or Mistress# 
or any Person whatever in less 
quantity than a Pint* 1 should 
esteem it a just reason for restrain­
ing my selling; that no Negro had 
ever been served with Rum by my 
family* X would not presume to say# 
but X would undertake to affirm 
that not one merchant in the Town who 
sold Rum at all was so cautious of 
letting any Negro be supplied with rum* 
without a written or Verbal leave as 
myself# That it was very well 
known my family had been scrupulous 
in this matter* and. X was ready to 
prove* if they would give me any 
leave* by indisputable evidence# that 
my family had turned away two Negroes 
in one day* for the want of such 
authority* who went directly from 
my house to Mr. Bolt*#* and was then 
served without the least scruple 
whatever. This put the court in a 
flame# and X was openly ordered to 
be silent.
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As the case continued Holt admitted that “he had no
ground for his information, save Common Fame, * and the
34charge was dropped.
During the same court session John Greenhow* another
Williamsburg merchant* requested a year’s extension on
his lease* Fisher noted that Greenhow was "infamously
remarkable for trafficking with Hegroes in wine* or any
other commodity * Sunday not excepted * ? hater * according
to Fisher*s account* Holt stood up
• * .and in a sanctified speech. Informed the 
Court that he never heard of Mr* Greenhow ’ 
being guilty of the practice of selling 
liquor to negroes--whereupon addressing 
myself to the byestanders* as well as the 
Court* Z F^ishej-7 desired all present to 
take notice What an arrant strumpet this 
common Fame was* who had informed that 
worthy Gentleman Mr* Holt of my being 
guilty of this vile practice? and of 
Mr# Greenhow*s innocence of the Facts 
this put the Court again in a hubbub* and 
Z was again called to order?•♦•Yet all 
this was done so publicly in the face of 
the whole town* it was thought proper to 
allow me the liberty of selling as usual 
and to refuse Mr* Greenhow* nevertheless*
Z was since informed by Mr# Holt * • or some 
greater influence Mr. Greenhow had the 
liberty granted the next Court Day* this 
affair happened I think in March 1754.^
Daniel Fisher*s Journal, 1750-1755* published as 
*?^ he Fisher History*** in Louise P. du Bel let* Some Proroi~ 
nent Virginia Families (Lynchburg* 1907)* IZ# 788*
35Ibid.. 779
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Though Fisher's account is one-sided, it indicates- that 
during the mid**©ighteenth century liquor was sold 
illegally- to -Uegroes in Williamsburg * .
Unlawful games' ware frequently played-at the-taverns* 
h surviving court case describing an evening of dice- 
playing in Williamsburg serves mm an illustration of 
cheating* George Holden and John Hughlett, both wealthy 
citizens, had been:playing backgatnmon in James Shields * 
tavern* When the Maryland lawyer, George Douglass, joined 
them, they started to play hazard using a new pair of dice 
provided toy Shields, For some reason th© new dice were 
exchanged for an old pair of dice which someone handed 
Hugh let t through a window. The playing continued until 
Hughlett won from the other two men a total of thirty- 
eight pistoles* Hughlett then left with his winnings and 
dice* . Da ter that evening as Holden and Douglass entered 
the hatter *• shop next door, they found Hughlett and 
several others playing with what. appeared, to toe the same 
worn dice* James bittlepage, who was observing the game, 
suspected that the dice were loaded and picked up a die*
^Diquors could toe sold toy merchants as long as they 
were not drunk: on .the premises* See Bening, Statutes* VX,
74*
Hughlett refused to give bittlepage th? other die hut 
instead threw it into a corner of the shop. Dittlepage, 
Holden, and Douglass then left with the captured die and 
afterwards as they examined it were able to pick pieces 
of lead out of two of the sides* hater in court Holden 
sued Hughlett for the thirty-eight pistoles and was 
awarded & 28/15.37
From the early seventeenth century, tavern keepers 
were admonished to keep orderly establishments— that is, 
to see that their customers did not become so rowdy as 
to disturb those living nearby, controlling clients who 
got roaring drunk was, no doubt, a problem and on more 
than one occasion tavern keepers were charged with keeping 
a "disorderly house.* On April 12, 1712, Byrd noted in 
his diary that several young gentlemen were taken to court 
for a riot committed the night before "at Su Allen * s and 
A-t-k-s-n9s, but came off with paying ten shillings apiece. 
Several of the rioters became leading men of the colony t
37
Case of Holden v. Hughlett, tried June 16, 1746,
York County band Causes, 1746-1769, pp. 1-7 at back of 
book. (M-l-14a)
Maim Page of Rosewell* John Grymes of Brandon, and James
*'• tg-
Burwell, the son of Dewis Harwell.
Sometimes tavern brawls ended in tragedy. One 
evening at Richard Joslin*s tavern in Norfolk Samuel 
Rogers, Nathaniel Newton, Jams Hustings, Henry Jenkins, 
and William Finiken engaged in horseplay and jigs while 
making frequent visits to the punch howl* During a game 
of all-fours Rogers won several howls of sangaree from 
Finiken* In the friendly tussle that followed, Finiken 
was thrown backward on the floor* His friends put him 
to bed and after finding that his pulse was normal, left 
him to sleep off the effects of the sangaree* The next 
morning he was found dead*3^
During the summer of 1766 Colonel John Chiswell of 
Williamsburg killed a man in a brawl at Ben Mosby’s 
tavern at Custer land Courthouse* Robert Routledge, a 
merchant—planter from Prince Edward County, and some of 
his friends had spent most of the Shy at Mosby * s.
. 3®X*ouis B* Wright and Marion Tin ling, eds. Ifhe 
Secret Diary of William Byrd of Westover (Richmond, 1949),
p. 'si?* :1 r ' " • ;"
3%orfolk 'County Dseds, lX {17.10-1717) 16&V- Virginia-
State Dibrary microfilm, Reel :3* ,v.s
Colonel Chlswell dropped in during- the opening (late 
afternoon)- ana. began talking rather boastfully. - Routledge, 
who "by - this time was- quite drunk, expressed disapproval, 
whereupon the colonel balled the: merchant "a fugitive 
rebel, a villain who came to Virginia to cheat and 
defraud man of their property# and % Presbyterian fellow**
■ Rout ledge replied by throwing wine from hie glass at 
Chiswell^^aoirie part of :l#iich did touch him*fi bhisweH 
reacted; to the -affnW ?by- attempting' td ;throw first ' a
bowl of buabo* . then-e ic5d^ dteet'iijk#-; and finally a pair of
* r.: . * - '/
fire:tongs- at- Routledge but was restrained1 by the. onlookers, 
fbroughly enraged by‘this time,- Chiewell •tordered: his 
servant to.' bring hiet-^ sword: and -r*swore that be- would run 
any ■ man through- the?body who should dare to come near him* * 
More heated''words were "-exchanged and- Routiedge 'started ■ 
around the fable .•which;' separated the two men. Chiswell, 
reportedly' sober butfey :thia- time furious, advanced - and 
*withhissword, or: hanger, stabbed him throughhhe 
-heart across the ta3»£#v-Someone graced chisweli, but 
it was too late* ehiawe 11 then ordered a bowl of toddy 
which he “drank very freely18 so that when tbs justice of 
the peace arrived **he -was' somewhat inboxicated.V'
Shi-swell was arrested , and later released on bail. Since
fee died very suddenly before his trial, ho was never con-
40vie tea of th«s murder.
A nuaber of regulations' were violated by Susanna
Alien, one. of.the more colorful Williamsburg tavern
beepers In the early part of the eighteenth century*
Mention has already been made of the riot at her-tavern in'
the spring of 1712* The following year she was charged
With “beeping Disorderly house,* but the ok&& vmm disM
continued v/hen the informer failed to appear# At the
same court session# ^ however# she was found guilty of
"keeping a marryed man Constant Company" and fined five
' 41hundred 'pound© of tobacco * Oh another occasion Mistress 
Allen was accused' of failing to post stable of the 
current prices in the' common room of her tavernr after 
weighing the evidence# the ^ury gave a verdict of not
- 40Vlrqinla Gasefte (Bardie i* Place**)y M X f  10/ 1766# ' 
p* %% October .17/ 1766#" p* 3/ ' Wot a detailed discussion 
df this murder: see carl Bridonfeaugh* i^idlefece''-and Virtue 
in Virginia# 1766* me* The .I*Bpdrtaswgd'of -€Ke Trivial*1 
Massachusetts■ historical; Society# - Brobefedli^ Sy- hasxvx v • 
I1964J# ‘ * * .: •
4Work County Order#, Wills, XSV (1709~i?16), 268. 
CH-1-6) Tradition has suggested that Susanna Allan ran
:a brothel, but no evidence has been found' to. support this 
supposition about any of the taverns in Williamsburg#
^2York County Orders# Wills# KIV (1709*-1716) # 167# 
(M—1—6)
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Though tavern laws were often violated# the infractions 
probably never reached the proportions cited by the con- 
temporary observer, “A# B." This clergyman objected to 
another tavern bbing licensed in his parish and wrote a 
letter-to the king1© attorney in hi© county which was 
subsequently printed in the Virginia Gazette, In-his 
opinion# taverns had been perverted from their original 
intention of providing entertainment and lodging for the 
traveler and had "become the common Receptacle* and 
Rendezvous of the very Dreggs of the People* * •where not 
only Tim© and Money are squandered away# but where pro­
hibited and unlawful Games * * ♦ abound to the greatest 
Excess*” Be particularly singled out cards# dice# horse 
racing# cock fighting# drunkenness# cursing# cheating* . 
lying* and fighting* The clergyman entreated the king * s 
attorney to realise that his accusation was "no Exaggera­
tion but a just Representation of the Gas©" and called for 
a "redress of such outrageous Grievances*" In conclusion 
he asked that no more "Bursaries of Vice" be licensed in 
the part of the county "where the Interest of Religion" 
resided in his hands,43
^Virginia Gazette tfurdi© a Dixon) # April 11* 1751*
P* 3 *
CHAPTER 111 
RBGUIAR TAVERN SERVICES .
Many building© which became tavern© were first used 
a© houses? consequently* these structures generally con­
formed to architectural designs which were common to 
eighteenth-century dwellings* Taverns in Williamsburg 
and along the well-traveled route© were often fairly large 
buildings with four or more room© on the first floor—  
generally used for dining# drinking# gaming# and lodging—  
and three or four bedrooms upstairs* Other taverns were 
smaller with only a common roam on the first floor and 
one or more bedrooms above* In the later colonial period 
it was fashionable a© well as practical to have a large 
porch on the front of taverns mm did Hr©* Vob©*© on Waller 
Street in Williamsburg by 1765. Description© of tavern© 
for sale during the l?70*s often Include the phrase Ra 
Piassa the length of the House„** Behind the taverns 
were generally found a kitchen# dairy# well* smokehouse#
40
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grain house, luirber house, stable, pastures, gardens, and
orchards#*
The furnishings varied with the circumstances of the 
owners * Fisher# who stopped at a tavern in Leeds, found 
that "the House and Furniture# has as elegant an appearance, 
as any X have seen in the country* Mr* Pinnays or With* 
hemes in Williamsburg not excepted * The Chairs tables 
&c* of the Room X was conducted into was all of Mahogany,
2and,.*stuft with fine large glaired Copper Plate Prints*"
%h« following advertisements give detailed descrip­
tions of taverns? Virginia Gazette (Purdie & Dixon), 
March 21# 1771# p* 31 July 9, 1772* p# 3f {Purdie), 
October 31, 1777* p* 2*
A latter of governor Fauguier to the Board of Trad© 
and Plantations* November 3, 1765, mentions a porch on 
the front of the tavern* Henry R* Me Xlwaine, Journals 
of the House of Burgesses* 1761*1765 (Richmond, 1907)# 
p* jbcix*
The anonymous French traveler mentioned separate 
rooms for drinking and gambling at Mrs* Vobe*s,tavern. 
"Journal of a French Traveller in the Colonies* 176S," 
American Historical Review, XXVI (1921)# 742* Hereafter 
cited as "French Traveller* 1765* °
^Daniel FisherJournal, 1750-1755, published mm 
"The Fisher History*" in Louise P* du Bel let* Some Promi­
nent Virginia Families iLvnchbura* 1907)# XX* 79* Her©’* 
after cited Fisher# "Journal
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Very different conditions were encountered in the 
piedmont 'section, of Virginia, where tavern® were often 
located in people8s houses. Chastellux described©toying 
at
*
,. .one of the worst lodging places in ail America* 
Mrs* ’Tease, the mistress of the house, was 
some time ago bereft by the death of her hue** 
band, and 1 verily believe that she was also 
bereft of all her furniture, for I have never 
seen a more badly furnished house, a poor tin 
vessel was the only *Bowl€ used for the family, 
our servants, and ourselves? I dare not say 
what other use it was offered to us when we 
went to bed* he we were four masters***the 
hostess and her family were obliged to give 
up their bed to us*3
Most tidewater taverns were better furnished than 
the one described above, though this was not always true* 
Fisher passed by Southern*©, a tavern in Essex County
just south of the Rappahannock Elver, Where he had planned
to spend the night* On finding it to be only a **hut, full
or rude, mean people, * he rode on*4
Employees
The sire of a tavern and its location determined the 
nmdbmr of people needed to keep if in operation* Some of
3^Francois %lean, Margwis d© Chaste!lux, Travels in 
North America in the Ifears 1780, 1781 and 1782, ed* by 
Howard C* Eice, Jr. (Chape! Hill, 1063? originally pub­
lished hondon, 1787), II, 402* Hereafter cited as 
Chaste!lux, Travels*
^Fisher, Vourxial, * 7 0 0*
4 $
tli# larger taverns required about the same nucsber of
sslaves and distribution of labor as a large home- For 
instance#-. Anthony Hay in January of 1771 owned twenty 
slaves t among them were **a good Coachman and Carter# some
- 4*>fine Waiting Boys# good Cooks, waiters, 4fcc**
Country taverns were often owned by a person of in­
fluence but operated by a hired keeper* In his journey 
from Williamsburg to Philadelphia# Fisher stopped at 
Roan's Tavern before coming to the Rappahannock River $
This Ordinary belongs# it seems# to one 
Wajor R^aTn a Person of influence in these 
Parts who obtains a bysence at the County 
Court where of he is himself a member# and 
puts into it some &asy Person or other# at a 
Salary# or so much per* cent# as is likely to 
pint off the greatest quantities of liquors 
for him* This is a common practice in the 
country# by which means* the* the Proprietor 
(by the Courtesy) avoids the Reproach of being 
deemed an Ordinary keeper* and the scandal of 
what is then transacted j yet he reaps the 
greatest share of the Profits*7
Advertisements for tavern keepers., support Fisher * s 
statement that the taverns were not always kept by their
5Thad W* Tate* Jr* # The Negro in Eighteenth-Century 
Williamsburg (Williamsburg, 1965), p* 63*
%©rk County Wills# Inventories# XKXX (1771-1773)*
19-24 * (M—1—111 s Virgini%. * Gazette (Furdie-& : Mason) *- 
January 17# 1771# p* 3,
%isher* ®Journal,• 789*
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owners, but Fisher*e indication that the hired keepers 
were all laey* -rether* shifty character®: is questionable.® 
Those- who advertised 'often: specified that the keeper be 
**a.:sober Person* of .good Capacity;* that he be* "well 
qualified for'keeping a good ordinaryw- and *recommended 
mm such by persons* who can be depended on; and that he 
= °ean write a good hand* Gapable tavern keepers were 
desired by the owners who wanted to be assured of having 
their tavern licenses renewed each year* Unless an owner 
lived in a county where the courts were negligent in en­
forcing the regulations concerning taverns, he had to 
make certain that his tavern was managed in an orderly 
manner * One ■ owner advertised that' he
WANTED Aianadl&^iy#; to Succeed John Whitlock 
in the tavern kept by him* a man bread to 
-that; business# to whom good encouragement will 
be given by the subscriber* Pone but-such as 
come-well' recammended; for honesty, sobriety* 
industry* and complaisance* need to apply*
A single man would ba acceptable; .but should's 
a man who has B: careful wife# that will notj
_ _ 02atries in the. diaries- of Bobert Wormeley carter 
indicate that he owned a tavern which was operated first 
by' William' Oar land and later by his son* Griffin Garland. 
The Almanac Diaries ’of Bobert Wormeley carter* If64 and 
X76S • Clements ' Library* • typescript Colo^ia 1 : Williamsbufg 
Bdsearcsh Oepartxaentv< :/ ^ -■ 'i,;/'-■■ ^ '/*
. ^Virginia Gasefcte (ParksI« November 2* 1739/ p* 3; 
CFurdie a 0ixon> * Oaceisber 13# 1768* p* 2; ftardb'30#. 
1769/ p. 4.
think it below her dignity .bo. superintend the . 
affairs of the kitchen* and bedchambers* even
if -there be ..a child or two, it will be no 
unsuinaoun table objection**®
The above advertisement also gives "some idea of 'the 
role of the tavern, keeper*® wife* Besides the duties of 
running her house and raising a family she was often re­
sponsible for supervising the cooks and other tavern 
servants* In an advertisement for his small tavern in 
Williamsburg* Christopher Ayscough noted that "Mrs* 
Avscough very well understands the COOKEKT part** * Be 
could justly praise his wifefs cooking since Anne Ayscough 
had been Governor Fauquier*s cook at the Palace.
Since be was operating a business# the tavern keeper 
had to be able to keep accurate accounts and have good 
sources for obtaining supplies of liquor and food. Also 
since much of his business depended on the popularity of 
bis tavern# the keeper had to be a likeable person# yet 
have the respect of his clientele so that reasonable 
order could be maintained*
Then# too, the'keeper# unless he .owned, one of the 
popular ; taverns in Williamsburg or in another mob
*®Ifoid** (Purdiei Pebruary 23* 1776, p. 3*
^%bid** {Purdie & OiKon}, October 6* 1768# p* 2*
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frequented location, generally ted to hold some other job
as well*, tavern keeping by itself was seldom a paying
business since-the periods of frequent' visitation came.
monthly in the case of taverns located at county court-*
bouses or during Public Times for most tavern keepers in
Williamsburg, Often keepers located their taverns On
or adjacent to their small farms or plantations#**2 ^ Some
of them received money from renting houses and stores
which were built near the taverns* An advertisement for
the rental of a tavern on the river road between Richmond
and Williamsburg suggests that "this Place would suit a
tradesman, particularly a Tailor, which is much wanted in
13the Neighborhood, provided he could keep a good House*w 
Another means of supplement lug the income of the tavern 
keeper was to take in boarderspractice which has its 
modern parallel today* The keeper of a tavern, at the 
falls of the Potomac River noted that "The publick house 
ls*»*very convenient to take in boarders * * K Fredericks** 
burg tavern keeper reported that the "gentlemen who now
mmmmmmmimmmm ii«iS»ii iiwi.Miwm ^ M iiMi in.miTj.ii hpwiw>.'*ui» J
12Ibld., March 21, 1771, p. 3? May 16, 1771, p. 3.
13Ibid., March 21, 1771, p. 3j August 19, 1773, p. 2.
favour ate with their company as boarders pay upwards of 
h 200 par annum.
In the smaller establishments the tavern keeper kept 
the bar but in the larger tavern©— such as Campbell*s, 
Pullet*s, and Southall *s in Williamsburg-*—separate bar- 
keepers or drawers were eiqployed* Several advertisements 
for drawers .requested that the applicant "can keep 
accounts*63,5 which was necessary since he was responsible 
for keeping a record of the drinks dispensed from the bar* 
The larger establishments employed hostlers who 
looked after the horses which belonged to the customers of 
the taverns* In 1776 a Williamsburg tavern keeper was in 
need of such m mans
wanted immediately *
A GOOD HOSTLER, Such a one coming well recommended, 
for diligence and sobriety, will have good wages from
lmiR&fifiR 16 BUPiKII a AIM *#£?£%& a
Waiters and cooks who were honest, capable, and of good 
character were also .requested* Since waiters, like
^ Xbid*, November 22, 1770, p* 2 (aupplement)? (kind}, 
Septesfi»er,_23, 1773, ;p* 3*
^Ibid* * (Purdie & Dixon), November 24, 1774, p* 3# 
duly 18, 1766, p. 4r August 29, 1766, p* 2't March 3,
1768, p* 3# dune 18, 1766, p* 4*
16Ibld., (Purdie), March Q, 1*76, p. 3.
bar-keepers, bad to keep account of meals and services, 
the ability to write was often required* In 1772 a tavern 
keeper
WANTED,“ S T i w »  p « ® f F  p
A yoong Man capable of waiting in a Tavern t 
likewise a good COOK, either Man or Woman*
Any such, that can come well recommended for 
their Honesty and Sobriety, may hear of a 
place by applying to the Printers hereof*3"7
It was not the practice in tidewater Virginia to
have barmaids serving in the taverns though at small
taverns and at some of the country taverns members of the
family helped to serve the food* While traveling in the
western part of Virginia Chastellux stayed at Paxton fs
tavern and noted In his journal that "breakfast. * .was
•*rv*a *  «**•*/■«<»•• « « * « » . ■ “
The slaves who served in Williamsburg taverns were
taught many skillet cooking, serving, cleaning, washing, 
gardening, carting, and stable tending* At larger taverns 
servants were trained for one job in particular, but at 
smaller establishments they performed many tasks, Such
3,7Ibid., (Purdie a Dixon). March 3, 1768, p* 3| May 5, 
1774, pV .3 r November 19, 1772, p« 2*
■^Ohastellux, Travels, IX, 464*
was probably the ease of Petty# “a likely Virginia horn 
Wench” who ran away from her master* She was desci3fc>9B& 
as being “stout and well set1* and had “been used to attend 
in a Publick House from her i n f a n c y * 0 r *  Johann 
Schoepf, a German physieian, who visited Williamsburg 
after the Revolution, . commented favourably' on - the - servants *
Xn the tavern here there is very good# 
but very dear entertainment« Slack cooks# : 
butlers# ehamber~raaid9, make their bows with 
much dignity and modesty j were neatly and \
- modish ly attired# 'and still spoke with' en~ , 
thusiaam of the politeness and gallantry of 
■the prench officers* *
Schoepf probably stayed at the Raleigh# the larger of two
taverns operating in Williamsburg in 17S3* JaimerS Southall#
who then owned and operated the Raleigh* had nineteen
r
Host taverns were smaller than the Raleigh and did 
less formal entertaining? consequently# a staff of fewer 
servants was needed* The estate of Thomas Partisan* a 
mid-eighteenth century keeper listed only six slaves and
• ^ Vlrqj.nia Garettey (purdie a Dixon), Hay 12* 1774* 
p* 1* -
2%ohlum David Schoepf* Travels in the Confederation 
from the German of Johann 0avid Schoepf* Tr* and ed* by 
hifred J-' Morrison {Philadelphia* 1911)* 11, 81* H e w  
after cited Schoepf* TravelsI Williamsburg Personal 
Property Tax hist <1783-1783)* p. 5* <M~l-47)
two of thorn wore children* Another Williamsburg tavern
keeper* John Burdett, who died several years after Pmtti*
21son, also had six slaves# '
Only one reference to an indentured, servant belong­
ing to a'tidewater tavern keeper has been located# The 
inventory of Henry Bowcock (1732) lists "Hector Berry, 2 
years to serve" along with .five Hegro slaves* Unfortu­
nately there are no other references to this servant to 
indicate the capacity in Which he served#
Servants received some tips during the eighteenth 
century, "but the few references that have survived sug­
gest that tipping was not a customary practice* ' Bather# 
tips were probably given* for special favors or if one 
wanted to make a good iirtpresaion* Por instance# when 
Oeorgc Washington visited Colonel fair fax at Belvoir, 
his tips to the servants were fairly large considering 
‘ that he often stayed-only a short time* The: cook, house* 
maid, and laundress usually each received. 2®*6dL and the
^%ork County Wills and Inventories, XIX (1740- 
1746), 177-179t XX (1745-1759)* 46-49* $NKL«47)
22York County Orders, Wills, XVIXI (1729-1732), 57.
hostler Is *34*, Whan Washirxgtonwas courting Martha Cusfcis
he was particularly generous to her servants* On March 16
1758, Washington tipped "Mrs. Cuatis*© Servants 30/*w In
23dooe-of that -veer they received 14©*64*
By contrast, W e  servant© at taverns where Washington
; stayed 4i4 not-fare as well* in Hoveaher, 1768 when
Washington settled his: account with Mrs*. Cambell **-for -
- * * 
hoard &C* ® he paid- her - 63*18*9 -hut her servants received
'24.
only 6s*3p*, or approximately -seven percent* ■. ^here are 
also several, references to giving tips to. tavern servants 
in the diary of Robert Carter of Coro toman* "King ** carter 
•usually stayed at Hr s. Sullivan*a tavern when he came to 
Williamsburg in the l?20*s-<—even during the-period be- 
tween duly* 1726, and September, 1727, When he served as 
acting governor of the colony. Carter*© accounts show 
•that on two occasions, in August of 1726 and in March of 
1727.# -he -tipped..her servants -shout, two .percent.of /his 
total bili*^
**®eerge Washington#-hedger A# p. 5# entry for dana- 
ary 1, 1754? ibid*. pp* 38*39, entries for March 16 and 
dune 5, 1758* library of Congress* {M-89-2)
2^ lbld*, p.. 281# -entry- for Eovessber 8,. 1768* -
TEobertCarter of Corotoman* Mary, 1722*1727# en­
tries for August 8, 1726 and March 4# 1727* Oniverslty
of Virginia Mbrary* (M~1X3)
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As the taverns varied in sine #0 did the quality of 
the lodgings that were available* Oenerally the bedrooms 
W i  upstairs# though tavern® like private homes often, 
had one or more bedrooms on the first floor for the use 
of older people, private hoarders# or members of the inn** 
keeper** family* for instance# architectural studies and 
the inventory of Henry Wetherburn*® tavern indicate that 
there were two bedrooms on the first floor*
Attitudes toward privacy have changed through the 
years» In ©ighteenth-century Virginia fee people had 
private bedrooms in their homes and they certainly did 
not demand more privacy at taverns, upstairs rooms 
usually opened onto each other and only some of them had 
fireplaces1 thus in order to have.access to the inner 
rooms and distribution of heat it was necessary to forego 
privacy# As in private homes there were generally several 
beds in each room. Host travelers took the lack of pri­
vacy for granted as this comment of Chastellux illustrates?
^Virginia Gazette* (Purdie & Bixon), March 21# 1771, 
pm 31 fork County Wills and inventories# HXX, <1760-X7?X}
36«*43* |M—1—21J
*♦* they think little.of putting three or 
four persons in the mmm room? nor do people 
have any Objection to finding: themselves' 
thus crowded in# because they experience no 
nee# to. read an#.write, ■ and all' they want in 
a house la a be## a- dining teem* an#- a draw­
ing room for company*27
0r* Schoepf d M  not ; react so matter-of-factly to the
lack of privacy and considered it an 51 indelicate custom**
to.' have *eo many beds together in one t
Here ^ at Mr. Porraicola*s tavern in RichmondT, ho 
less than in moat of the other publie-houses 
in America, it is expected that rooms are 
to be used only as places for sleeping,
eating and drinking. She whole day long,
therefore, one is compelled to be among 
all sorts of company and at night to sleep 
in like manner? thus travellers, almost anywhere 
in America, must renounce the pleasure of 
withdrawing apart, (for theirvown convenience 
or their own affairs), from the noisy, dis­
turbing, or curious crowd, unless it may 
be, that staying at one place for some 
time, a private apartment is to be rente#,
That strangers shared beds as well as rooms at the taverns
was noted by Georg© Grieve, the eighteenth-century trans­
lator of €hastelluk*s journal who had also traveled in
^Virginia Gassette, (Purdie & Dixon), March 21, 1771, 
p* 3 ?^Schoepf, Travels, II , 64? Michel Guillaume - .St * Jean 
da Crevecpeur, journey into Northern Pennsylvania and the 
htate of'Hew York (Ann. Arbor, 1964), f>. 384? Chaste!lux, 
Travels v XX, 441. ; -
America in 1782*
Throughout America, in private houses, as 
well as id the inns, several people are crowded 
together in the same roorar and in the latter 
it very commonly happens, that after you have 
been some time in bed, a stranger of any 
condition (for there is little distinction), 
comes into the room, palls off his clothes, and 
places himself, without ceremony, between 
your sheets;2?
Though “a Night’s lodging with clean sheets*’ was in­
cluded in the ordinary rates of several counties, clean 
sheets were not found at all taverns* judging from inven­
tories of the better taverns in Williamsburg clean linen 
was available at these taverns most of the time. When 
Anthony Hay was keeper at the Raleigh there were 44 pairs 
of sheets and 37 pillowcases for his 36 beds. Henry
Wetherbum * & inventory lists 19 beds, with 23 pairs of
*  «
sheets and 19 pillowcases. There should have been little 
excuse for finding dirty sheets at Karot*a tavern since 
for the 24 beds he had S3 pillowcases and sheets valued 
at &2S.6.9* The same was not always the case at smaller 
taverns? for instance, at John Hamilton*a tavern in
29Chaatellux, Travels, 12 , 603 s '■ "Notes of pages 
439-442,** note II.
Norfolk there were only four pairs of sheets for the 6 
beds.30 One reference to clean sheets was recorded in 
the .late eighteenth .century by.r Alexander .Macaulay#; a 
young Scotsman who came to Virginia during the Revolution *
When he and his. wife stopped. at a tavern west of Williams-
. . .  ■%% 
burg they found "a pretty good bed and clean sheets * "
According to most of the surviving travelers* accounts 
clean sheets were seldom found; Chastellux carried his 
own sheets and on at least one occasion was very glad to 
have them in his portmanteau. Unclean lodgings naturally 
attracted vermin and bed-bugs and these# too# were en­
countered by eighteenth-century travelers#’ * Mrs. Browne# 
who was traveling with Braddock * a army, left this de­
scription of her lodgings at a tavern in what is now 
haudoun County* "My lodgings not being very clean, I had 
so many close Companions call*# Ticks that deprived me of
ork County Wills and inventories# XMI2 (1771-1783)# 
.19—24 (11-1-11)? XXI (1780-1771) # 36-43 (M-l-11) ? Orders 
and Wills# XV (1716-1720), ^42-246 (M-1^7) ? Norfolk County 
Appraisements# 1 (1755-1783)# 2-3* Virginia State library
microfilm reel 82#*^/ ; .> ; i
v* r
- li ’ w 1 ' - •* - - - " * ^ "\ r Alexander Macaulay,. *journal# Vs& ^ im^ ;X783* .In
Willlmiii and Mary' Quarterly,;- .Ist ser«# X X 1 1902—1903) *, 184#
Hereaf ter cited-sis Macaulay#journal * **5
32 - - • ’Chastellux#; Travels# -IX# 402 »
5 6
33my Slight*® Best, hut I indulge till 7. * About twenty
years later Philip Fithian,• the tutor of the Carter
children at Noiaini Ball, spent the night. at a tavern in
Port Tobacco and noted in his journal that "for company
all the night in my Room X had Bugs in every part of my
Bed«*-& in the next Boom several noisy Fellows playing at 
34Billiards*" Sometimes those who occupied a bed were 
better off than those who slept on straw as did some of 
the men accouqpanying Rochambeau in 1782* The Baron Von 
Closers, a captain whose revolutionary journal covers the 
years 1780 to 1783, wrote that one night at the tavern at 
Boulsa Courthouse "not one of us could shut an eye through** 
out the night* The general, who alone could have a bed, 
was eaten by vermin, and we, who slept on straw, had our 
ears tickled by rats!"35
Though straw was found in some of the poorer taverns, 
it was only one of several kinds of mattresses in use*
33Charlotte Browne, "With 8raddock*s Army* Sirs*
Browne * m Diary in Virginia and Maryland," Virginia Baca*: , 
sine of History and Biography, XXXIX (1924) , 313*
^Philip Fithian, J^ournal and Betters of Philip Vickers, 
Fithlan, 1773-17748 A Plantation Tutor of the Old Dominion*^ ^ 
(Williamsburg, 1943) , p. 146* Hereafter cited as Fithian, H^uiitar D.
35Baron Von CloSen, Revolutionary Journal, I78Q~1783, 
tr* and ed* by Evelyn H« Acomb (Chapel Hill, 1958), p* 181.
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Feather beds -mere = available . at finer taverns but the flock
bed* a mattress stuffed with cotton or woolen tuft©*' was
: -probably the most common type of mattress. both feather
beds and flock foods were mentioned in the ordinary rates
of Spotsylvania County.'***
/ytother factor determining the hind of accommodations
one found at taverns was the season of the year*.. -Public
Times was such an occasion* The anonymous French traveler*
who arrived in Williamsburg during Public Times in 1765
noted that he had great difficulty in getting lodgings
•but thanks to mr sprawl l got a room at mrs. vaubes *©
37tavern* where all the beat people resorted* **
Crowded conditions were likewise encountered at cer*» 
tain times# in taverns at the county courthouses* A 
traveler who arrived at a tavern, on a court day* as 
Chestellux did when he stopped at Cumberland Courthouse* 
often found the tavern full of people Some indication 
of the number of people who gathered for court days is 
provided in the account of a lightning storm on a Sussex
^Spotsylvania County Order Book (1730*1738) * 24* 
.Virginia.State library microfilm* reel 43*
"French Traveller* 1765** 742*
3aChasteil*ax, Travels* II# 416.
sa
court day in 1768, The Virginia Garotte reported that
there were around a hundred people at the tavern when
39lightning strode hilling two horses and three toga*
Cockfights attracted large numbers of people to the 
county taverns* ChastelXuss noted that cockfights were so 
popular that planters often traveled thirty or forty miles 
to enter their cocks and place hats* Since the tavern 
keeper was not able to serve so large a. group*, the indi­
viduals usually brought their own provisions and spread 
their blankets on the floor of the large public room at 
night.**®
Travelers who arrived at & tavern after all the beds
were taken were forced to sleep on the floor; Nicholas
Cresswell* a young Englishman who visited the colony just
before the Revolution, met with this situations
bodged at the great Meadows at one 2#yneh#e 
Tavern in company with Colnl. bee* Coin!.
Peyton, Coin!, Clapham, Colnl, Blackburn,
Colnl* Me Ponald and Mf• Richard- bee.
All of thorn Commissioners from. the 
Virginia convention, for settling the 
accounts of the last Indian Mar. h set
39Virginia Cassette* (Hindi August 4, 1768, p. 2*
40Chasfcellux, Travels, 12, 386.
of niggardly beluga* Great want of. beds, 
but t am well content with the floor and
my* blanket*4 *^
Private lodging houses were available In most towns
and many travelers preferred these to taverns~»particu~
'%- . -
larly during crowded Public *£ta©s in Williamsburg. One
. • . '  jtV-
of many citizens who advertised his lodgMigs iras Halter
£*enoj$f a Williamsburg perukemafcer* who informed
***the PtfBLXCK in general# and his CIXSTOMBRS 
in particular# that he has moved to the house 
known by the name of the Red Mon#*.and as he 
has good accommodations for private lodgers f 
he will be much obliged to those Gentlemen 
who may please to favour him with their 
custom# and they may depend upon the best 
usage for themselves and horses
Persons who operated private Xodginghouses had an advan-
tage over tavern keepers since they did not offer drihks
and thus were not regulred to obtain an ordinary license*
Sami tavern keepers# like Richard Charlton of
Williamsburg# offered both private and public lodging to
their customers * , Charlton advertised accommodations at
hie tavern# yet often rented a private room to George
Nicholas Czessweli# ^ha Journal of Nicholas Cress?* 
well* 1774^ 1777' (Hew ¥ork, 1924}# p* 124. Hereafter 
cited as Cresswell. Journal.
^^Virginia Gazette, (Purdie a OixonV Harch 24# 1760#
p .  3 .
43Washington when he visited the capital, Daring less
busy times boarders* who stayed at lodginghouses and
taverns# provided additional income as this notice for
the sale of a tavern in amberst County illustrates s
All the Merchants* Storekeepers* Clerk of the 
County# their Servants# &# • are boarded in the 
Ordinary* the Profits of which are pretty con­
siderable to me.44
In the less populated sections of Virginia travelers
often stopped at private houses rather than at taverns*
Since the back roads were seldom traveled* few taverns
were available even during the latter part of the eighteenth
century* Stopping at a private house had an advantage
over a tavern as Chastellux noted t
This distinction between a real tavern and 
private hospitality for which you pay is 
greatly to the advantage of travelers* for 
in America# as in England, Innkeepers pay 
heavy taxe© and indemnify themselves by 
their exorbitant charges• Mr* Hunter re- 
celved us well* and in a very clean house,45
Dr, Schoepf was more detailed in his description of
•private Entertainment**
45Ibid, (Purdie & Dixon), June 25* 1767* p* 31 Pita- 
patrlck* Colonial Traveller, 1732-1775, pp. 311, 329* 360.
44Virainla Gazette, (Purdie & Dixon)# March- 21* 1771*
p* 3.
4^ChastolIux# Travels* II* 414.
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We spent a night at a plantation where* 
according to the custom here* travellers are 
lodged for a price* under the style of 
•Private Entertainment,* hut no tavern is Kept*
• * .The distinction between Private and public 
Entertainment is to the advantage of the people 
who keep the so-called Private houses they 
avoiding in this way the tax for permission to 
dispense rum and other drinks and not being 
plagued with noisy drinking-parties * Other 
public houses lacking* travellers are com­
pelled to seek out these and glad to find them* 
Here* one eats with the family both thick and 
thin homany (a preparation of Indian com), 
drinks wafer at pleasure* is not free to demand 
and has no right to expect what he wants* but 
pays quite as much as elsewhere* in houses 
where he lives as he pleases* is better served* 
and not obliged on coming and going to be 
grateful for the reception* On the other hand, 
it must be said for these *private houses * that 
in them one has to submit to a general interro­
gation but once* on the part of the family* 
whereas In the taverns every person coming in 
must be thoroughly answered* since there is no 
place apart* where one may avoid curiosity or 
occupy himself with his own affairs* &
This arrangement or private entertainment mentioned
by both Chastellux and Schoepf departs somewhat from the
free "Virginia hospitality'* which travelers received
earlier in the century* Ho doubt the change was due
largely to increased numbers of travelers in the period
during and immediately following the Revolution,
*6Sehoej»f« Travala, II, 35
I*adiea who seldom traveled except to visit friends
and relatives who lived nearby, had little reason to
frequent taverns* toe time though when the wife of
Thomas Jones of Caroline County visited a sister who lived
more than a day’s journey from the Jones* plantation Mrs.
Jones spent the night in a tavern* In a letter to his
Wife Jones suggested that she
had better stopp at Fomne * & where the Horses will 
be well taken care of and you and your eon$>any 
well provided for* - Mrs. Holdersits is about 
four or five miles this side Fornne * s but she 
may think your Company and Horses too great a 
burthen, and I had rather be at the expense 
than to trouble anybody**7
hadies, did not stay at the taverns during busy times 
Such 4s Public Times in Williamsburg* The few who aecora~ 
panied their husbands stayed with friends or relatives 
who lived in town or on plantations near the capital*
For instance* William Byrd’s wife* Lucy, usually stayed 
With relatives at Green Spring or at Queen6 s Creek when
iB
she visited Williamsburg. On several occasions Mrs* 
Washington dined and stayed with Mrs^ lhswson, who was
“Jones Papea*", Virginia Magazine of History and 
Biography. XXVI (191$)>179. -
aa* ■, ■>' •' -
Bonis B. Wright and Marion Tinling, eds. The
Secret Diary of William Bvrd of tfeatovar (Richmond.
1949). pp. 9, 264. i
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both a good friend and relative* When Washington brought 
his wife and her children to Williamsburg for business
4Q
reasons, they stayed at Charlton*s tavern* By 1170 
there was another place where ladies, could stay while in 
the capital* That year Mary Davis advertised in the Vir~ 
ainia Gazette that she proposed "to accomodate bodies 
and Gentlemen with private lodgings* *XThe rooms above
en
are convenient for Gentlemen, those below for ladies*“
Rooms such as these were convenient for the few planters 
who had to bring their families to Williamsburg for 
business purposes*
Though ladies seldom stayed at taverns in Williamsburg, 
they did occasionally dine with their husbands at taverns 
during the less busy times* In November and December of 
1760, for example, when Washington and hie family visited 
the capital they dined at Mrs* Campbell** several tiros*
On November 25th Washington dined at Mrs, Campbell *s with 
Mrs* Washington, John Parke Custis, Colonel Bassett,
AQ
John C* Pitspa trick, ed*, George Washington, Colonial 
Traveller {Indianapolis, 1927), p* 255,311,357* Virginia 
Garotte, (Purdis), August 8, 1777, p* 2*
SOVirginia Garotte, (Purdie a Dixon), March 22, 1770,
p* 4*
Mrs* Bassett, and Betsy Bassett; a webk later they *all 
Bat. Oysters at. Mrs* Caiapbell*s abb* one oclock* before 
returning to Elfchara.53,
- Balls were held at taverns duringPublic times Which 
ladies attended; on the other hand, ladle* were not often 
invited to. the public or private dinners which men' fre~ 
quently enjoyed at taverns* Similar -social events 
attracted; ladle*' to taverns .outside Williamsburg. An 
„advertisement for,a .tavern in Newcastle stated that-there.
were ^several large and email Booms for the Entertainment
„52 v ^-of-&*&!*• and Gentlemen * ** -
Accommodation* for Servant* and Horae*
Bach tavern was required to provide for the Servant* 
and horses of its patrons * Though no traveler described 
the accommodations offered hie servants, it may be assumed 
that Virginians followed the English custom of housing the 
servant in the room with the master. There is evidence#
however# that separate sleeping space was sometimes pro~
. ^  ? *
: * ’ \ j '
vided in stable* and otter outbuildings. Thomas Craig# -
■* '*>■ v*'
.John C. Fitzpatrick# cd. # The Diaries of George 
Washington* X74S«~X77Q. 4 vols.# (Boston# 1925), 1# 351 
and 354. Hereafter cited Washington# Diaries> >ZX„ -194^
5^ViralniaGazette* (Furdie a Dixon)# October 21# 1773#
p. 2.
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who operated the- tavern on Market Square in Williamsburg, 
had ®a large and. strong smokehouse * at one end of it a
Josiah Chowning, in advertising hie tavern# Offered 
the public •the'-best of entertainment for themselves, ser­
vants, and horse* and good pasturage Other advertise** 
ments indicate that the stables atraany of the Williams** 
burg taverns irere adequate,' A description of Craig** '* 
tavern mentioned **&n exceeding good stable for thirty 
horses# with large fodder loft#® In fact# the ordinary 
licenses# besides requiring “convenient lodging and diet 
for travelers, * stated that the keeper provide their cus­
tomers with “pasturage, fodder, provender# and etsbleage
*54 ■
for their horses# as the season shall require# *
lodginghouse keepers also made arrangements for the 
servants and horses of their customers * 'Grissal Hay# the 
widow of Dr. Peter Hay of 'Williamsburg, noted that she had 
**very commodious lodgings, to let for-' a , dozen gentlemen,
^Virginia Gazette, (Purdie & Dixon), August 30# 1770#
p. 3.
^Virginia Gazette, (purdie & Dixon) October 10, 1766# 
p* 31' william W. Honing, Statutes at Darce. .. (Richmond, 
1810-1033), III, 396.
and their servants# with stables and provisions for their
horses.w55
teals
All taverns were' required by law to offer regular meals 
at a cost of about a shilling, teals war® served at regu­
lar houars“ probably conforming to the times when most 
Virginians ate* Thus a traveler had to wait until the 
next meal was served if he was hungry when he arrived. On
one occasion Byrd and a friend went to Marot * a for dinner
56•but could get none there# • probably because they had 
not made previous arrangements. Later in the century 
William Davis# who advertised private lodgings across from 
the Kings Arm’s Tavern in Hampton, promised "to furnish 
Gentlemen Travellers#, and.others# .with private Board# ‘ 
Washing# and bodging? also that any Gentleman may at any
Time have a Relish for one Shilling# and a Bowl of good
57punch given him to drink with it. ®
55Virginia Gazette, (Furdie & Dixon 1 March 3, 1768, p. .<
58Louie B. Wright and Marion Tlnling# eds„ The. Secret 
Diarv of William Byrd of We stover (Richmond, 1949)# p. 442. 
Hereafter cited. Byrd Diary, 1709—1712.
^Virginia Gazette, (Furdie & Dixon), July 30, 1772#
P* 3*
Tavern meals generally consisted of hearty dishes
made of ingredients that were readily availablet pork,
chicken, fish, eggs# and bread, m m  vegetable© that were
customarily eaten with the meat were rarely mentioned*56
Generally small beer, which was made locally, was served
with the common diet* By the latter part of the century,
though, other beverage© such as coffee and tea were avail-
59able at some taverns— particularly at breakfast* The
traveler subjected to this diet day after day undoubtedly
found it monotonous. after passing from Virginia into
Maryland in 1774 Nicholas Cresswell cried out in his
journalt wHave had either Bacon or Chickens every meal
since 1 came into the country* If X still continue in this
soway shall be grown over with Bristles or leather©*? .
though some travelers complained about the food* their 
primary concern was getting enough to eat* Alexander
eg
Chastellux, Travels, II, 388? Schoepf* Travels* XI*30? 
Barry Toulmin* The Western Country in 1793t Reports on 
Kentucky and Virginia* ed. by Marion Tin ling and Godfrey 
Biivies'- (San Marino* 1948), p* 34, .Hereafter cited as 
Toulmin* Western Country*
5%mail beer is listed with the diet in the ordinary 
-..rates, for bancaster, lliddles©x and Bichraond Counties?
Chastellux, Travels* XX, 388? Schoepf* Travels* XX* 30? 
Toulmin, Western Country* p* 34,
^®Cr©sswell, Journal* p. 20*
Mauc&lay ana his wife# who were traveling in toe late 
eighteenth century, stopped at toe tavern at Sew Kent 
Courthouse and ashed for oysters and fish# hut finding 
to at neither was available# said they would take anything* 
Within half an hour roast turkey# wild duck# ham# eggs#
>" giand spinach had arrived— much to the couple4 6 satisfaction* 
Occasionally tavern keepers were not ready for guests* 
Chastellux# who arrived late one evening at Colonel Boswell9 
tavern in the piedmont* found Boswell **111 prepared to 
receive strangers. * Supper was "rather frugal*9 but
"breakfast the next morning was better? we had ham* butter*
62fresh eggs# and coffee with milk to drink*"
The writings of William Byrd 11 are informative about 
the food served at Marot’e tavern in Williamsburg* but due 
to Byrd*s habit of eating only a single main dish* we 
know little of the variety of dishes available at a meal* 
hi various times between 1710 and 1712 Byrd chose roast 
goose* roast beef* fricassee of chicken* mutton* fish, and 
roast veal for dinner* Generally Byrd dined at Marot9a
6^Macaulay# "Journal", 184.
^Chaste llux* Travels, 11, 388* 379*
63Byrd, Diary* 1709^1712* passim*
with .members of the Council or with Burgesses and these 
groups probably had special dishes prepared and served 
to; them.* -■
The second surviving diary of Byrd gives few 
references to Williamsburg taverns» While visiting the 
capital in 1720 and 1721 ha occasionally want to Mrs*
Sullivans hut only twice mentioned sating there. Once
64he hadboiled beef and the second 'time he ate broth. 
However* by the period of the third diary (1739-1741} *
Byrd was again frequenting a particular tavern—  
Wetherburn * s— where he dined on weekdays with other mem­
bers of the Council* At Wetherburn * s he chose turkey# 
veal* chicken# fowl* calf*e head* chicken and asparagus* 
lamb* tongue# pork* Scotch collops, fish# venison* beefy 
mutton, or bacon* On a Saturday ^ Sprll 25# 1741]7 Byrd 
"dined at Wetherburn*® because nobody invited us and ate 
fish*" During that particular week Byrd had fish three 
times within four days. By the fourth day the entry reads
^IjOuIs B* Wright and' Marion Tin ling, eds, , The ion-; 
den Diary {1717-1721} and Other Waitings - tttew Ttork*.. 1958}* 
pp. .die#521* r •. v  .
65“fish again„" At other times, Wetherburn seems to hawe
■offered greater variety*
Diary entries and personal, accounts of George Wash­
ington# Thomas Jefferson* John Fage* and Robert Worraiey 
Carter suggest that dinners served to them were different 
'•from the regular diet required by law#^' At some taverns
the groups met in private rooms and appear to have ordered
6*?special dinners* though these reference© are brief and
do not give the type of food that was served* An entry in
Thomas Lewi&*& journal suggests that these private dinners
were not confined to Williamsburg taverns* On Sunday#
February 6, 1746, Lewis and others in the surveying party
“Rode Down to Richmond Church where we heard the Revered
mr Stlth preach* The Gentlemen of the Town Treated use
66to a hand Some Diner &a at mr Coules Ordinary**
^Haude H* WOodfin and Marion Tinling, eds. * Another 
Secret Diary of William Svrd of Westover* 1739-1741 
(Richmond, .1542) 4 ■ passim* and ■ p« • 74# ■ 153-154 * Sercafher 
cited as Bvrd* Dlarv/ 1739-1741*
^%ane Carson* Colonial Virginians at Flav (Williams'-* 
burg* 1965)* pp. 265-270*
6 'Washington, Diaries* II# 104*
^John W. Way land, The .Fairfax Line t -Thomas' Lewis * m. 
Journal of 1746 (Bew Market, 1925) * p* 61* :
Accounts of special-dinners held at . Virginia taverns 
were -often printed' in. the Virginia Gazette* The repeal of 
-the' Stamp Act was ' the ^ occasion -of >at least-two-; celebrations 
At in Princess ^ tan© County -the ■ leading gentlemen ■
gathered at the ^Rising Sun tavern, where an elegant, enter- 
teinment was provided* * In Hampton at .the “Bunch, of Grape® 
tavern':, the gentleman enjoyed .^elegant entart airmenfc*■ while 
they cas£>tn©d their- celebration®, of the.'repeal of'the /> 
Stamp Tax with - their annual celebration of .the-King!®: \ 
birthday;^? -: - -I;
’ A number of special events took place-.at Williams­
burg taverns* An entry from the diary .of. John Bteir.de&a 
scribes how Governor: Dinwiddie‘ was entertained at.' Wether-/ 
b\nm * « o n November 21* 1751 (the day he arrived at the '
capital) i ' v:.
At the entrance of the 4s©wn .he .was'^ templiitented ^
" by the mayor and aldermen* who (with the gentle-*’ 
men! were got together to welcome, him* and
vifced him and the council to a dinner they had,
prepared at - Wetherburn*.«» where*-we : all dined
69 ■
. Virginia Gassatte# (Purdie a Dixon), July 4* 1766* 
p., 2* June 13* 1766# p.* 2* -— I
'^ *j£iary of John Blair*/* - Wil liam-... .and". Maacv -Quarterly * 
1st m r*>?vm -{1899)# 15*. -, .* ' - - -
In October# 1768.# Lord Montagu, the Governor of South
Carolina* visited Williamsburg and was entertained by the
President and members of the Council with a dinner at- the
Raleigh Tavern* Later the same month when Lord Botetourt
arrived at. the capital* part of the celebration© .included
m dinner at the Raleigh with the members of the Council
and many other gentlemen* The Raleigh was likewise chosen
by Peyton Randolph In October# 1769* when he “gave a
■genteel dinner** * to the electors of, this city* after which
many loyal and patriotic toasts-, were drank and the after*
71noon spent with.cheerfulness and decorum.* Several,
years after this* the tables were turned and after being
re-elected as Speaker of the House, of Burgesses* Peyton
Randolph was conducted by the freeholders to the Raleigh*
The Virginia Gazette noted that this practice s
* * .has too long prevailed of the .electors re* 
calving entertainments from those who represent 
them# and at the same time from a tender regard 
for their speaker* claimed by his many essential 
services towards this country* conducted him to 
the -Raleigh* where almost every inhabitant had 
met, a general invitation having been given by 
' the generous electors*,, whose- conduct- throughput, 
on. the: occasion will be long remembered as a.
- ^ Virginia -.Gazette, (Purdia & < Dixon), .October 13# 1768
:p*. at October 27*,.1768*'-.p*:,:t?, (Rind), October S* 1769* p. 2
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laudable and meritorious precedent# and highly 
worthy of every county in this colony to 
adopt, Notwithstanding the festivity# end 
-the pleasing# social intercourse# which here 
prevailed# harmony# decency# and decorum# 
were maintained. After partaking of a 
most splendid dinner# and the afternoon 
entirely spent#, they reconducted the speaker 
to his own house# Where they gave three 
cheers# and then departed# wishing him long 
to live to enjoy those honours which have 
been so justly vconferred upon him by his 
countrymen '
Bcmlpment for Cook Inc and Serving
Inventories of cooking and serving equipment in 
several Williamsburg taverns indicate that the keepers 
could provide extensive and elaborate meals* Henry 
Wetherburn had eight wine decanters? glasses for serving 
syllabub# jelly# sweetmeat# wine# and cider? sets of china 
in blue and white# red and white# flowered# and enameled 
.patterns# besides a parcel of odd china# and over a hun­
dred pewter dishes. He had around twenty table cloths 
and twenty-eight napkins# Silver items/included one tea 
kettle# two pots# one milk pot# one coffee pot* two salvers* 
four salts* four candlesticks* sixteen tablespoons* eleven 
dessert Spoons, nineteen teaspoons# two punch ladles* and
72lbid„, July 14, 1774, p. 3
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ten knives and- forks* in the kitchen -were an additional
thirty-four knives and thirty-two forks,' and.one carving.,
knife and fork* Cocking utensils included stew pans#
•dripping pans* _ frying pans* pattypans# - large and small
kettles, a fish kettle* a large Dutch 'oven# and even
*}%cheese toasters* ■
Anthony Hay had one hundred twenty-two plates* twenty- 
nine cups* fifty-eight saucers* fifteen coffee cups*, and 
twenty-five howls in addition to a large collection of 
Queen9e china* white stoneware, and one hundred twenty- 
five pewter plates and twenty-six pewter dishes* The de­
scription of glassware was not very specific? thirty wine 
glasses- and **413 pieces of glassware for pyramids* etc**1 
*£hm supply of liner* in Hay9® inventory is greater than 
Wetherburn*&t thirty-six table cloths and sixteen napkins, 
as well as a new cloth and ten napkins which had not been 
made up* Hay had fewer pieces of silver than Wetherburn? 
six punch ladles# four salts* two punch ©trainers* one pair 
of sugar tongs* twenty-eight teaspoons* and -twenty-two 
tablespoons * In addition he had sixty-three white handled
?^York County Wills and Inventories# XXI <1760-1771),# 
36—45* (M-l-11)
knives, fifty-nine white handled fork®# and one carving
.knife* Among 'the kitchen items-were- etrty-seven fin-tart
-atolds* ten hatter pots, ten brass chafing dishes# -eleven
stone tart pane* tin Dutch ovens* tin pans end tin dish
covers.as well as copper utensils consisting of one coffee
pot * one chocolate pot, two boilers# five large tea-kettles*
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two fish kettles# and two Dutch ovens*
■ items from the 1729 inventory of Giles Moody, who 
■.ran -a modest- tavern at Capitol banding* provide a contrast 
to the finer equipment listed in Hay and Wetherburn * s in­
ventories* Dishes included one china bowl# two small 
bowls, cups and- saucers.* a parcel of glaesware* and plate 
valued at about- five pounds * the kitchen items consisted 
of.-cutlery* iron .pots# a''broiler* a dripping pan*- a-fry** 
ing pan* and .unspecified earthemmre*-wooden ware, old 
brass,* and pewter *75 *£he dishes and cooking utensils, were 
sufficient to provide the required diet to ■ a , limited num­
ber of travelers but probably few special* dishes were
i  ; . •-
offered at Moody*® tavern* ^
1:
7*$bld., 30£XX (1771-1733J, 19-24,
75Xbia., {l?29-1732),35-36.
{**«1«9) -x, ‘
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Tavern keepers, depended on local farmer# and merchants 
for many of their food supplies* for most of the century 
one family****the Burma 11s of Carter*© Orov©— furnished pro­
duce and staples to Williamsburg tavern© * Elisabeth Sow- 
cock, Christianas Campbell, Bichard Charlton, John Don- 
cast le, Alexander Finnic, Joseph 01 H i  am, John Barker,
Thomas Pattison# Thomas Penman, James Shield## Anne Sulli- 
vent# and Henry Wetherburn had accounts with the Burnells
for beef# lamb# mutton# pork# veal# butter# onions# corn#
76wheat# tea# apple older# hay, and wood# An account book
of William lightfoot for the years 1754 to 1755 indicates
that Campbell, Boncaatle and Finnic also purchased beef#
77mutton# pork# and veal from thia planter#
In addition to produce and staples purchased from 
planters# the tavern keepers grew some food in gardens and 
orchards near their taverns# Probably most of the herbs» 
vegetables# and fruit used in the taverns were grown on 
**Well paled in* lots on Which many of the tavern© were
^Account books of James Bray and his estate# 1736**
1746# pp#; 1—561 Carter Harwell# 1738-1756, passim* ? Bay- 
book of Wabhaniel Burwell (1773-1779)# passim* Harwell 
Papers* Colonial" Williamsburg Research Archives * (M-96-1)
77William hightfoot Account Book# pp* 86# 130*
Colonial Williamsburg Be search Archives# (11-1093)
built# These lots# however# seldom provided the amounts 
of-wood that were used at the taverns« Wetherburn# as one 
of the BurwslX accounts shows* -purchased wood for his. 
tavern, hater in the century when John Lewis advertised 
his country tavern which was located west of Williamsburg 
he . noted that he “would suffer Fire Wood to be. thkeh from** 
his plantation nearby “to supply the Ordinary**1
Drills
During the eighteenth century Virginians considered
drinking alcholic beverages as wholesome# refreshing* end
beneficial* The “morning draughtw was believed to offer
protection from the bad air and water of the marshes as
well as to provide soothing relief from the indulgences of
79the previous evening*
At taverns drinks were purchased' separately as well 
as with meals. The variety and quality of the beverages 
differed at public houses as William Byrd noted#
7^ Virginia Cassette* (Furdie & Oixonjj, November 14* 1774*
. P * 3 #
7%ord Oeorge Rankin .Askwith* British Taverns* Their 
History and Laws . (London* 1928)p. 212#; Philip Alexander 
Bruce# Economic History of Virginia in the Seventeenth 
Century (London, 1896)# 11* 216.
*, .we reached Caroline courthouse, where 
Colonel Armistead and Colonel Will Beverley 
'have each :©£ ’em -erected an ordinary well 
supplied with wine and other polite liquors 
.-for the worshipful bench# Besides these* there 
is a rum ordinary for. persons- of more vulgar
In the larger taverns drinks "were dispensed in a
separate room on - the first floor called the bar* The
anonymous French traveler# in speaking of taverns . in
Williamsburg in 176$* reported “at night; Carousing and
81Drinking In one Chamber and box and Bice in another. *
Advertisements from the Virginia Casette indicate that
there were bar-rooms at the Raleigh* Wetherburn**, pullet**
82and Mrs. Campbell’s on Waller Street* At smaller taverns
one room was used for both eating and drinking.
Generally the larger taverns provided their customers
with a variety of beverage*. Inventories show what bever-
a»i
Ages ..were available at ■ some of toe taverns^eflect the 
taste* of the customers. Marot*s inventory (1717) contain*
80£jouis 8* Wright, ed.« The Prose Works of William 
Bvrd' of W*stover (Cambridge, -1966}, p; 374.
®^-"French Traveller, 1765*, 742.
e^Vi*ainla Gazett.. (Furdie & jpixon), November 3., 1774 
p. 4f February 28, 1771, p. :3tj JWy 18, 1765, p. 4» Btevaw- 
tor 24; 1774, p. 3. ;
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the greatest variety of wines and liquors found in inven­
tories . of Williamsburg tavern Keepers $ Madeira, Canary, v. 
red port, Rhenish, white. &ishon, .-and - sour wines? brandy 
{probably made, locally) and french brandy?' English and 
Bristol beer * aniseed water, -and .cider* Henry Sowcodk*# 
inventory Ygr a Slightly.,later period {1729) shows some 
differences In the types of beverages from the- ones listed 
in Marat* st claret, Rhenish, Madeira, red, and french 
white wines? • hock,, shrub, arrack, braudy, - cherry and 
raspberry brandy, citron water, rum, .cherry rum, Welsh ale# 
Bristol beer, and cask beer* tn 1746 when an inventory 
was taken of John Burdett*s belongings# the following were 
listed in his cellar? rum, Madeira, a cask of win©,
Bnglish- cider, ©trongbear, Yorkshire ale, and' arrack.
Under the listing'.of liquor in Henry Wetherburn * s inventory 
(1760) were arrack, bottles of port, Madeira, and claret 
wine, porter, beer, rum, and cordial* 7?he inventory of the
«V ’
Raj^ -iigh (1771) taken after Anthony Bay‘e death included 
Scots ale, porter, arrack, rum, and Maddira.83
.-*ftg®rk County Orders, Hills, XV (1716-1720), 242-246* 
01-1-7)f XVII (1729-1732), 55*57. (H-l-S)f Kills, Inven­
tories, XX (1745*1759), 46 « (H-l-lO)» XXI {1760-1771), 
36-43 * (K-i*ll)f XXII (1721—1793), 19-24. (M-l-11).
These inventories - suggest what drinks were most - 
.popular? of -' the wines , ■ Made ira *,, dare t, and port- appear, 
most oftent imported ales, beers, .and eider from Great 
Britain were'-also popular? and rum, arrack, and brandy,,. 
Were consumed'' in large Quantities~**especially as punch.
Beer, ale, 'wine®, brandy,- and cider which were :made 
locally wore included :in the ordinary rates and. along with 
rum -mad#- op the stock, of ©any of - the. smaller, tavern®, 
-Snankeeper® pureh&sed these beverages from various- sources^ ** 
often from planters living nearby* An entry in one of 
Byrdf m diaries mentions that Susanna Allen went to Queen * © 
Creek to buy cider from Byrd*® sister-in-law, Frances
gA
Parke Castis* - Also the Burwell hedger of 1736 notes 
that Henry Wetherburn purchased apple cider from this 
planter*®^ Seme of the tavern keepers probably brewed or 
•distilled their own spirits* Marot*® inventory, for in** 
stance, lists two stills valued at i 21*11*0*
84Byr<3, alarv. 1709-1712. p. 488.
BSAccount book of Jaaes Bray and-his estate,, 1716** 
1746, ;p*. 7, Burwell Papers. Colonial Williamsburg
^Basi^rchLArchivei* f^'(M^96*»l)-: v - ••'/’.•'•' . , O v’
®Srorte Coanfcy Order*. Hills. XV (1716-1720) * 242-
246* (M**l**7)
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In addition to the beers end ales brewed in homes or on 
plantations* by the mid-1760*s some of these beverages could 
be obtained at John Mercer * s brewery at Marlborough, Msr~ 
cer’s plantation several miles northeast of Fredericksburg«
He advertised BEER and m m & M  at lid* and JU£*B at
Is* the gallon* Virginia currency* in cask*equal in good** 
ness to any that can be imported from any part of the 
world* '* Mercer*a brewery was probably set up as a result 
of the additional taxes which the British government had 
imposed on the colonies* Mercer noted that **the severe 
treatment we have lately received from our Mother Country1* 
was ^sufficient to recommend my undertaking (though X 
should not be able to come up to the English standard*
ay
which X do not question constantly to da)* * Before this 
■.period* since strong beer* porter, and ale could be readily 
imported from England* there was little demand for a large 
brewery in Virginia *
Mercer mentioned that casks could be bought at the 
brewery but promised **i£ they are returned in good order* 
and sweet***the.price of them shall be returned** He also
^Virginia -Gazette, (Purd|e.^ Pixonfe April: 18| 17$6* ,
p.* 3* ■' 0 • t;-
s t a t e d  t h a t ,  " a n y  p e r s o n  w ho  s e n d s  b o t t l e s  a n d  c o r k s  m ay
88have thai^oarefully filled and corked, with' beer or porter*” _ 
Many of ’the. inventories show that the tavern keepers often 
had'a supply-of casks* -bottles*, and corks which were used 
for locally bottled "drinks * Inhere / is evidence- that- tavern 
keepers imported:,wines and liquors in-'pipes and casks; and 
thus. bottled some- of'-their cm% dr irks* Hay*s .inventory lists 
7 empty casks, 3 bottle oases, 10 -carboys, ,3 brass .cocks#
and *a parcel of empty -casks** Marat left several casks* ----
2 cocks# and a supply of bottles* Included in Pickard 
Singleton®# inventory (1774) were 18 gross corks and 2 % 
gross empty bottles*8^
MMf-CImported beverages * purchased from local merchants 
who ordered supplies, from Great Britain* -Records of 
several purchases made by a Williamsburg tavern keeper 
have survived* in February of 1773 James Southall ordered 
"a pipe of. good old wine and a; barrel of old rum** from 
Heal Jamieson,- a Her folk1 merchant* -in April Southall
8%brk County Wills* inventories,; 3CK1X (1771-1783), 
.13-24* .CMkl« 11) i Crders# - Wllld#'m  (1716-1720) *' 242-246 * 
(«~1**7) r Mils, inventasfies^ 3DCI1' (1771-1783)*' 321- cfc-sect,
<M~1~1X) ' V : : ‘ ■' r
0 3
again wrote Jamieson# this time to say that he was *in
want of some, porter* * 'Several months later Southall
replied that.'he ,was: : "disappointed in, a. pipe of wine * *, >
being such- as X cant posable usejthis court” as it was,;
too-new* Instead ./Southall, asked ,Jamieson to send **a pip©
that you think will sute tas#**^ ® From these letters it is
evident that Southall was particular-about the quality of
drinks that he served to hi©,'.customers at the Raleigh'
lEavera* ..Where ,1s also evidence of this attention to
quality in the fact that two years before, Southall had
purchased **a pipe of raadeira wine of the best quality**
31from Robert carter#- of Hominl Ball,
Several eighteenth-century writers commented on the 
beverages that were commonly drunk in the colony* Robert 
Beverly in his history published in 1705 noted that the 
Virginian^ small drink **1© either. Wine., and Water, Beer* ;
Milk and Water,, or Water alone#** He stated that Madeira
; ^%eil Jamieson-Rapera, v* 17-1S". -adbrafy -of Congress#
' ; r j.rf " -1V. .' t
■'^Robert Carteil^coount Books, 1759-1775, “entry for 
'’February 23, 1771# 'library of Congress#. ^
■» < *' ; *- ■ ; 1 ' 5- ’* ‘ : t' ■ ■ -
i “ '• v  ^ ‘ • . * , ; - ! ■" ’V’ •' v r
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wine, punch made from rum or brandy, French brandy, wine 
and English beer were popular strong drinks.
Hugh Jones, an English clergyman who taught at the 
college for several years, also commented on what 
Virginians drank5
Some planters, etc# make good small drink 
with calces of persimmons a kind of plumbs, 
which grow there in great plenty? but the 
common small beer is made of molaesus, which 
makes extraordinary brisk good tasted liquor 
at a cheap rate, with little trouble in 
brewing? so that they have it fresh##.and they 
want it in winter and summer#
* #  #
Some raise barley and make malt there, 
and others have malt from England, with 
which those that understand it, brew as 
good beer as In England, at proper sea­
sons of the year? but the common strong 
roalt-drink mostly used, is Bristol beer? 
of which is consumed vast quantities there 
yearly? which being well brewed and im­
proved by crossing the sea, as wine# rack 
/arr&ckT, brandy, and rum, punch, with 
drams of rum or brandy for the common sort, 
when they drink in a hurry#
The common wine comes from Hadera or 
Phial, which moderately drank is fittest 
to cheer the fainting spirits in the heat 
of summer and to warm the chilled blood 
in the bitter colds of winter, and seems 
most peculiarly adopted for this climate?
92Robert Beverley, The History and Present State of 
Virginia# ed. by fcouis B. Wright (Chapel Hill, 1947), 
p# 293#
besides this, are plentifully drank with the 
better sort, in late years# all kinds of French, 
and other European wine, especially claret 
and port*9^
In the Natural Biatorv of Virginia which was probably 
written- from notes made by William Byrd are the following 
remarks about drinkss
One may obtain splendid wine from Madeira 
(a Canary Island), which is very delicious, 
and also strong, and far better and more 
healthful than all our European wines, not 
only because of its agreeable sweetness but 
because of its soothing quality, as t myself 
have found out.
One finds here excellent apple juice and 
pear juice, which in the Summer are much more 
pleasant, much sweeter and more healthful than 
wine. For ^ fhi|7^  reason everyone drinks it.
One has also beer of many sorts in this 
country which is made from different things.
For example, a very good sort is made from 
Indian corn stalks, which one simply cute and 
boils thoroughly until it has sufficient sub~
Btance and strength, food beer can be brewed 
also as in Europe, from barley and hops, which 
grow wild here.
Finally one receives all sorts of excellent 
beer from England# among which there is some which 
is as strong as the strongest wine. There is 
also made a very good, pleasant, and healthful 
drink, called punch, which is produced in the 
following way# namely s one takes two or three 
bottles of water™according to whether the
Wilton.  I .W a n'Umi ’MiW ' . m . I »W»I Ml IWIW
9^Hugh Jon.a, fflM Present State of Virginia. ed. by 
Richard Horton (Chap.1 Bill, 1956), p. 86.
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drink is desired strong or wedk~a bottle of 
brandy, the juice of six to twelve lemons* 
which ere strained through a clean cloth or 
m piece of linen# and a pound more or lees 
of sugar— according to the sweetness desired.
All this is mixed together* Finally a little 
nutmeg is scraped into it# after which one 
has a very pleasant drink*
Several accounts of Williamsburg tavern keepers give 
an Indication of the popular beverages during the early 
eighteenth century. The account of James Morris (1716-
1717J with Graves Packs is one* The entry for March 1#
1716 readst
Mar 1 To 6 bottles of wine and a dish with
^Illegibie^ 5. 6
To a hole of lemonade for your wife 1* 0
Evidently Morris's wife accompanied him on this day and 
was served a bowl of lemonade* This account also indicates 
the beverages that Morris drank# Hum was his favorite, 
and usually listed as a “pint of Ram* * but he alio drank 
cherry rum, punch, flip# cider* gin* and wine (once 
specified as “me&ara**) .95
94Richmond Beatty and William Mullby* ed#**
History of Virginia (Richmond, 19401* pp. ,89^ 92. .
•!,k ' J
^Papers of the Jones Family of Northumberland County, 
Virginia, 1649-1889. hiferary of Congress* (M-22-1) 'Here** 
after cited as Jones Family papers*
Another early account has survived— that of Richard
Ring for Thomas Crease* of Williamsburg* This brief
account for May and June of 172$ records that King had
two bowls of punch* a. quart of rusa, and club services in
9£ipunch at Crease's tavern#
Other surviving tavern accounts are for the years be­
tween 1764 and 1774# when records are available for some 
of the men who freguented the taverns .kept •.by Jams Southall* 
Between 2764 and 2771 John .Fag#-of Rosewell was served 
punch, sangaree, arrack punch* wine* toddy* and claret as 
well as being charged for meals for himself and a ttBoy*,
97
oats# tickets to balls# and club expenses * In May of 
2768 another customer, Samuel Middleton had several juiips, 
punch, and a toddy to drink and was charged for meals and 
club expenses as well.98 in addition -■ to the popular punch, 
wine, and sangaree-which others drank# Henry Morse* owner 
of the forge at Rocky Ridge* bought bumbo* grog, and port*
96i s m -
97 ■ ■ • • • >
Caroline County Appeals and tend Causes* 2777-1807,
part 1* pp* 221-222#; '(M*2227);
%aais Southall Accounts* 2768-*2?76> • Originals, in. 
Brock Collection at Huntington library* Ovorsire photo­
stats# #78, .Colonial Williamsburg Research -library*
He waa also charged for lodging* dining* and club
" ' 6Qexpenses.^ These accounts ©how that a variety of drinks
Here available at Southall8 s but that certain customers 
preferred particular' beverages*
By combining the evidence from inventories of somo 
of the tavern beepers* newspaper advertisements, diaries 
and journals* account bookse and contemporary books one
should get some idea of what the most popular beverages %
/
were for eighteenth-century Virginians a Madeira, claret* >
and port were popular wines* quantities of beer were con** 
sumed# including both the strong beers imparted from 
England, such na Bristol beer# and the small beers pro­
duced locally; cider and rum were served in all of the 
taverns t imported brandy and that made of local fruits 
such as peaches and apples were drunk t and punch' made 
from rum* arrack# or brandy m m  served in most of the 
taverns *
Beverages were served in a variety of vessels# 
-generally made ■ from ’earthenware# stoneware* glass* pewter*
9%ebb-Prentis Papers, 1757-1780* Mforary of Congress 
fit-116)
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os? silver* Stags and tankards often appear in inventories*
but one also, finds numerous .pots and occasional cans ?
100apparently these terms were' used - interchangeably*
large niudbera of metal and. earthenware drinking
vessels seldom appear in the inventories of tavern keepers ?
instead, there are many references to parcels of earthenware*
stoneware# and old pewter* With the heavy use these
vessels received# the earthenware undoubtedly became chipped
and cracked and the pewter worn* in same Inventories the
pewter is listed by weight as in Henry Bowcock * a inventory
*
which appraised *2? lbs# hard pewter at 12# 168% lbs 
pewter at 8% and 18% lbs- old pewter at 6 V**oi
100Even the definitions are vague* a mug was “usually 
cylindrical# with or without a handle;1* a tankard was a 
“tall one-hand led jug or mug# usually of pewter# sometimes 
with a lid.# used chiefly for' drihkJjoeer;tt a pot was a 
“vessel of cylindrical or other rounded form# and rather
• deep' than" broad# commonly made of earthenware or metal#**
used to contain'wine#" beer* or any other drink? * and cans''
were “vessels of various materials* shapes# and sines* in­
cluding drinking vessels * * James JV* ft* Murray* eb. al 
eda** Oxford English Dictionary (Oxford* 1933$* VI# 745? 
m *  76? Vp, 1180* XIV 57. :V
^ ^ f e i ^ ^Srdera■ Wllla, XVII (1729-1732), 55-57. •
(»i-i-9)' ■'■• ;.v.
: ■ ,i - :'?V '
li r V i
^  : .. - > 4- ; "  •. : .
* , W  *  ^ /
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Further evidence Of the. kied-of drifting vessels used 
in colonial taverns is provided by archeological exca­
vations in Williamsburg and York town. .Bide and grey 
- .stoneware tankards from the Rhineland# English brown 
stoneware, m M  local' stoneware mugs ware common*
Fragments of pint mugs decorated with a sprig-molded swan 
ornament were, found .'near- the swan tavern in York town, - 
Since, it was not ; uncosiimon in ■England-- 'for' ..tavern- -mugs: to 
be decorated-'in some manner that could b© identified with- 
the name of the tavern* it is unlikely that the keeper of 
the swan Tavern sent to England for-mugs that could be 
supplied by a-local potter.* Both documentary and archaeo­
logical evidence suggest that the local potter was William 
Rogers of Vorktown* who was-also a brewer# ■ merchant, and 
gentleman*
Perhaps William-Rogers- sold-pottery to Williamsburg 
tavern -keepers? when his stock was appraised there were"
^02Xvor Hoel Hume# Here hies Virginia (Hew York* 1963)* 
p. 157* Hereafter cited as Hoel Hume# Here Lies,
M % *  Malcolm Watkins and Ivor Wool Hume* fhe “poor 
Potter* of York town - (Contributions from the Museum of His* 
tory and; technology, IJ.'B* national Museum Bulletin 249# 
Washington* Smithsonian Institution# 1967}* 91* 80-83. 
Hereafter cited as Watkins and Hoel Hume* Potter*
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twenty-six dossen quart mugs tod . sixty dozen pint mugs 
oft hand**^
. barge amounts of glassware were also included in the 
tavern .inventories .-though the exact, us#, was. often- disguised 
by-vague inventory references to glass rummers, tumblers,
■and drinking glasses,*. Some inventories* though* listed 
glasses, according to specific uses* wine glasses# beer- 
glasses* cider glasses* jelly glasses*-.and syllabub.,glasses*
Xti# capacity of- these drinking vessels'varied conn-' 
aiderably* Several inventories list pot© with the capacity 
of a gallon or a pottle (two quarts), but quart* pint# half 
pint# and gill Con# quarter pint) containers were most 
common* Some of the early tavern accounts list the type 
and capacity of the container© in which the drinks were 
served* The account of James Morris with Craves Pack# 
in 1716 shows, that lemonade and punch were served in bowls, 
but flip and cider were served in mugs* Rum was served to 
Morris by the ha If-pint, pint* and -quart* Cin and cider 
were alsoserved by the .quart* Wine was-..generally purchased
*04york County Orders, Will© and 'Inventories* XV1XX
<1?32~1740), 535 ££*,
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by the bottle but one entry reads t "SJovr 14 To a Pint 
of wine with cheese wth Groom 1/3* * '
Amusements
Facilities for gambling were provided at all taverns t 
cards and board'games-ware played Indoors and ninepins# 
cockfights „ and horse races took place outside# The 
anonymous French traveler*® remark that "there is not a 
pub lick house In Virginia but have their tables all bafcerd 
with the bosses * suggests the popularity of gambling at 
taverns
Inventories show cards# dice# and game tables for 
cards# backgammon, and billiards* John Burdett*m inven­
tory listed "11 pr« dice"# "1 pair backgammon tables"* and 
"1 billiard table with sticks* balls* etc*" The inventory 
of Anthony Hay indicates that there were four mahogany 
card tables* one walnut card table* and a billiard tabic 
at the Raleigh, Among the belongings of Mary Hunter* a 
York town tavern keeper# were ninepins* cards* and a gaming 
table.107
*0SJones'Family Papers* (M-22-1)
10t Traveller * 1765w, , 741.
*07york County-.Wills* .Inventories* KK {1745-X759) * 
46-49. (M-l-10)# XXXX (1771-1783)* 19-24. («&~X1) * XVXIX
(1732-1740)* 57 . (M-l-9)
though: cards are not listed: to toe . inventories, of 
Williamsburg tavern keepers# transactions noting toe pur­
chase of -cards are listed in the Virginia Gazette /Bay,.
Sock-* In April of 1751. Anne Shields bought' - ”4 ■ Backs of. 
Cards’* and to?«arch:-of toe following -year Alexander Finnic 
puttoased -*2' Packs ’ Cards *?*¥*? ' By 1764 and,: 1765- the -.print- 
. tog office was offering two kinds of cards for sale? on 
PtoruSry 2$,: 1764 MrsiVobe obtained **6 .doss * ; best Barry r 
Cards”- for £4*2,6? a month later William ^ rebell bought , 
bsu* Packs Cards-1? for-- 15s * and on May22* 1765 be bought 
'=4, Doss. best Harry Caras" an* was oharged fe2.X.3.109 
An entry in one--''Of Robert Wormeley Carter1 s diaries notes 
that "Beverley paid 7&dd for the Cards” on too -day that he 
tod Beverley played “a few Games of Cribbage atTodd*© 
Ordinary at- Hobbahole*
©ice appear'-in toe inventory, of only -one Williamsburg 
tavern keaper— John Burdett had eleven pairs--,of dice— but
Virginia Gazette ©ay Sock 1750*1752, p. 11* Uni­
versity of Virginia Library * Photostat Colonial Williams- 
burg Research Library * V
^®%irgtoto Gazette ©ay Book 1764-1766* pp* -98*. 24* 
1681- University of-Virginia Library* photostat Colonial 
Williamsburg' Research Library,
, ^^Alm&nac Diary of Bobert Wormeley .Carter,.. 1765, en­
try for December 16* elements Library# typescript Colonial 
Williamsburg Research Department,
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many tavern keepers undoubtedly had them. From a surviving
York County Court record we know that one evening in 1745
James Shields or hie wife supplied an "almost new" pair
of dice to some men who were playing haasard at their tavern«
hater# though# one of the players replaced the new dice for
ones "very much worn on the Corners** and this pair was
111subsequently found to he loaded.
In the inventory of a Norfolk tavern keeper one finds
**0X10 Mississippi Table and Salle** listed along with the
more common “Billiard Table# Candlesticks Sails a Sticks* *
112Skittles were also listed In Hamilton9m inventory*
Skittles or ninepins was a popular game played in alleys
which were usually located in the tavern yards* Daniel
Fisher observed **a number of Planters at Mine Pins** at
113both Ashley's and Mill's taverns* Mo reference to 
alleys for playing ninepins has been located in connection
U i York County band Causes* 1746-1769# pp* 1-7 at 
back of book* (M~l~14a)
ll^Sorfoik County Appraisements X (1755-1783), 2-3* 
Virginia State library Microfilm^ reel 82.
li3Fisher, “Journal **# 70S*
9$
with Williamsburg tavern© during the eighteenth century, 
but there wan an alley at the Raleigh in the nineteenth 
century* There students and ethers bowled much to the 
pleasure of the neighborhood boys who were paid for setting 
up the pine.114
Since the tavern keeper charged for the use of his 
facilities, he encouraged the gambling tendencies of his 
customers* hn account of Richard King with Richard Packe 
from 1725 to 1727 shows that King bought several packs of 
cards and played billiards and card games of whisk, ombre, 
and a 11-fours at Packers tavern in Williamsburg*
Cockfights and horse races were often held near the 
taverns during the eighteenth century, There is, for 
instance, a notice of a "Hatch of Cock©” to be fought 
"at the George and Dragon,. in Williamsburqa in the February 
14, 1751 issue of the Virginia Gazette* Generally though, 
the cockfights and the horse races took place at the 
country taverns• a cockfight was advertised for Whitsuntide 
Monday in May of 1774 at Hardyman Dancy's tavern between
!14john Charles, MS Recollections, 1861, p* 47. 
Colonial Williamsburg Research -archives*-
^%ones Family Papers* (MK22-4) , .t
the gentlemen of the upper an# lower ends of Charlee City 
County * twenty cocks were to be shown for three pounds a 
battle and, In addition# there was to be a fifteen pound 
gran# pr ise * these ©vents generally lasted for the whole 
day and were followed by a ball * Chaste!lux happened 
upon a cockfight while traveling through the piedmont. He 
was particularly impressed with the popularity of cock­
fights, which he note# were “much in fashion in Virginia,4 
and attracted gentlemen “from thirty to forty miles 
around#
Horse races also drew large numbers of people# 
following the description of a sweepstake race at Richmond 
County Court House on duly 28, 1768 is this comment t 
"there wmm a wry genteel and numerous company, and a good 
ordinary at Garland*©* rhe goodness of the ground, with 
other conveniences# stakes this spot as proper a place for 
sport as any in the colony#1* £he ‘brothers of the bridle# 
and lovers of the furf * were invited to begin a new sub­
scription which would do “favour to a young housekeeper#
^ ^Virqlnla Gazette. (Hunter), February 14, 1731, p» 4t 
(Hind), May 12, 1774# p, 3*,
W^dhastelluif, .gravels,- 22# 386,
whose diligent study will be to please and oblige*M^ 8 
By encouraging .that a new subscription be started While, 
the gentlemen1-#, interest -was arroused, Garland could hope 
to have another race near his tavern* Garland, like other 
keepers of -country taverns# was always .anxious to attract 
large number© of customers to his otherwise seldom fre- 
guanted tavern-*
The tavern keepers did more for-horse races than to 
provide a place for socialising* On many occasions it was 
the tavern keepers Who collected the subscription money as 
did Anthony Hay for the race which was announced for Octo­
ber of 1768. She local-tavern keeper generally cared for 
the horses which were to be raced the following day# & 
notice in the Virginia Gazette for- races to.be held in 
Stafford County in September of 1773 mentions that "those 
Gentlemen whointend to start horse© for either, of the 
above -purse© are desired# to enter them the day before the 
race with-Gharle© gyler, who keeps the tavern lately kept 
by Mr* ifelverton Payton* «118
H Qyirgrinia Gasette, (Rind)y August 4# 1768, p. 2*
119n>id.. February 19, 1767, p. 2i July 22, 1773, 
p* 2 supplement. * " , ! - j
CHAPTER IV 
ADDITIONAL SERVICES
Besides the ueualeervicea— lodging, food, drink, and 
amuaf>ment8--many tavern keepers offered club' facilities, ‘ 
sponsored balls and lectures, promoted commercial acbivi- 
ties* or provided meeting places for political and civic 
affeim*- The special: services- not' only attracted new cus­
tomers but helped t^'satisfy. the needs of regular patrons * 
Club Facilities
It can be assumed that groups of gentlemen with 
common interests gathered at certain * taverns for.their 
social activities* The diaries of William Byrd Which in­
clude useful information about social life during the first 
half of the. eighteenth: century contain only one.-reference 
to m club* after attending the council on May S.* 1720, at 
about four o’clock Byrd. and several friends went "to dine
i - •
at the club*" His many references to activities at the
William Byrd, The bondori Dlarv (1717-1721) and Other 
Writlncfa, ed* by' bonis E*.:Wright and .Marion Tinling. (Hew 
York* 1958), p. 403*
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coffeehouse where hm often sat and talked# drank# 
gambled, and played practical jokes probably correspond
to what later diarists tanned club activities*
'  '  ;
On the other hand# George Washington used the club 
facilities of many tiurerne* He patronised the Raleigh 
at various times betiit^.,1754 and 1714* paying club fees 
bo Finnic (1754-1763), Srebell (1763-17661, Hay (1767-1770) 
and Southall (1771-1774)* In 1763 he began using Hrs*
Campbell#o facilities and he was still patronising her 
tavern as late as 1774# after she had moved to Waller 
Street* He often went to Hrs* Vobe*s between 1763* when
'V
she was at the tavern on Waller Street# and 1774# when 
she moved to the King*6 Arms* Other club facilities used 
by Washington were Bullet1s (1766)* Charlton*s (1767-1768), 
and Anderson*s (1771-1774)* Washington*a references to 
these club activities are generally vague, mentioning 
“Supper and club* or *By Club as Finnies 6/* * but follow­
ing the organisation of the Hon-Xssporfcation Association
his ledger entry reads s “By Anthony Hays Acct* 32/9d. and
2
Club at Do* arising from the Assn. moebg* there 20/. *
2G®orge Washington ledger A, p. 290. Library of Con-
gross. (M-89-2) Hereafter cited hedger A.
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Several years later he “dined and Spent the Evening in 
the Club Room at Mrs. Campbell1 s. **3
Jefferson also frequented clubs when he was in 
Williamsburg* At times during 1766 and 1769 he paid a 
club fee of seven and one-half pence at a “Coffee house," 
perhaps Mrs* Vobe*s tavern on Waller Street* On other 
ocaasions he stopped at Ays cough’s, where on October 23,
1769 he paid five shillings* nine pence for dinner and 
club. Several years later he *Pd club in arrack 1/3* *4 
At small taverns where there was only one public 
room groups of men probably reserved a table for their 
club activities* larger taverns had separate rooms which 
were made available for private groups* Washington men­
tioned the club room at Mrs* Campbell4® tavern but other 
taverns such as the Raleigh* Wetherburn*s, and the King*® 
Arms also had rooms fftot private entertaining* These room© 
served gentlemen who did not have town houses--providing 
a place where they could dine, talk, smoke, and play cards - 
during the evenings*
^John C. Fitzpatrick# ed* The Diaries of George Wash** 
incrton# 1748-1776* 4 vols* (Boston, 1925), It, 104*
^Jane Carson, Colonial Virginians at Play (Charlottes** 
villa, 1965), p* 267.
The rooms where the dubs met were probably reserved 
in advance and the "tavern keepers served all the gentlemen 
as a unit* The fees were not the equivalent of the club 
dues of today; but each individual paid his share of the 
total bill for the food, drink# and; use of the room.-for a ,■ 
given evening* The' sharing of expenses accounts :forr the 
variation in the club fees from one evening to the next 
as recorded byWashington and other© in . their;, diaries and 
ledgers#
On© eighteenth-century reference which clearly indi­
cates that **clubrt meantthe sharing of expenses occurs 
in the day book of the Greenbriar Store which was located 
in the western part of Virginia* Entries for January 2, 
1773 serve as 'an exas#!* t'"
James Freeland - Or#
To 1 Eggnog 0*2.0
To Club in Egnog 0.1.0
* * ■*
Wm Heponstall
To Club in Egnog G#1*0S
Thus when Freeland ordered an eggnog for himself he was
charged two shillings but later that day when he shared
eggnog with Seponatall the cost was divided and each was
charged separately*
^Greenbriar Store (Sampson a George Mathews) Pay Bock 
April 8* 1771 - June 1773* Virginia State bibrary.
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References in early tavern accounts indicate that
informal club arrangements existed in Williamsburg taverns
from the early eighteenth century* fhe first known re**
ference fcoa club la.;, in the account of Barnes Morris for
1716. On April 8 he was indebted to Graves Packe "To
your Club with. Cutingam- and Blanch 1/0* and on JulyS *^ Tc
£
your Club with Pinigan 4/2* ** Another -early-reference to
clubs states that on'-liay.. .11* 1725 .Richard King was -charged
Is * 10%i* by Thomas .Crease -for' ^Your Club: in funo|u ;
Only one description of an «ighteenth~century
Williamsburg club has survived**-thah of Robert Hunter,, a -
young Englishman who visited the former capital on :
February 25, -.1786 and stayed.-at Gabriel Maupin*s tavernt
We put up at Maupin#s and afterwards called 
and delivered our letter to Colonel, Samuel 
Griffin, a very genteel man* brother to 
Dr, Griffin of York* He politely asked us 
to stay -dinner*-;:, and, upon -our refusing, invited * 
us to a club tonight to be held at the ism 
where we stay* .-Our next visit was to Hr*
Carter and then- we returned to dinner* Xn 
the afternoon we dressed ourselves and went
£L
Miscellaneous papers relating. to the estate of Richard 
King, Papers of the Jones family of Northumberland County, 
Virginia, -1649~18S0*hibrary ipfe congress* <M^ 22**X) Hereafter 
cited Jones. family Papers* / ?, \
^Miscellaneous papers relating to dames Morris, Jones 
family Papers* f
to drink tea :w£th:iir» Imd.fip®:* ;Carter***'*the 
daughter £0 a sweet, ©ceompliehed youpg girl 
and the son a genteel young pan* lit eight 
we left them to go to the club we were 
.inirited^ to*. >i$sr#: we. were introdttced-'
General Gates * Hr* Beverley Oixon* Or Maddison, 
etc*. Colonel Pinney* etc*, etc* Weplayed 5 
at whisttill ten, when we all eat down to 
, ■;supper,:, and spent..the evening .-very .agreeably* ■
At eleven the gentlemen went away and we 
^retired to our bed-*Several of them pressed 
us!- to- stay very much, that we might have 
v:-the .opportunity of/: dining^ at .their' houses*-. >■.
Hadfield and 1* according to custom, slept . 
in the sale room, I was joked a little about ■'• 
the dear mademoiselle*®
Though this reference ia for a later period we can assume
that the club activities which Hunter described had not
changed appreciably during 'the years*
Tavern clubs in colonial Virginia had little resem**
blance to the formal clubs in london or their, counterparts
in Boston, Philadelphia# and Hew York* Bather# Williams-
* ^
burg taverns served as meeting places for the councillors, 
burgesses# lawyers#., merchants, ship captains# planters# 
frontiersmen, and others who frequented the capital. These 
clubs were of an informal nature and provided a place Where 
the men could ta*£k# smoke, gamble# drink* and obtain light 
refreshments#
t ,
Y
8Lou1s B* Wright and Harioa Tin ling# ©da# Quebec to 
Carolina in 1785~1786* Seine the Travel Piarv and Obser** 
vations of Bobert Hunter* Jr.* a Young merchant of hondon 
(San Marino* 1943)* p* 231*
i m
;'V
If: .Williamsburg had been a. city* perhaps Its. tavern- 
clubB' might have, become more like those in the northern 
colonies which Alexander Hamilton# an Annapolis physician# 
visited on a journey in 1744# ale colorful account of 
club activities at taverns provided ..a'contrast to the to- 
formal clubs found in Virginia. Ai vas customary of 
travelers at that time*.'' Hamilton s took letters of intro­
duction to prominent gentlemen to the other colonies. It 
was these men who introduced Hamilton to blubs to Phila- 
delphia* Hew York, Bosfcdvand Newport*9
In Philadelphia he was introduced to the Governor*#
Clubs *a .society of gentlemen that met at'a tavern every 
night and .converse'.bn various subjects*w .'This group dis­
cussed foreignpoetsamd writers and occasionally toasts 
were, drunk to certain ladies*^ ®...
Hamilton was invited to sup with the Hungarian Club to 
Hew York* which met every night at a tavern kept by a man 
named Todd* Be noted-that “two or 'three toapere in the 
company seemed to be of opinion that a man could not have
®Carl Bridenbaugh, ed*>. Gentleman*e Progress t The 
Xttoerarimn of Or* Alexander Hamilton* 1744 (Chapel Hill*
1948)* passim*
19xbid>, p* 21.
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a more sociable quality or enduement than to be able to 
pour down seas of liquor and remain unconquered while 
others sunk beneath the table* tti2*
In Boston Hamilton attended several clubs*— amon§ them 
the Physical! Club which met at the Sun Tavern* Being a 
physician# Hamilton shared common interests with this 
group who “drink punch# smoaked tobacco# and talked of 
sundry matters. * Hamilton . also visited one of the clubs 
which met at Withered * m Tavern. The number of clubs which 
met at this tavern is suggested by Hamilton's experience 
after he got up to speak; to the innkeeper# heedlessly
~ i ‘r '
every tim went into-a room where there was a strange 
company as I returned andtwice sat down in the midst of 
them* nor did I discoyeril was in the wrong box till I
** : •_ . ‘ * 1 F
12found them all s taring att ma. **
Hamilton found -the bonversatioii boring at the Philo­
sophical club which met in Newport* 3Be soon tired of talk 
of privateering and building vessels and retired to his
• Usbia-, pp. 42-45. r
.. pp. llS and 144,.
13Ibict. i pp. 151-152; ' ' y :.-"
The tavern clubs which Hamilton visited had certain 
characteristics in common* The members usually met every 
evening or weekly in special rooms at the taverns* They 
often had supper and then drank punch# smoked, and talked 
on various subjects# At some clubs most of the conversation 
was related to a particular subject as at the “Physical! 
Club” in Boston, but at others the topics varied consider­
ably! discussions of news items and politics or criticism 
of books and literary topics* frequently the club acti­
vities were interrupted by toasts to various guests# public 
officials* and at times to certain ladles* Some club mem­
bers were heavy drinkers and# as Hamilton suggested* 
enjoyed making their guests drunk* The tavern clubs which 
Hamilton visited were organised affairs* some even had 
officers who presided over the meetings. The principal 
function of these clubs* however* was to provide companion­
ship and entertainment for the members in the evenings* 
Hamilton's contact with .northern clubs and former 
association with a club in Scotland* probably prompted the 
founding* on May 14* 1745, of “The Ancient and Honourable 
Tuesday Club. * This group which met weekly at the homes 
of its members in Annapolis was “designed for humor and*.* 
a sort of farcical Drama of Mock Majesty." Officers
included a president* a combination poet laureate and
P*P*P*P*P* (Poet* printer* punster* purveyor* and
punchmaker), and Hamilton as secretary and historiographer*
otherwise known as loquacious Scribble# Esq# One rule
stated that if a member brought up the subject of Maryland
politics “no answer ©hall be given thereto* but . , * the
society shall laugh at the Masher offending in order to
divert the discourse.t One dish# generally a gammon of
«
bacon* was served at each meeting but no fresh liquor was 
prepared after eleven* The ritual accorded the first 
toast to “the ladles*w then “the King's Majesty,* and 
last* “the Deluge#*' The club lasted for nine years* but 
with the death of Hamilton on May 11* 1756# the Tuesday 
Club ceased to meet*3,4 
Sails and Special Entertainments
The tavern keeper© who were always anxious to attract 
new customers sponsored balls, exhibits* and lectures* In 
Williamsburg ball© were given during Public Time© and were 
held at taverns as well as at the Capitol, palace and 
Courthouse* Ann Shields, Whose tavern was probably not 
large enough for a bail* arranged to have a ball at the
^ I b i d . , I n t r o d u c t i o n ,  p .  x v i - x x i i . / : .
i m
Courthouse on April 23# 1751 for tho “Entertainment of
Gentlemen ami ladies *“ Mrs* Shields had 200 tickets
printed for thin hall and advertised that tickets could
he had “at her House... at Bali m Pistole e a c h . T h e
same spring Finnic sponsored at least one hall as he was
IScharged twice “for advertising your Ball** By the
following year both Pirmie and Wetherfourn were having
halls during the “sitting of the- General 'Assembly and
Court.*■ the, balls at Wetherburn*s were -planned for; each.
Pi rtole
Tuesday evening. Half a shilling was the usual price for 
a ticket.*7 These halls held in 1752 were the only adver­
tised halls hut others undoubtedly took place * Accounts 
of John Page, dr., and HenryMorsewith dames HouthaXX 
show that these men purchased hall tickets from the tavern 
keeper in 1768, 1770 and 1 7 7 3 . During the two earlier
^Virginia Gazette {Hunter)# April 11# 1751# p. 4? - 
Virginia Gasette Day Book 1750-1752* p. 31. University of 
Virginia library. Photostat Colonial Williamsburg Research 
library.
*eXbid., pp. 32 and 34.
*7Virginia Grotto {Hunter), February 27# 1752, p. 4t 
March 5# 1752# p. 3.
*8Account of John Page, Jr.# with James Southall recorded 
in Caroline County Appeals and land Causes# 1777—1801# part 
X# pp. 221-222 (Jt-112?) ? fragmentary account of Henry Morse 
with James Southall# Jim# 5, 1770# Webb-Prentis Papers#
17S7-1780* library of Congress. (M-116)
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years Southall was keeper of what had been Wetherburn# s 
Tavern, but by 1773 Southall was operating the Raleigh.
bike other rooms at the large taverns the ballroom© — 
could be rented for private parties. Jefferson mentioned 
"dancing with Belinda in the Apollo" in a letter to John 
Page;*^ however, since Jefferson's accounts do not Include 
either subscriptions or tickets, this was probably a pri­
vate ball at the Raleigh.
Special entertainments at taverns were usually part 
of the celebrations of the King's birthday. On June 6,
1766, Governor Fauquier and some of the principal gentlemen
of Williamsburg met at Pullet's tavern and "spent the
20evening in honour of his Majesty."
Other towns also celebrated that summer. In Hampton 
gentlemen combined their observance of the King's birthday 
with the repeal of the Stamp Act. In the morning the fir­
ing of guns and other demonstrations of joy took place*
At noon after the royal salute was given the men "repaired 
to the Bunch of Grapes tavern where an elegant entertain­
ment was provided," numerous healths were drunk, and
*%ulian P. Boyd, ed., The Papers of Thomas Jefferson 
(Princeton, 1950 to date), I, 11.
2QVircrlnia Gazette (Purdie a Dixon), June 6, 1766, p. 2,
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cannons -were, discharged* • The Virginia Gazette also noted 
Tthat.-.
■'1. v h plentiful--dinner 'was provided for the:, 
other inhabitants at.some distance whence every 
acclamation was cheer fully repeated* In the 
evening there was a ball and supper at the King*s 
hrms tavern, .which the ladies1: graced with their -* 
company? during which the populace conclude 
, their- ^ rejoicing, by -- a" repititionof the healths - 
round a large bone fire. 2he Whole day passed 
with the greatest joy, decency, and unanimity.
*fhe celebration at Newtown in Princess Arme County was
r less elaborate,-. On : June; 26th the • principal - gentlemen
- celebrated: the repeal -of; 'the- 'Stamp-'hot at-the Rising Sun
dfaverh'where there Was-'^elegant entertainment" and
numerous toasts were drunk * 2here was a ball In the even-*
ing. where na numerous company of todies and Gentlemen i.,
22;made - a - genteel appearance* *■
-Wotices in-the Vfroinffr Gazette mention a lecture and 
exhibit of paintings that were held at Williamsburg taverns.
On two evenings in January of 1767 the celebrated toeture on 
Heads .was delivered uin- the Great Rooia- of - the Rawloigh' 
tavern-” Several years later Mr* Pratt#-, a portrait painter
2^Xbid., June 13, 1766;. p. ■ 
22lbM., .July-4#. 1766,;rpi I*. - ;
from England and Ireland, exhibited paintings at Mrs. Vobe* 
tavern, The King*a Arms* The paintings and a choice se­
lection of prints, after being exhibited, for a week, were 
to be sold on March 13# 1773 
Political Events
favem keepers# Whose facilities-wear© a natural 
center for informal political discussions# encouraged 
political gatherings* After all, few men could be expected 
to meet at the taverns for political purposes without 
needing some refreshment* Washington4© ledger entry for
May 17, 1769, the day of the organisation of the Mon-
' , , ' * 1 
Importation Association shows teat hie share of tee club
expenses at the Raleigh ^arising from the Assn. meetg,
24therew was twenty shillings*
The aroused feelings of many cltisens during the 
period before the repeal of the Stamp Act caused much 
discussion at taverns. The anonymous French traveler Who 
had been in Williamsburg and heard Patrick Henry speak out 
against the Stasp Duty found teat favorable sentiments 
extended 'beyond tec capital* One evening he lodged at the
2^Ibid., January 8, 1767, p. 3? March 4, 1773, p* 3.
7
^todgef A. p* 290*
tavern in Newcastle kept by Colonel Johnson and was held
over- for a day- by the rain* The-. Frenohman remarked that
,fw© had nothing ;talked of hut. the Stamp Dutys * the major
brother; of the innkeepe^ says he.41. sooner die .than,pay
a farthing, and is sure that allhis ^ countrymen will do 
■ 2S• the Same**, -. In. March of 1766 some colonists were still 
inflamed .lest the Stamp Act be enforced and on the 29th 
about thirty prominent men of Norfolk spent the night at 
■ one of - the taverns where they discussed • and -planned further 
measures * Within two days the Sons of liberty had; met and 
voted "that the Parliament imposing taxes on America is 
unconstitutional and illegalt and therefore determined, 
in case the Stamp Act is to be in forced, that they-will 
-stand by each other in order to oppose'it with all their 
might* w2^
During tee period' leading to. the Revolution tempers 
flared and intense loyalties produced some heated - moments 
at'tavern#* One not:- in - sys^mthy . with the .prevailing^  view 
'Was- better, off -not to showhis- feelings '.aa Nicholas-..
2S ■* - *  r *- .-ni'
*Journal of a-French Traveller: in the Colonies, 1765
'American- Historical Review, 3CXV1 (1921), 747* Hereafter
cited '“French ,-Tra^ ller.,., ■1765 » * *•* ‘ - >
2^ Wllliara' and Marv^  ^ uarterlv* ' 1st ##%v* XXX (1912- 
191^ 165. ' •' -L ‘ •.....
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Cres&weXX noted in his journal for November X* 1774e
•This evening went to the tavern £En Alexandria/**
15 Hear the Resolves of the Continental 
Congress. Read a Petition to the throne 
and a address to the people-of Oreat Britain•
Both of them full of duplicity and false 
representation*. X look upon them as in­
sults to the understanding and dignity of 
the British Sovereign and people* Am in 
Hopes their petitions will never he granted*
X am sorry to see them so well received by 
the people and the sentiments so univer­
sally adopted* Xt is a plain proof that 
the seeds of rebellion are already sown and 
have taken very deep root* but am in hopes 
they will be eradicated next summer, x 
am obliged to act the hypocrite and extol 
these proceedings as the wisest productions 
of any assembly on Barth* but in my heart 
X despise them and look upon them with 
contempt#^7
Cresswell was wise enough to hold his tongue and not 
express his true sentiments on such an occasion but others 
were not. Samuel Shepard of Buckingham County returned to 
Virginia in 1776 after spending six years in England* Cine 
evening he met some old friends at the tavern and their 
talk turned to the rebellion. At first Shepard said 
nothing and looked on in amusement* but one of his friends* 
Mr* Cabell* noticed his silence, and asked if he disagreed*
2V'Nicholas Cresswell* the Journal of Nicholas Cress- 
well. 1774-1777 (New York* 1934} * p. 45*
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Shepard answered that; ha did#
acknowledging. the great sins of the British 
to the colonies hat expressing a belief 
that there was enough spirit of agreement 
between the contestant© to discover a way to 
peace.**! opened the subject, stating both 
aides as well as 1 could without ill temper 
or prejudice**..But suddenly moved by the 
indignant amassment of sense of the men at 
another table, X paused# and came to an 
end, without passion* .We proceeded with 
theo wine when, shortly, Hr* P. returned 
with Mr. Jones and another officer and 1 
was told X was arrested for treasonable 
acta and speech.««
Shepard found the jail to be cold but was able to bribe
the jailor into starting a fire, later the jailor
entertained him with news of the area and warned him about
entering into talks about the current inflammatory Issues*
Shepard noted that the jailor advised about thinking
aloud, saying that
we are going to have a hard time#, and we can* t 
have treasonable talk to weaken our cause. H® 
said, you are most fortunate in hot having old 
man Pat Henry here at the tavern# he would have 
addressed the people and you would have been 
treated badly....The following day X was per­
mitted to leave the jail.29
28Wllliam and Mary Quarterly* 2nd ©er* * XV (1935), 
411-412*
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The Raleigh Tavern In Williamsburg was frequently 
used for political meetings in the years before the 
American Revolution. The most important of the early 
meetings was held on May 17# 1769* After Lord Botetourt 
dissolved the General Assembly the "late representatives of 
the people** reassembled at the Raleigh# elected Peyton 
Randolph moderator# and proceeded with the business of 
forming an association. On the following day a "great 
number of the principal Gentlemen of the Colony" signed 
the "Association# * a non-importation agreement# and then 
proceeded to drink toasts to "The KING. _  The QUEEN and
ROYAL FAMILY*  His Excellency Lord BOTETOURT# and
prosperity to VIRGINIA. A speedy and lasting union be- 
tween GREAT BRITAIN and her COLONIES***"
Not all of the meetings held at the Raleigh consisted 
of large groups * One evening in the spring of 1773 
Patrick Henry# Richard Henry Lee* Francis L. Lee* Dabney 
Carr and /Thomas Jefferson met in a private room of the 
Raleigh to consult on matters which they felt the older*
2^Virginia Gazette (Purdie & Dixon)* May 18* 1769, p. 2.
30It has been assumed that the meeting was held be­
tween March 4* when Dunmore called the Assembly, and March 12* 
the date Richard Bland reported the resolutions to the 
Committee of the Whole*
leading members lacked the zeal to express, This private 
group was convinced of the need for united colonial action 
and proposed that committees of correspondence be
On May 26* 1774 the Burgesses were again dissolved* 
this time by Lord Dunraore . The following day the "late 
representatives" met in the Apollo Boom of the Raleigh 
and adopted another “Association*" This agreement pro­
tested the closing of the port of Boston* and the addi­
tional taxes on tea and other items* and it also recom­
mended that delegates from the colonies assemble In a 
general congress to discuss the measures affecting their 
united interests.^
Though much interest had been aroused by these poli­
tical meetings* particularly those which were held at the 
Raleigh* one must remember that these meetings occurred 
only during the last few years of colonial rule* For most 
of the colonial period politics was just one of many 
topics discussed at the taverns*
•^Thomas Jefferson* "Autobiography" in The Writings 
of Thomas Jefferson* ed# by Paul Leicester Ford (New 
York* 1892-1899) I, 7-9.
established in each colony*
Gazette (Furdie a Dixon)* May 26* 1774
pp* 2-3.
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Commercial Activities
Besides serving the communities- as social and political 
center#* the taverns were also centers for commercial 
activities* Tavern keepers encouraged these activities' 
since they attracted more business to -their- bars and 
dinner tables* Auctions were held outside the-taverns .and —  
In the rooms private business dealings were discussed.'
At times various, kinds of goods as well mm tickets to 
certain functions were sold at taverns* Then too* group# 
of business men and others often chose to hold their 
meeting# at taverns*
In front of the Raleigh— the favored location in the 
capital for holding an auction— land and slaves were most 
frequently sold though a wide assortment of other goods 
were also auctioned off through the years* One finds 
tony advertisements in the Virginia Gazette like- the 
followings
To be SOLD* on Thursday - .the 30th of April next*. 
before the door of the Raleigh tavern* In 
Williamsburg •
BIGHT hundred acres of good level wm> 
in Hina William countv, about three miles 
above Claiborne*# ferry? and five hundred 
acres of low grounds* opposite the same* 
in New Kent county* There are good
buildings on the first mentioned tract of 
land, and it has the advantage of a fine 
fishery*^.33' -*' 1
IgJat by m^lon,_on 12«Sls£
December next, be fora Mr* frefoell #s, door.,
A VERY Handsome and Convenient SfOKEHW&B, 
on the main ■ street in WtM tamsbaro# with every 
advantage from its situation either for a'5, ^
merchant or tradesman, and is in exceeding 
good repair#- having been built but a short, 
time* $he credit will be agreed on- at tHferday 
of sale*- the purchaser giving bond and security
dOHN moms®®, &
To be SO tip before the Raleigh gaveam, in 
Williamsburg, 'on Wednesday the 9th of March 
tor ready Money ,
Fourteen or fifteen likely Virginia 
born MRORasS# consisting of Men, Women#
Boys, and Girls,
»♦ 5. P^he above Segroes will posi­
tively be sold at the Timeand Flace 
above mentioned
before the Raleigh# on Friday 
the Sth of Meves&er# in the Afternoon, 
a m m m m  msmTro mm, about 
eighteen years old# and has been used to 
wait: on a gentleman# also a COOK WSHCH,. 
belonging to the Estate of the Reverend 
Josiah Johnson, "deceased* Credit will be 
allowed till tlse,2Sth of April# Bond and' 
Security being given to
Wcufcors
wmNhmEva #5 #1
^^Viroinia • Gasette (Fur die a Dixon), February . 5* 
1767# p. 3. '
^*jbfd«, December 4# 1766# p* 3#
35lbid«, February 17, 1774, p* 1*
^Ibid* # October 7, -1773# p* 1*
To be SOX&> to the highest Bidders, some Time 
next Week*, before the Raleigh Tavern, In 
Williamsburg,
THE beautiful Horse ESTHER, a gen teal 
'WjMBtJUSC COACH, with- 'Harness for six Horses,
, also several Pieces of PASHXOMABIjEPEATS, ■
■: remaining: of 'the ■-Hstabe -of the flate-v '
John Mercer, Esquire/ deceased * Credit'' 
will be allowed until - the 25th of: April 
next* the Purchasers giving Bond and 
Security, -'with .Interest , from the:Sale,-: 
but if the Money Is paid when due, the 
■interest will be abated*.
* * *
Williamsburg, October 24* JAMES MERCER;
H*B* The Plate is lodged with Mr* Craig* 
and may be seen by any inclinable to purchase?^7
SUHBHY damaged Coods# eons is ting of 
UHRNS and XROB WARS* imported in the 
Ofeity, Captain Gooaley, from Dondon* to 
be sold at the Raleigh Poor, for ready 
Money, on Monday the 22d Instant, at 
five o1clock in the Afternoon, for the 
Benefit of the Bnsurars«
ROBERT PRENTXS*
Holding auctions in front of taverns was not confined 
to Williamsburg, for there were auctions at country taverns 
and in small towns on court days* "SUHBRy WOOiENS, con­
sisting of Dutch and other blankets, rugs and Hegro 
cottons rt were to be sold at a public .auction "before 
the Dong Ordinary door. In Predorlcksburg* on Thursday 
the ISt&h. instant* being SpotsyIvania court day*" 'In-
37lbioU. October 24, 1771, p. 2.
38Xbia., Mareb 18, 1773, p. 3.
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176? ‘TWENTY valuable Virginia born SXAVBS" were to be sold
at Captain McviX6 m Ordinary in Fauquier County "on the 
Second Tuesday .in March next* if fair. If not* the next
asfair Dav," This last advertisement not only serves as an 
example of auctions at. the country.taverns • but illustrates 
tbe influence of-weather conditions on these -sales* Be­
cause-of the poor wads few people attended the auctions 
if the. weather--was bad* Soma sales were cancelled as this 
advertisement • shows « "THE Badness of the Weather prevent­
ing the sale of say band advertised ©dtps Time ago, I new 
propose to sell it by auction, before the Raleigh Boor 
in Williamsburg *
ZtittXe evidence has survived recounting th© private 
business affairs %*hieh were arranged at the taverns, but 
undoubtedly business agreements were reached in taverns 
where men often, gathered to talk. and discuss their affairs.
A reference to, one. of these business, talks survived in 
the -published papers'.of John Horton St - Sons. One Samuel
30- ■. r -• '
Virginia Gazette - (Rind) , Hovesber .B, 1770, p* 11 
February IS, 1767, p* ' 3*
^QZbld., (Purdie & Dixon), March 18, 1773, p* 3.
iai
Shields wrote John Horton in 1784 and asked hira to recall 
"When Z applied to you in the Time of War (& 1 beg you to 
recollect. that 'it' was in the" Portico of the Raleigh Tavern)
I desired you to let me know what you w*d ; allow for Tobo*
‘ W .  , h : 4 1
in ■ Discharge of,., this. Debt* * # * *. ■
1, ' j!
Tavern-keepers often .sold, filets and subscriptions 
for lotteries,' theatrical- events, - balls, and horse races • - 
In Williamsburg lotteries were 'frequently drawn at the ^  
Raleigh while'Anthony Hay was keeper* these lotteries, 
generally set up for the disposing of property, were 
popular throughout the colony* For instance, the drawing 
for Peter Warren*a lottery in 1766 was announced to take 
place on January lab at Baga's ordinary in Petersburg.43 
In 1751 money for subscriptions to the playhouse were sent 
to "Mr* Winnie.fs at "the Raleigh# where Tickets aaay be. had** 
That fell Alexander Finnic also eold tickets for a ball
^Frances Horton- Mason, ed. John Horton a Sons,
Merchants of I«ondon and Virginia (Richmond .s Diets Press,"
1937), p, 465. "
^Advertisements/inf the 'following;Issuesof the Vir- 
ainia Gazette announced lotteries to be drawn at the 
Raleigh; (Purdie- & pixon), June 20, 1766,; (Rind),
December 24, 1767, p. 4? (Purdie A Dixon) # April 13, 1769,
■p* 3* i _ -
^5Ibid., (Purdie 6 Dixon)., December 11, 1766# p. %♦-
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at the Courthouse which was sponsored by Bichard Coven ton,
44a dancing mater* An advertisement shows that the play**
house had other uses besides theatrical ones* In 1755
"that elaborate and celebrated Piece of Mechanism, call'd
the MICROCOSM, OB THE Wffim IN MINIATURE" was featured
there* Tickets were available only at the Raleigh Tavern
and the printing office# and if was “humbly hoped no Person
45will take it amiss if not admitted without a Ticket*"
Several years later subscriptions for a sweepstake race
46in October, 1768# were sent to Anthony toy*
There is also evidence that some tavern keepers sold
merchandise. In October, 1751 Samuel Rockwell advertised
that he "MAKES, cleans and mends all Sorts of Clocks and
Watchesn and that at present he had two good clocks for
47sale at Mr. Pinnie's in Williamsburg * Though the lo­
cation is unknown it has been assumed that lames Southall 
was keeping a tavern in 1766 when it was advertised that
44$bid., (Banter)., August 39, 1751, p* 3i Ibid*,
October 24, 1751, p* 3*
4SIbid., Oetob^-B* 1755, p* 3.
46lMd,, (Rind), February 19, 1767, p» 2.
47Ibid», (Hunter), October 27, 1733, p* 1«
"POOLE's best Scotch SNUFF" was available in Norfolk and 
at Mr. James Southall's in Williamsburg." Jewelery was -—  
sold at a tavern in 1766, for James Geddy, a Williamsburg 
silversmith, advertised that he had left "a neat assort** 
ment of JEWELLERY, with GOLD and SILVER WORK.. .at Mr. 
Bennett White*s who keeps a publick house of good enter- 
tainment in Newcastle."48
Many eighteenth-century tavern keepers were also in 
the transportation business since they usually offered 
horses, chairs and carts for hire. One innkeeper, Joseph 
Gilliam, advertised that "THE Subscriber in Williamsburg, 
has a very good travelling Chair and Horses, to hire to 
any Part of the Countyi Also a Cart and Horses.M John
48Ibid., (Purdie & Dixon), August 1, 1766, p. 3? Ibid.
One generally associates peddlers with the commercial 
activities of taverns but this evidently was not true of 
colonial Virginia. The peddlers that came to the colony 
usually dealt in skins, cattle and horses but their acti­
vities were curtailed by laws passed in the General Assembly 
between 1738 and 1762. It was necessary for peddlers to 
obtain licenses and the cost and trouble Involved in pro­
curing one as well as the penalty for trading without a 
license increased considerably after 1738. These restric­
tions made peddling sufficiently difficult and thus dis­
couraged most peddlers from operating in the colony.
William W. Hening, Statutes at Large...(Richmond, 1810 *1823), 
V, 54-57, 355-3571 VII, 283-288, 405-406, 585-587.
Carter noted-in the advertisement ,pf; M a  Williamsburg
tavern that he had "a good travelling Chair# with a Top
49to it in ease of Rain, to hire." Xn 1771 when Mrs. Vob© 
advertised the sal© of her furniture it included "Elding 
Chairs* both double and single, with-tomes© new and com­
plete* a small Tumbrel, two Carts, nine very good cart
SOHorses, with Harness, several Mens Saddles and'Bridles." 
Inventories of tavern "keepers likewise, give evidence of 
these items* Marot tod one coach, one cart and ten horses? 
Boweock tod a large and a small tumbrel, on© old wagon, 
and nine horses? Shields tod two chairs* one cart, one 
wagon and eight horses? Wetherbum tod seven horses, one 
etoir and harness., on© wagon and harness ? and toy tod five 
horses, one phaeton and harness, one single chair and 
harness* Hay*a slaves included "a good Coachman and 
Carter**®*
Hiring of horses and carts is mentioned in two tavern 
accounta* The account of John Page, ..Esguire, with .James
48lbid,, (Hunter), April 18, 1745, ; p. 4t Ibid*
502bld.^ (Purdle & Dixon) . July 2$>y.771*, »*;. 2..
5lyoek County Orders, Wills, »  242-246
CM-1-7) i Ibid.. XVIi (1729-1732), 55-57 (M-l-8) t Ibid., 
Hills, Inventor1*0, XX (1745-1759), 198 ££. (H-l-10)> Ibid. 
XXI (1760-1771), 36-43 (M-l-11)t Ibid,. XXtl (1771-1783), 
X9*M (M-l-11) t Virginia Gazette (Purdie & Dixon),
January 17, 1771, p* 3* ‘ ' ""
Southall shows, charges on two dates for hors© hlre™on© time 
he was charged 5d* and on another date 3s. 9d* another
■.S-2time he was charged, for *Cart here 3/9.M fhe following 
year John Prentis was charged by Robert Anderson for- cartaget 
7s. 6d* on one date and 3s* 9d* on another*^ Also there 
is mention of. hiring a chair in .the. journal of. the. anonym 
mous French traveler*. In the company of a:Jfr» Cristy from 
Baltimore the two ‘•hired a Chair and took a ride to Jameses 
City.*54
Notices of meetings to be held at the taverns £re~ 
guenfcly appeared in the Virginia Gazette. Xn the spring of 
1752 Wetherfoum* s was the meeting place for members of the 
Cape Company and the Ohio Company. later that year members 
of the Mississippi Company were called to a meeting at the 
Raleigh.^ Meetings of creditors to particular estates ~ 
were .also held at the taverns* for instance* the creditor©
^Account of John Page with James Southall for..1771, 
Caroline County Appeals andland Causes* 1777-1807, Part 1, 
;p* 213. 1M-1127) ,
'  ■ ’ • . *  ■: v  . v _ . ;
■ ^Account of John PrW^ pit, With Robert Andefaon, 1772*, 
;ifebb^ Prentis 'Papers# University 'Of Virginia hib‘rary*i ( M M )
**Prench traveller# 1755* *? 741*
^Virginia Gasette . (Hunter} * April ^24* 1752# pr 2|
■ April 10/ 1752, p. 3? Novesiber 17# 175j£* , p * / r
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to James .peart1© trustees .were desired to meet at ilr*
Trebell*s (Raleigh tavern) on Oecemher XI# 1766* Xn some
.oases .executors who ware attesting to collect payments
.■ remained, at the taverns for several dayst
TfJXS is to glve NOTICE* that, the executors of 
Col. CHARGES CARTER, deceased'will attend at 
to'^ .l|inBB0KV..8HkY*P in Williamsburg, from the 
first until ithe 6th day of May, next* to re*' 
ceive the payments them due upon bond*. .
■ Meetings of-, a* civic nature were frequently held at 
taverns. InApril, ,1757 "THE Gentlemen appointed by the 
Common Hall of the City of Williamsburg* were asked to 
meet: at Henry Wefcherfeurn*® to: agree with a carpenter on 
the building of a market house in the city, hater in 
April* 1769* a similar group of men met with an undertaker 
at the Raleigh concerning the building of a brick court* 
house* The Virginia llaaette noted ahat the plans - for the house
could be seen at Mr* Hay*a. The Raleigh was likewise the 
meeting place several years later for the committee con­
cerned with the building of the hospital,, Workman were 
urged to inspect the plans and prepare proposals to be' 
presented;, at the meeting- ' Xn June, 1769* .: a, general meeting
5%bid. , ipurdle a bi^gn)* p*;’2r
(Rind)#. .March 31/.;1766-:^.p^ ':3a*:~
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of the merchants and traders of the colony was held at 
the Raleigh*^7 This was the beginning of a series of meet­
ings of men concerned with commerce in the years before 
the Revolution*
Resides serving as a meeting place for groups* the 
taverns were used as a place Where people could be con­
tacted* In 1752 lie Chevalier de Peyronny, a teacher of 
fencing, dancing* and French announced that he lodged with 
Mr. Finnic. Later that year Simon Fraser* who proposed to 
teach military discipline* advertised that he was staying 
at Mr* Finnic*s. Twenty years later another teacher of 
French* "that polite and agreeable Language so universally 
courted in the most genteel Carapaniea, ” had settled in 
Williamsburg. Those Interested in becoming his pupils 
were asked to "leave a Line with, MR. Gabriel Mauoin and 
they shall be punctually answered* • in 1745 a Glasgow wig 
maker used the ^Raleigh as a place to receive orders* — - 
Gentlemen interested in ordering wigs could "lodge a 
Memorandum.. .at the Rawleiah Tavern in Willtamshurc?* several 
Copies of the same will, be forwarded to him by different
57Xbid«, (Hunter), April 22, 1757, p. 3? (Purdie &
Dixon), March 23, 1769, p* 3| (Rind)* September 13, 1770, 
p* 31 (Furdie & Dixon), June 29, 1769, p# 3.
its
Opportunities, and he will imtedlately# upon Receipt: there*
of, “have the Wigs wrought up agreeable of the Directions,
and sent to Virginia by the first Ship, that offers, directed
to the same house, where they may be called for .
Orders . for. items such. as the above. mentioned wigs
‘Were placed in letter bosses at- the -taverns, and taken by
ship captains- to England. The Virginia gazette for
November 26, l?72 carried a notice*:
/^tbe letter boxT placed, by Capt. Robert 
Kecks (commander of the ship &unn & Uovd, 
bound- to bondonl at the Raleigh tavern, for 
the convenience of the merchants, now in 
this city, to receive their letters for 
Great Britain, was stole from the said 
tavern by some wicked disposed persons, 
last Sunday night, and several of the 
letters were found open in the street the 
next day, and bills of exchange and invoice 
that were therein taken out and destroyed.
James Southall, the. keeper of the Raleigh, offered a
twenty pound reward .for knowledge of those who .committed
the crime,
Letter*' addressed to people within the colony -were 
often left, at taverns to be delivered by someone traveling
(Hunter), March 20, 1752, pP It July 1, 1752,
p* 3? (Purdio & Dixon), March 25, 1773.,-; p. 3* (Hunter),
June 6, 1746, p.. 4',. >;
5%bid., (Rind),, November 26, 177^ *' p>
in the direction, of the addressee. The postscript of a 
letter -dated June 30, 1743, - from James Hume to his brother 
George mentioned that if he had an opportunity to write a 
letter-it should he directed to- the Men tenant of hi*:. 
majesty*® ship ^astfogs- and.left at the. Swan Tavern ii*r 
York town. - ■ With this, rather haphazard method of deliver* 
ingraail it is understandable that in many casea letters 
never reached their;destination* On enterjing a room at- 
Oliswe 11% Ordinaryin 1755 Daniel Fisher noticed that a 
"'letter directed to John Palmer Eeqr, at Williamsburg lay 
upon a Table# which .several Arsons who were going thither 
viewed* but neither of them took the trouble of conveying 
it as. directed* * Fisher- -remarked that thin, was "a common 
neglect* it seems* unless it happens to be- son acquaintanco, 
or the Person has a mind to see the Inside of the Letter* 
a practice often Complained on.
An advertisement in the Virginia Gazette for 1769 
refers to m different. kind of letter .being . left at .a 
taverm
^ Virginia Magazine of History and Biography, 301(1914}
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^^Daniel Fisher#, Journal# ^ 1750*1765#" published as 
"The Fisher History* " in Louise pm de Sallet* Some ffromi* 
nent Virginia Families (Lynchburg. 1907)*, 11, 788*
WHEREAS A. B* next door to Sank* s * ordinary#
King William, being 21 years of age* well 
made, about 6 feet high, black hair, bright 
eyes* and a long nose# is in want of a fair 
young lady, of a gOod family, .these are to 
give notice that .if any such has a mind to 
dispose of herself In ■ marriage to- a person of' 
tee above description, she may be provided with 
a husband, by a letter being left at Banks*a - 
ordinary# and directed to A. S. His reason 
for this is that he dreads the thoughts of 
courting, he being very bashful*^2
One might question whether other taverns, in Virginia pro­
vided among their services a marriage bureau but it
j
provokes tee thought as to whether A* B* was successful in
S ' "
using tela means for locating a wife*
Though not exactly a commercial activity# another 
service of the taverns was to serve a® a lost and found 
department. Quite often advertisements appeared in the 
Virginia Gazette that were -similar to the following ?
LOST
OH the evening of tee 8th instant, somewhere 
nigh Mr* Robert Nicholson*a in this cit$„a 
small silver WATCH# with an aaamelled dial 
. plate, maker9s name Droahoard, No. 129*
Whoever brings it to "Mr* Anthony Hay shall 
have ten shilling® rewardT5^
^2Virginia Gazette (Purdie a Dixon), March 16, 1769#
p*- 9*
^Ibld*,. (Rind), December 22# 1768#., p* 1*
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In some cases the notices specified that the lost items 
he turned in to the bar at a certain tavern * If the finder 
of ■ the silver watch which was- lost in the garden at 
Mrs* Vobe#s in May of 1773 brought the "said Watch to the 
Bar of the said Mrs* Voba“ he could expect to be "hand**
» » * a - . . * -  — i * -  «» o.p ^
were usually advertised to be fumed in at the ordinary 
nearest where they were lost* Thus the finder of the 
bundle of womenf s apparel that was lost somewhere between 
Williamsburg and Forneau*# Ordinary in March of 1753 could 
have turned it In at Forneau *s and received a half pistole 
reward*^
84xbld*, (Pardie & bison)# .May 6# .1773# p* 3* 
*%bfd*, .March 2# 17S3# p. 4*
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The fluctuations in the transient population of 
Williamsburg presented an enticing, yet entrapping situ­
ation to the tavern keeper* At Public Times operating a 
tavern was highly profitable# hut during the rest of the 
year the number of customers was substantially reduced*
As a result tavern keeping in the capital was m competi­
tive and risky business*
Moving the capital to Williamsburg greatly increased 
the need for taverns* One of the speeches delivered by 
students of the college in May of 1699 to Governor 
Nicholson and members of the General Assembly stated that 
the town already had wa Church, an ordinary# several stores,
two mils# a smith’s shop* a Grammar School, and above all
-1  ^the Colledge* * The growth of the town by 1702 was noted
\1The tavern may have been operated by one John Bentley 
who received a license from the York County Court to operate 
a tavern at the house of Captain Matthew Page at Middle 
Plantation in November of 1697* William and Mary Quarterly, 
2nd aer. * X (1930), 332*
oy the Swiss traveler# Francis Louis Michel* who reported
that there were eight taverns and that new dwellings were "~
being built continuously* After the initial- increase
the number of taverns open-,at, this time generally fluctuated'
betw^en.iifteen jm*&- twenty-five while Williamsburg 'remained
'the Capital* This nusber .dropped: significantly* though# -r—--
when -the capital moved to Blchmond* The Williamsburg tax
list taken, in 17S3 taxed only two tavern keepers# James _
3'Southall and Jane Vobe# with ordinary. licenses *
Since only during Public Times was there enough busi­
ness for all the Williamsburg innkeepers# they were con­
stantly attempting to attract new patrons as well as 
satisfy their regular customers* For instance# Thomas 
Craig* who operated the Market Square Tavern in the late 
1760*3* gave notice that he hoped *to give satisfaction* 
to his * foamier customers* as well as to all who may please 
to employ me *
^William d* Hinlce, ed* and tr*, "Deport of the Journey 
of Francis Louis Michel from Berne* Switzerland* to 
Virginia* October 2* 1701— December 1* 1702# * Virginia 
Magazine of History and Btoaraohv, XXIV (1916)# 26*.
^Williamsburg City Personal Property Tax List* 1783. 
ftf~L*47)*
^Virginia gazette (Purdie & Dixon) * February 12* 17.67#
p. 1*
- Christianna Campbell, too* endeavored to please all
her customerss
X BEG Leave to acquaint the pub lick that X have 
opened TAVERN in the Bouse# behind the Capitol* 
lately occupied by Mrs * Vobe g where those 
Gentlemen Who please to favour mm with their 
Custom may depend upon gen teal. Accomodations * 
and the very best Entertainment* , . . -**X shall 
reserve Dooms for the Gentlemen who formerly . 
lodged with me # $
Tavern keepers frequently moved to new locations in 
an attempt to improve their business* For Instance, in 
1769 Robert Anderson "opened a FBBLXCK HOUSE near the 
College" and leas than two years later* when Jams Southall 
moved from Wetherbum# & to the Raleigh# Anderson announced 
that he had "taken the Bouse lately occupied by Mr# 
Southall#" In the same issue of the Virginia Q&aett®, 
Cuthbert Hubbard announced that he had "taken the Bouse 
lately occupied by Mr# Robert Anderson#**^ Hubbard con­
tinued at this location for several years* since In 1774 he 
gave notice "that he still continues to keep TAVERN a little 
below the College. * .and can entertain ten or twelve
5Xbid».'October- 3* 1771* p. 3*
%bid#, (Purdie & Dixon), November 2* 1769* p* 4i 
March 7* 1771# p* 3? March 7, 1771# p# 3.
Gentlemen genteelly»*"* - Anflerapn*® s^ >v» was nofe dnly to a
bettor location* closer 'to ■ the Capitol, -but also-to- m?
1arget building* : for..-. Wetoe tour n6a tavernhad eight:- bed~- 
rooms.8 Size was probably a reason why Christianna 
Caiapbeii- moved from -'the "CG3TFBS- —< HOIISB: in -toe, main' Street# 
toxf: tow’&fcpl toi n to-; the - tavern' behind, toe --.Capitol on; ; 
\W%lle'f '-itreet*- ■- ; ^
- ' Eveh wito toe* frequent- shifting -of Innkeepers from - 
one place' to -another# buildings which were well, located-: 
tended to remain in use as taverns while Williamsburg was 
toe capital* toe Raleigh and Wetherbum * s are excellent
i
examples* but the same was true of Marot8 s, toe Red Lion, 
Christianna Campbell’s, the King's Arms and the Market 
Square Tavern* Soon after a tavern keeper'died or vacated 
the property, there'was generally another keeper willing 
to take his place*
toe competition between Williamsburg tavern keepers 
probably encouraged business practices such as underselling
7Xbia.■ April 23. 1774, p. 3.
8Invehtory o£ Henry Wefcherburn t York County Wills 
and inventories. XXI {1760-1771). 36-43.
^Virginia Gazette (Purdie & Dixon), May 16, 1771, p, 3
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mud extending large amounts of credit* No accounts of the 
above quoted John Carter have survived but bis offer of 
"cheap Entertainment" may have indicated, that-his rates 
for food and drink ware less than the maximum prices set 
by the Williamaburg Hustings Court* in comparing the rates 
charged Henry Morse, owner of the forge, at Rocky Ridge, in 
Chesterfield county in the late 1768#s* by several 
Williamsburg tavern keepers oho-finds that the prices-for 
lodging Varied* * James toughan charged Morse Is* 3d* for 
breakfast and 7%d* for lodging during the early 1770*s. 
in the same years Mrs# Davis, who operated the Brick 
House Tavern, charged Morse a like amount for ; a' single 
breakfast but her/.charges for lodging' were generally, 
is; 3d*'per night* .As -other tavern keepers .usually, charged 
Is* 3d* for lodging at this time Vaughan may have been 
undercharging'— perhaps in order to attract more customers * 
Unfortunately it is not possible 'to determine whether the 
quality of the lodging® at Vaughan** differed from the 
other taverns :
^Account of Henry Morse with James Vaughan t Webb- 
Prentis Papers , .1757-1780* University of Virginia Library 
(M-116) I Account-.of Henry- Morse with Mr®* Bavis t Ibid*
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At times the lew allowing Williamsburg tavern keepers
to extend unlimited credit during Public Times proved to
be a detriment, as an experience of James Southall
illustrates# Between 1771 and 1774. he allowed John Page
credit to the amount of & 182* Since Page did not pay
the bill, Southall in 1793 sued Elisabeth Page, the widow
and administrator of Page’s estate, for the debt incurred
iiby her husband* **
Only the larger taverns such as the Raleigh, Wether-
burn’s and Christianna Campbell’s were busy enough to
warrant the year-round employment of an innkeeper. A
number of men, therefore, continued with a trade while
operating a tavern.3*2 Often advertisements similar to the
following indicated dual jobs?
Just Imported bv the Subscriber in Williamsburg,
A CHOICE Assortment of very fine Hairs* and 
other Materials, from London, for making all 
Kinds of Wigs, vis. Tie Wigs* Brigadier Wigs,
Bag Wigs, Bags, Albemarle Wigs with Roses,
Que Wigs, with Ribbon, Bobs, Scratches* Cuts,
&e* &e. Gentlemen may depend on being
^Haling, Statutes* XV # 428? Account of John Page with 
James Southall* Caroline County Appeals and Land Causes* 
1777-1807, Part. 1, pp. 212-214* {M-1X27)
*
^Por, example® Richard. Charlton* wigmaker? John Coke* 
silversmith? Thomas Craig, tailor? David Cunningham* wig- 
maker? Cuthbert Hubbard* wigmaker? and Gabriel Maupin, 
harnes ©maker.
isa
estped! tiously served, after the neatest 
Manner, and good allowance made for ready 
Money, fey
.. Their huirfeXe Servant,
Robert livon,
N*B* ***.! now keep Tavern at the Sign of 
the Edinburgh Castle, near the Capitol; 
where Gentlemen m y  depend on very good 
Pasturage and Stablage for Horses;, also 
the best Accommodations in my Power*
• , Kotows &yon.13
. • \
AS 1. have purchased .the House in the Market; ' 
Square lately occupied fey Mr* Thomas Craig. 
to which X. am making considerable Additions 
and Improvements, for the purpose of KEEPING 
TAVERN, this is to acquaint my Priends^ and 
the Publtck in general that the House will fee 
ready for their Reception fey the Beginning of■ 
the ensuing General Court, where they may, 
depend upon meeting with the best Entertain-* 
ment and Accommodations from
Their humble Servant,
Gabriel mmm*
*%My Shop will likewise fee. moving to the above 
Place, where the Slumps? and HARNESS MAKING 
Business will, fee carried on in all its Branches; 
Those who please to employ me may fee .assured 
of feeing furnished with neat and substantial . 
Work, at short Notice,' and on reasonable Terms,
Opening a tavern required too large an outlay of
capi tal“ Constdering the amount required fof posting a
bond of ten thousand pounds of tobacco or fifty pounds
current money, acquiring and furnishing a suitable
^ Virginia Gasette CHunterl, August 1, 1755, p*: S.* 
4^Ibido, (Purdie a Biicon)*, Mpt&riber :£?iX,Jp+
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building and obtaining the necessary, supplies- of liquor
and food— to encourage any but those who wore fairly
prosperous *, For this reason,... most people either - first
wars successful in a trade and then turned to iimkeeping
or continued with their trade while operating a tavern. .
Alexander Finnie# 'who was first a wigmaker, and .Anthony
Hay, who began as a cabinetmaker, are good examples of
craftsmen who la tar turned to tavern keeping.
Surviving evidence Indicates that acme Williamsburg
tavern keepers prospered but a number of them went info
debt* It is not very surprising that Daniel Fisher# who -
quarreled with everyone he met except Nathaniel Walfchoe#
did not succeed as a tavern keeper He announced the open**
ing of his tavern in October# 1731, but four months later
he explained that "several Difficulties and Impediments
in the Business X so lately undertook# subjecting mm to
the Necessity of giving it over; X thought it incumbent
ISon me to give this Notice thereof**
Most tavern keepers stayed in business for a longer 
period • Christopher Ays cough kept tavern just south of
15lbid., (Hunter), October 3# 1715# p* Si February 20#
1752 # p * 3 *
the Capitol for two years, 1768-1770. Be announced in the 
fall of 1770 that he intended * to leave off tavern keeping* 
and offered to sell his house and the adjoining store, the 
household furnishings, nine Negro slaves, "about 60 dozen 
'of good old MADEIRA tfXNB# and large quantity of COM*, five 
HORSES, a CART and HARNESS *1 That Ayscough was in financial 
difficulties is indicated by the notice that "Those to 
whom I am indebted, upon coming to the sale, may purchase 
to the amount of their demands. As soon as if is ended 1 
shall make over the bonds to my creditors.* Those indebted 
to Ays cough were given a month to "either pay or give bond 
and security for what they owe. No longer indulgence will 
be given. Ays cough may have extended too much credit
or in some other way mismanaged his business affairs, but 
there/is also evidence that he was bibulous*. For several’ 
years before 1771 Ayccough served as tipstaff and door
keeper to the Council, but in May of that year he was de-
17prived of both offices *©n Account of his Drunkenness.u
X6Ifoid. , (purdie a Dixon) , September jS# - I770, ;..#^- ^ #
^Benjamin J. Hillman# ed* Executive Journals of. the;1' 
Council of Colonial Virginia (Richmond, 1966), VI, 409*
At mid-century Robert Lyon, who -was a wigmaker as Well
as a tavern keeper, had difficulty paying his debts. The
summer- of '1755 Lyon gave.notice, that he- intended to settle
his affairs'by October and desired the men indebted to hiro
to "make immediate Payment*1 to. enable-him to fulfill, his
"Promises to the Gentlemen* he was indebted - to.; - ■The/ ' /
announcement ended with the statement that "those Gentle*
■toil that -fail to pay er send,their -resfteetivfe-.BaiXaneea! to
me before that Time# may depend on being immediately shed,
■18let their Pretenses to the contrary be what they will*"
111 health was a contributing factor to the early 
business failure of Joseph Pullet, in May, 1766# his 
tavern had been in operation for less than a year when he 
was "obliged to pay some vary considerable sums of money, 
next June court of Over and Terminer* and therefore desired 
everyone who owed him money to settle their accounts with 
him and "support the- credit of a young beginner.* By 
December Pullet had been sick for several months and unable 
to "make any profits from tavern keeping; since his creditors
^ Virginia Gazette (Hunter), August 1, 1755# p* 3*
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were making urgent demands, Pullet again requested payment.
When Pullet died early in 1767 hie goods had to be sold to
■pay hie debts. ^
' Reapers of the larger Williamsburg taverns were ■ not
immune to business failures* Anthony Bay, who died of a it"""
lingering illness in December# 1770, left m large family
and many debts, in settling the ©state the executors
found that' there:was "a consi&erafele ■ Deficiency* and-all,
creditors were requested to meet at ..the Raleigh- In November#
1771, where the executor* planned to "lay before them a
State of their Administration, and have some Proposals'- to
20make which they hope will be agreeable to the Whole**
Tavern keeping was not solely a,man*s occupation, 
for a number of women operated taverns— notably Susanna 
Allen, Christianas* Campbell# Anne Shields, and Jane Vobo. 
Widows continued to operate the taverns which their hus­
bands had kept* For instance,-- Mary Boweoek, whose.husband, 
Henry Bowcock, died early In 1730, received aib-ordinary
19lbia., tPuirdie & Dixon). May 9. 1766, p. St (Kind),
December 11, 1766, p* 3; (Furdie & Dixon), June 25, 1767,
P* 3*- A
2QIbid., (Purdi© & Pixon), -December 13, 1770:, p. 2? 
October 24, 1771, p. 3*
license In July, ...1730* In 2.707 Sarah Coke, widow of John 
Coke# gave notice to the "Gentlemen who were ao kind as, 
to favour her deceased husband with their custom that they 
may. depend .on receiving the same entertainment ao-’formerly* 
One. couple * Eiehard and Mary- ©avia* -jointly operated 
a tavern,* fheir business began in .1770 whenMary ©a-vis- 
advertiaed that' she Intended “to accommodate 'ladies-/ and 
Gentlemen with private lodgings* * Sometime before October, 
1772, they were operating a tavern at the Brick House?
22however, by January of the following year they had moved* 
/Widows of tavern keepers, .like other women of property 
during the eighteenth century, frequently remarried* With­
in three years after the death of Jean Marot, his widow 
Anne 'married timothy SuXlivant, who was also a tavern 
keeper* Mnother early example is pfeiry Crease,-wife of •. 
tavern keeper, Thomas Crease# who was-the widow of Gabriel 
Maupin* Henry Wetherburh twice married; the widest of 
tavern keepers s first, Hary Bowcodfcr then ten days- after
York County brdars, Will,* XVIS f$7?9**X73?>. -
(K-l-9); Virginia Gagetta - (Purdie &Cixoii), January 31,
1771, p. 3; ■ ■ • '■.• ■■ ..'v >..
. . (. ' i - ' ~ ■ ’ \ (, V> ’ ;f *
^ Vixaihia Gasette1 PurdiS & l5ikbn2V-vMarch: 22/ 1770, 
'p. 4r (Rxndi , 7> 1773,; p# :3*,  ^ \ " .-
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her death Wetherbum married Ann Shield® * widow of tavern
• 23keeper James Shield®*
Regardless of lie seasonal aspect taverxv keeping in 
Williamsburg had mech in common with tavern business- else*--' 
where ’in, the colony* travelers# rather than local- eibisens# 
were toe principal customers* these patrons -were mainly ■- ^  
concerned with getting, enough food* reasonably clean lodg­
ing, and provisions for their servants and horses*- But- / 
Williamsburg taverns, like others in the colony* served - also 
as centers for commercial and social activitiess auctions* 
business and civic-meetings-bailer" dinners, and games*.- 
*fhe following list includes brief sketches of known 
tavern keepers and lodginghouse keepers who were in busi­
ness in Williamsburg from 1700 to 1774* the dates after
the keeper *& name indicate the years when he is known to
24have served the public*
^York County Orders* Wills* XV (1716-1720) * 251* 
(i§-i*-7)f York County Deeds* Bonds* 111 <1713-1729), 440- 
441* <*1-1-13 ) f York County Orders* Wills* XVII <1729- 
1732)* 77 and 184* (M-I-9) i "Biary ofJdoha Blair** William 
and Warv Quarterly * 1st ser»* VII -(1898-1899)# 131*
^Bouse histories* research reports prepared in the" 
Research-Oepartsaent of Colonial Williamsburg# were used as 
bibliographical aids. Since the house histories are a col­
lection of sources • about- toe buildings and the ‘people who 
occupied them* material included in the house histories is 
listed as such in the following sketches* Additional 
material is footnoted separately*
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Allen. Sxasanna* favern keener, 1710-1719. Susanna.
Allen was living in Williamsburg in 1710 when she received 
a license to operate a tavern * She is believed to have 
been, a .daughter of William Allen and Mary,-Bunt of Charles-:
City County* In 1712 she purchased the lot where the 
Alexander Craig Bouse -has - been, reconstructed and continued 
to live there until her death about l?20. She-: was issued^ 
ordinary license® through 1719*- An entry in Byrd's diary, 
(April 19, 1712) mentions that the previous night several 
young men had been involved in a riot "at Su Alien*®.**25
Anderson* Robert* Tavern keener* 1769-1779* -A Robert 
Anderson, son of the wigmaker Andrew Anderson# was born in 
1743.2€i In October, 1759, Robert Anderson advertised that 
he had *bpened a PUBUCK HOUSE near the College where 
Oentlemen may expect to be genteely. accommodated. *
Anderson moved into Wetherburn * s tavern in March, 1771,
25Mary Stephenson, Alexander. Craig. House History, 
pp. 1-15* Sources* genealogical note in Tyler*s Quarterly 
Historical Magazine, II - <1921), 113.-? York County. Heeds and 
Bonds, 111 (1701-1713), 412-413? Xbia.. Orders and Wills,
XIV (1709-1716), 40, 122, 234, 311, XV (1716-1720), 94/ 114, 
427? bouts B« Wright and Marlon' YinlincV eds.. Ihe Secret 
niarv. of Will lam Bvrd of Westover , (Richmond, 1949), p. 517? 
York County .Orders -A Wills, XV (1716-172.0),/ pp* 562-563*
-  *  . .V  . ,r
2^ Mary Frances Goodwin, ed*,; The Record of Bruton Parish 
Church '(Richland, 1941), p. 146* Hereafter cited Goodwin,
a m s m *  J
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when Its keeper*;, James- Southall* the Ealefgh* <
Anderson continued to rent and operate tfethexbum * s tavern
1 . . :. ■ *> 
through the :mmmmr -efr.lffS*; ' Advertieei^nte indicate -that
- on several occasions', he was -in need of ..a bar-keeper, _ a
- ^drawer and - an-' hostler*;^- -That Anderson . opera-feed a popular 
/ifcaYearn is shown by: the clientele t. George Washington often 
. ‘ rite, arid- spent- evenings there between. 1771 and >'1774 »,.*■ Robert 
'ffersBeley--Carter supped. there vtwice in 1774? the English *.
• teaveler Hicholae • CtesawdlX* "Lodged - -at- Anderson# s JPavam*
- in -April *.. 1774? feom-0 '^ief^reo n ^ e ^ ^ h e d --favoro3»ly"4n.
- 1-77S,- oB~'-the--eleg'0^^ onterta-lraaentQ; at1;Anderson* m  the ^
-Hew York- bobkselXery Bbeneter Marard# mlso, lodged .at 
Anderson*s in 1779 and found it to .be *A-good.:hous.ef?.
G*»r*e fir'/m«r;
local citisens such as* Colonel John Prentis, and Colonel 
'Thomas Jones also frequented Anderson^s in the 1770*s.
^^Virginia gazette (Purdie a Dinon) * Hovember 2# 176-9# 
p. 4. March 7# 1771# p* 1? (0±Kon & ^ licoieon) * September 25, 
1779,pp. 3? (Purdie a Discon), March 7, 1771* p. 3? Jana*** 
ary 20# 1774# p. 3? (Purdle), March 8* 1776, p. 3*
28Mary Stephenson# Mr. Wetterburri*e tavern House His­
tory* pp. 35-40. _ Sources* John C. .'pitrpatrick* ed.* <3eorqe. 
Washington, Colonial traveller (Indianapolis* 1937)# paesim»? 
Almanac Diary, of Robert WormeleyCarfcer* 1774* American 
Antiquarian Society* typescript -Colonial Wi 1Xlamsburg?
Journal of Hichoias Cresswell 1774-1777 (Hew York* . 1934).* 
pp. 206«»20? ?; 'at0 m  loerxml of Bbeneuer' Hasard in Virginia#
1777* n Virginia Magazine of. History '.arid Biography, '&KXS 
(1964)* 406 ?A Account of John Prentiss- with ftobert Anderson# 
Webb-Prentis Papers * University of Virginia Library? Account 
of Thomas Jones with Robert Anderson* Jones Papers* -Library 
of Congress. {M-22-X)
#  & . y*  . *  R.r .r, flf T h o m  a < *37. G o » ^ e
G ’tlwt.r T» T l M n t l  Ift'Ffepjjn C3-U ••'17 3 » l y  H l f j j
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&M3&r#ohr who became ^Captain o££l$e Williamsburg Militia 
In 2775* took an active part in tee American Revolution.
Be ■ died . some time after 1784* ^
-; Avscouch, - Christopher. Tavern keener* 1768-1770.
The first mention of Christopher Ayacough being in'-. ;
30 -Williamsburg is -in, 1759 when his daughter was baptised. • 
That fallhe advertised teat garden seeds could be pur~ 
chased from : *the Subscriber* living at tee Palace**■ His 
wife* Anne# who cooked for Governor Fauquier was bequeathed 
B250 in recompence of her great fidelity and attention to 
the Governor. This money was probably used to purchase 
tee house and lot (on which tee Ayseough Shop has been 
restored) where they opened a tavern on the south side 
of - the Capitol in 1768. Ayseough noted that he was 
^provided with tee Best in LIQUORS* and Mrs* Avscouah 
very well understands the COOKERY part* Thomas
29Virginla Gazette (Dixon a Hunter)* September 16*
1775* p* 3? Virginia Garefcte and Weekly Advertiser 
(Nicolson & Prentis) * May 29, 1784*
3% 0gdwin, Bruton, p* 149*
3iMary Stephenson* The Ays cough Bouse History, p. 2*8# 
Sources! Virginia Gazette (Hunter)* November 30* 1759,
P* 3? (Purdle & Bixon)* Bgteb#* 6, 1768* p* 2# will, of, 
Governor Fauquier * York County Wills A Inventories, XXil 
(2771*2783), 95-99*
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Jefferson dined end spent evenings at Ayscough * s on several
occasions,32 Ayscough gave up tavern keeping in September#
1770, and offered the house and the adjoining store for
sale* Those to whoa he was Indebted could purchase * the
amount" of their demands» Paring part of the time that
Ayscough kept the tavern he also served as door keeper and
tipstaff to the Council* In June# 2770* he was paid 1>20
for 'his service hut on May 7* 1772* he was discharged for 
34drunkenness* By October* 2771* Ayscough and his wife 
had moved and by the following October they were both 
dead*35
Baxter* Panlei. Lodqinqrhouse keener* 1774* Paring 
the early 1770 *& Panic! Baxter frequently advertised
32Yhoiams Jefferson* MS Notebook# 1769* pp. 22 and 33. 
Waivers ity, of, Virginia Library *.
33Vircfinla Gazette (Purdies Bixon) # Beptesfeer 20*
1770* p* 3.
34John Pendleton Kennedy# ed. Journals of the House of 
Burgesses of Virginia, 1770-1772 (Richmond* 2906)-* p. 101? 
Benjamin Hillman, ed* Sxecutivs Journals of the Council of 
Colonial Virginia fRichmond* 2966)* VI* 409*
35yirqlriia Gazette- ■ (Purdle & Bit*on)* October IS*
1772* p. 3. .. , *'
for sale at his house* X*i Beeea&er/ 1774* he 
announced that he had two or three rooms to let to young 
gentlemen. Baxter*s death wap announced in June* 1775.35
Blaikley* Catherine. - Lodqinahouae keener;' e.11750. 
Catherine Blaikley# ;widow of William Blaikley* probably 
lived on' lot 350* where * the Blaikley-Durfey Shop: has; been
reconstructed *37 in 1750 John Mercer lodged with Mrs . -
38Blaikley during one of the court sessions* The notice 
of her death* in October of 1771# states that she had 
beena midwife*3^
Bowcodk* Henry. Tavern keener* 2716-2730. The - 
ordinary license granted to Henry Bowcock in 2727 is the 
first reference to his being in Williamsburg, He was
3^jbid* * (Purdie a Bixon), June 27# 1771, p* 3?
(Rind), April 8* 2773, p, 3t (Pinkney)* Beeeaiber 22, 2774, 
p* 3* (Purdiei, June 26, 2775,- p, ’ 2-*
37Blaikley-Burfey House History, p* 1* Source * York 
County Wills and Inventories.#. KVX21 (1732-1748)# 207*
38Jfohn Morcer ljedger U74l*l?$0)',- - M o m  X ,, ;148 .: Buck* 
County Historical Society, (M-164)
3%iKalnia gazette (Furdie a Pixon)* October 24*
1771, p* 2.
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40regularly issued licenses through 1729* An account of
Richard King with Bowcock indicates that he was still
41■bfiratihg a tavern as late-as Uecesiher 24* -1729* fhe 
location of his tavern is uncertain hut it may have -been 
on lot 54# where the Raleigh Tavern has been reconstructed* 
Evidence in the Jones Family tapers shows a close relation* 
ship between Bowcock and Thomas Jones# who purchased lot 
54 in 1716 * and indicates that Bowcock may have operated 
a tavern for Jones. The only land that Bowcock owned in 
Williamsburg was lot 53# directly west of the Raleigh 
Tavern which he purchased in 1724* Apparently Bowcock * s 
widow# Mary# continued to operate the tavern after her 
husband*a death as she was granted an ordinary license 
in 1730, Bowcock &LM early in 1730.42
ai7' va7,#*v4®York County Orders & Wills# XV C1716*1720}# 96#
613 (M-l-7): XVI (1720*1729}, 49# 356# 405* (11-1-8}
^Account of Richard King with Henry Bowcock # 1722*
1729* Papers of the Jones Family of Hor thuxaberland 
County* Virginia* 1649*1989* library of Congress» (M~22~l) 
Hereafter cited Jones Family papers*
as^"Research guery* Edward M. Riley to Ivor Boel Hume*
August 2* 1966. Report on the Wefcherbum site prepared 
by Raymond R. Townsend* Copy in Colonial Williamsburg 
Research Department* References cited include Jones 
Family Papers (M-22-1)? York County Deeds & Bonds, 111. 
(1713-1729}* 421 (M-l-13) t Ibid* * Orders & Wills* XVII 
(1729-1732)* 77, 42. (M-I-8)
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Bowcock, Marv* Tavern keeper, 1730-1731, Mary* 
widow of Henry Bowcock, received an ordinary license in 
July, 1730* and probably continued to operate the tavern 
after her' husband’s death. She married Henry Wetherbum
sometime between May 31 and June 21, 1731* She died in
44
July/ 1751;
9Brooke, John. Tavern keener, 1714*-1716 fposatblv to
17291 * In 1712 John Brooke- of york County purchased lot
S'
where the Prentis Bouse has been reconstructed* In 17Id he
4Alt/7#On<* 17 49,
was granted an ordinary license which was renewed in 1715 
and 1716-. He died in 1729.45
Bruce* Jacob* bodqinqhouse keener* 1773 / Jacob Bruce# 
master of Mathew Whaley school from 1766 to 1 7 6 8 , held 
various public offices* clerk of the relief fund for 
clergymen’s widows and orphans, clerk of the directors for
43York County Orders & Hills, XVII (1729-1732), 77,
184. (M—1-8)
44«QiaJ-y of John Blair,** William and Mary Quarterly.
1st aer., VXX (1898-1899), 151.
45Mary Stephenson, Prentie Bouse History, pp. 1-4. 
Sources: York County Seeds, Bonds, H, 416;
Orders & Wills, XXV (1709-1716). 379} 472 jRTl^X *(1729- 
1732), 6.
4 W^illlam and Marv Quarterly. 1st aer., VX (1897-1898), 
78# Ibid., X (1901-1902), 282*
the insane hospital# clerk of the hoard of visitors of the
college, and auditor of public accounts. When he took
over Ayscough *s store, south of the Capitol, in 1773 he
advertised lodging rooms for gentlemen and later sold
47seeds# Bruce died in April, 1778.
Burdett, John, tavern keener, c. 1739-1748. John 
Burdett was mentioned in the will of Francis Sharp as 
living on the western part of lot 58, Sharp*s lot on the 
south side of Duke of Gloucester Street next to Capitol 
Square. in 1743 he was sued by the owner of lot 57 for 
encroaching on his lot. Burdett continued to live on 
lot 58 until his death in 1746. Burdett identified him­
self as an **innholder” when he wrote his will, and the in­
ventory of his estate included a large amount of rum, wine,
48English cider, strong beer, Yorkshire ale and arrack.
Campbell. Christianna. Tavern keeper, c. 1760-c. 1776 
Christianna Burdett, daughter of tavern keeper John Burdett
47Vlrglnia Gazette < Fur die & Dixon), May 4, 1766, 
p. 3? (Bind), August 2, 1770, p. I? (Dixon), December 5, 
1777, p. 2* (Furdie & Dixon), February 11, 1773, p. 2?
March 17, 1774, p. 2* (Purdle), May 1, 1778, p. 3.
^®Mary Stephenson, Burdett*s Ordinary Bouse Bistory, 
pp. 3-14. Sources! Shrry County Deed & Will Book (1738- 
1734), p. 115; Fork County Wills A Inventories, XIX (1740- 
1746), 204-205? X X (1745-1759), 37-38, 46-49,
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married Dr* Sbeneaer Campbell and went to live in Fredericks­
burg, where be practiced as an apothecary until bis death
A Gsome time before August 14, 1752* Mrs. Cambell soon re­
turned to Williamsburg where the "Widow Campbell" had 
slaves baptised in 1753.^® A deed for lot 18, where the 
James Anderson House has been reconstructed* mentions that 
in 1760 the lot was in the tenure and occupation of Christ!- 
anna Campbell. She may have kept a tavern before that date 
and was well established by November, 1762* when George 
Washington paid her for tavern expenses* Washington’s 
diaries and ledgers show that he often frequented Mrs* 
Campbell's between 1762 and 1774* In May* 1771* Mrs#
Campbell was living at "the COFFEE-HOUSE in the main Street*
* Sinext the Capitol '* ? however, by October she had moved be­
hind the Capitol to the tavern which had been run by Mrs *
AG ^^Mary Stephenson* Christianise Campbell’s Tavern House 
History* pp. 12-20* Sources# Vork County Wills & Inven­
tories* XX (1745—1759)* 37# inscription on tombstone in 
Masonic Cemetary, Fredericksburg# Virginia Gazette (Hunter), 
August 14* 1752, p* 3.
5^Goodwin, ■ Bruton, p* 155*
51Mary Stephenson* James Anderson House History* pp*
2-4. Sources# York County Deeds* VI (1755-1763)* 168? 
Fitzpatrick, Colonial Traveller, -p* 161* passim*t Virginia 
Gazette (Furdie & Dixon), May 16, 1771* p. 3.
1.54
Vobe. 'Mrs. Campbell purchased the house and two lots in 
January* 1774* She was still operating a tavern in 1776* 
when the Masons planned to have a hail there* hut by 1783 
had gone out of business when Alexander Macaulay and his
bride stopped there* She died in Fredericksburg in March*
52 *1792* at the age of seventy*
Carter,.. John* Tavern keeper. 1745-c* 1752* In 1745
John Carter (probably a son of the John Carter who had been
keeper of the public jail) announced that he had obtained
an ordinary license and offered cheap entertainment, good
pasturage and lodging* and a good traveling chair at his
S3tavern near the Capitol* Evidently Carter was still
keeping his tavern in 1752* when he signed his name*
54**john carter - Ordinary Keeper" on a deed, This John
Carter was a different person from the merchant who operated
33the brick store next to the Raleigh during the 1770* s*
^^^phenson* Campbell’s Tavern* pp* 12—20* Sources! 
York County Deeds* ¥111 (1732-1740), 385-386? Minutes of 
the Williamsburg lodge of Masons* December 3, 1778* Photo­
stat* Research Department; “Journal of Alexander Macaulay* 
February 1783*'** William and Marv Quarterly, 1st eer*> XI 
(1902-1903), 137 # .inscription on her tombstone in Masonic 
Cemetery* Fredericksburg*
53York County Wills a Inventories* XX (1745-1739)#
174, (M-1-1Q) ? Virginia Gazette (Parks)* April 18* 1745*
P* 4.
54York County Deeds* ¥ (1741-1745)* 466* (M-l-14)
5 V^irginia Gazetfee (Purdie & Dixon).* October 29* 1772*
P # 2.
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Charlton. Richard* Tavern keener, 1767- c. 1777,
Richard Charlton* brother of Edward Charlton* wigmaker who 
cams to Williamsburg from hondon c. 1752* was in town by 
1766* when his daughter was baptised. In June* 1767*
Charlton announced that “THE Coffee-House in this city 
being now opened by the subscriber as a TAVERN, " gentlemen 
travelers and others could expect the “beet entertainment 
and other accommodations*w George Washington frequented 
Charlton’s tavern between 1767 and 1774* It may have been 
the building on lot 58* on the north side of Duke of 
Gloucester Street next to Capitol Square* which was identi­
fied as a coffee house at various times between 1769 and 
1777* Earlier in the 1750’» the building where Marot’s 
has been reconstructed was known as the “English Coffee- 
House . " Charlton may have had his tavern at either of these 
locations or somewhere else* If his tavern was first lo­
cated on lot 58* he would have had to move before May*
56Thomas Bullock and Maurice Tonkin* Wigmaking in 
Colonial America* pp, 69-74* Sources* Virginia Gazette 
(Hunter) * April 30* 1752* p* 3# Goodwin* Bruton* p# 151# 
Virginia Gazette (Purdie & Dixon)* June 25* 1767#
IBS
571771* when Christianas Campbell was living there*
Between January, 1775* and October, 1777* Charlton lived
along '"the bach Street" in Williamsburg. Sometime before
/
October, 1777, he had evidently given up tavern keeping
since'Robert Hilbert*’ a shoemaker, offered "SEVEH neat
rooms, in the house, occupied by Mr, Richard Charlton** to
gentlemen who desired private accommodations. During part
cf the time that‘Charlton ’kept a tavern he also’ made, wigs
and was in partnership with James Michels before April,
1775* Charlton died several days before October 2,1779,
S3When his death was announced*
Chermeaon; Joseph, Bayern keener, 1708~c, 1712 *
Joseph Cherraeson was one of the Hu^enots who came to 
Virginia before 1703 when "Mr, Joseph Chermeson at Mr.
Fouaces plantation" received a sum of money for the "late 
minister at Manican Town.” In April, 1705, Chermeson
57Mary Stephenson* Burdett*s Bouse History, p* 23*
Sources j Fitzpatrick, colonial Traveller, passim* ?
Virginia Gazette (Purdie a Dixon), October 13, 1774, p^t 
April- 31#"11773-i>■- p~m * M<*.y i71/,p.3.
^Mary Stephenson, Charlton House History, pp* 6—10* 
Sources* Virginia Gazette (Dixon a Hunter)., January 7,
1775, p* # (Purdie), October lo, 1777, p. 3r York County 
Wills and Inventories, XXII (1771-1783), 462*
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petitioned the Council and the Mouse of Burgesses for
-59naturalisation, m  received a license In 1700 to keep 
a tavern at him dwelling house opposite the Capitol on 
lots 279 and 200 where the Cbke-garrefct House has been re­
stored* Be was living at his plantation in York County 
when he died in 1712.^ °
Chowninq*Joslalu Tavern keener, a* 1765-1768.
Josiah Chowning lived in James City County in the 1750 *s 
and early 1760#s* The first reference linking him with 
tavern keeping appears in the Virginia Gazette Day Sock in 
March, 176$, when he was charged "for advertising tavern,**
When he announced the opening of his tavern the following 
year, he noted that it was at the house Where he "formerly 
lived, and lately possessed by Mr* John Jeqgitts," This 
building* called the "red by on" by an earlier tavern keeper, 
has been reconstructed near Market Square. Chowning did 
not remain in the tavern business since William Elliot gave
R. Mcllwaine, ed. Executive Journals of. the-' Coun­
cil of Colonial Virginia (Richmond*’ 1927), II* 339$ H. R. 
Wellwaine* ed», Journals of the Bouse of Burgesses, 1702/3- 
1705 (Richmond* 1912#* 89V - - v'' ■   " '
Mary Stephenson, Coke-Garrett Bouse History., pp* 1-7, 
Sources# York County Deeds and.Bonds* II (I701~I713), 296? 
Wills* Orders and Deeds* XXII (1706-1710), 212; Orders and 
Wills* XIX (1740-1746), 173-176,.- r
is a
notice in April* 1768* that; he had "opened 'EAVBRN in the
house formerly occupied by Mr* Chownina, " Chowning died
sometime before April* 1772*^
Cobbs, Samuel, tavern Keener* 1719# Samuel Cobbs of
York County* who married Edith Marot* a daughter of tavern
keeper dean Harot* was licensed to keep a' tavern in
Williamsburg in 1719, rhough Cobbs owned property at this
time* the location of his tavern is unknown. Sn 1726
Cobbs was appointed by the Council to be armorer and
62keeper of the magazine. He was still living in Williams** 
burg in 1728* when he identified himself on a deed as a 
merchant*^  Before 1737 Cobbs moved to Amelia County and
^Mary Stephenson* Eed Lion House History* pp* 18-19* 
Sources! IS Account Book of Alexander Craig (1750-1757)* 
p* 71—110, Galt papers, Colonial Williamsburg Research 
Archives! US Virginia Gazette Bay Book (1764-1766) * p* 151* 
University of Virginia Library? Virginia Gazette (Purdie & 
Dixon)* October 10, 1766* p* 3i April 7* 1768, p. if (Bind)* 
April 23, 1772* p* 4* .
^William and Marv Quarterly. 1st ser* * XIX (1910- 
1911), 54# York .County Orders and Wills, XV (1716-1720)*
282 ($1—1—7) | Deeds, 111 (1713^2729) , 266* (H-l-13)
^%J* E. Hcllwaine** ed« Executive' Journals of the • 
Council of Colonial Virginia (Richmond, 1930)* IV 
(October* 25 172i^Octobor 28* 1739), 117* ^
6%qj*K County Deeds, III tt?13-a>?29). 512*
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later served as a burgess* 1742-1749* He died in Amelia 
County sometime before July 28, 1757
Coke, John, Tavern keener* s. 1750-1767* John Coke* 
born In England to 1704* 'emigrated- to Williamsburg in 1724 
and married Sarah Hoge. By April, 1739, he was in business 
as a silversmith* and during the 1740 * s he continued to 
be known as. & .silversmith* In September* 1740* Coke pur­
chased lots 381* 281 and 292 where tha: Coke-Garrett; House 
has been restored. Archaeological excavations show that 
Coke kept both his shop and tavern at this location* , Yhe 
date when Coke began tavern keeping is unknown, but in 
1755 he identified himself as a tavern keeper. He may 
have been keeping a tavern as early as April, 1758* when 
the Reverend Robert Rose ^lodged at Hr. Cokes the Silver 
Smith.* In 1759 Coke provided the punch and wine for the 
funeral of 'Thomas Penman*. Heeevidently kept the tavern
®5H, K. McXlwaine, ed. Journals of ....the House,_of
Burgesses t 1742-1747, 174j^l74t (Richmond, 1909}, p* vii, 
te^4illiAm and Marv Quarterly, 1st serv, XIX (1910- 
1.911}, 54*':
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until his death' since his wife aontifmed to carry on his
business after he died in 176?*^
Coke* Sarah*- tavern keeper, 1767-1769* Sarah Coke#
widow of John -Coke* announced on October 15# 1767* that
those who had frequented her husband*© tavern could depend
on- receiving the same entertainment as -formerly* In
February# 1760* Richard Singleton gave notice that he in**
tended to "open 1AVERH in the house lately occupied by
67Mrs* Sarah Coke*** fh© date of her death is unknown.
Coulthard* Rebecca* Lodaincihouse keener* 1754.
Rebecca Coulthard, wife of the sadler John Coulthard* had a 
daughter baptised in 1730* By" 1751 the Coulthards were
G6Mary Stephenson/ Coke-Garretfc House History* pp. 
14-24. Sources* William and Marv Quarterly* 1st s©r. *
VXI (1898-1899)/ - 128? Virginia gazette (Parks)* April 13, 
1739, p* 3? Vork County 0eeds, IV (1729-1740), SIQ-Slli 
VI (175S-X763)# IS# Reverend Robert Rose MS Mary, Colonial 
Williamsburg Research Archives? York county Will© and 
inventories, XXXX (1771-17031, 36? KKX (1760-1771)/ '366- 
367? Virginia Gasetta (Furdie & Dixon), October IS* 1767,
p* *
^?Mary' Stephenson, Coke-Garrett Bouse ■ History,. ■ p* 24* 
Sources t Virginia Gazette (Purdie & Dixon), October 15# 
1767* p* 2? February 9, 1769# P*-3*
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living on Francis Street* A reference in George Washing­
ton’ e ledger for 1754 lists “By board m  Mrs* Coulthards 
&1*?*6* * The date of her death is unknown.^ 8
Graio*. Catherine* Tavern keener* 1722* Catherine, 
widow of tavern keeper William Craig# obtained an ordinary 
license in 1722* She probably continued to keep a tavern 
after her husband * s death# though no additional Information 
is known abou^er*69
Craig, Thomas. hoaqfnqhouse keener* c. 1761-1767?
Tavern keener * 1767-1770* Thomas Craig* was living in 
Williamsburg as early as 1759* when he and Anne had a son 
baptised*Craig identified himself as a tailor in 
Hovember* 1761# when he purchased the property where the 
Market Square Tavern has been restored* Evidently Craig 
supplemented his income during the following years by 
taking in lodgers— one of whom was Thomas Jefferson# who 
lodged at Craig*® while studying law. Additional lodgers 
stayed at Craig * s during Public Times* in February* 1767#
68go©dwin# Bruton* p. 146? Virginia Gazette (Hunter), 
April 25# 1751# p* 3? 'fitspatrick* Colonial Traveller*
Pm 63*
69Xork County Orders and Wills, XVI {1720-1729), 188. 
(M-I-8)
700oQdwin, Breton, 159.
1 6 2
Craig announced that he had "taken out a license for
publick house keeping" hut would continue to carry on hie
business a* a tailor* Several years later* in August*
1770* Craig announced that he resolved “immediately to
discontinue tavern keeping* and to have my affairs
settled* * His house and personal belongings were sold at
public auction* Gabriel ftaopin purchased the property end
71opened a tavern there the following year*'
Crain* William. Tavern keener. 1712-1720* William 
Craig was in Williamsburg as early as 1705 since he wit­
nessed the fire at the college* tn 1712 he purchased two 
lots* one of them opposite the college* where he probably 
had his tavern. He received ordinary licenses regularly 
-between 1712 and 1719. In 1714 Craig was appointed door 
keeper of the Council and in 1716 he was chosen to be
7iMary Stephenson* Market Square Tavern House History* 
pp. 4-0* Sourcesf York County Deeds* VI (1755-1763),
302-304? Virginia Gazette (Purdie a Dixon), February 12*
1767* p. 3? better from Ann Craig to Thomas Jefferson*
March 20* 1009# original Massachusetts Historical Society* 
photostat Colonial Williamsburg Research Archives ?
Virginia Gazette (Purdie a Dixon)# August 30* 1770* p. 3i 
September 22* 1771* p. 3.
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porter at the college. Be Bled sometime before June 20,
1720.72
Crawley* Eathaniel. Tavern Keener, c* 1752-1769. 
Hathaniel Crawley* son of John Crawley of York County* 
identified himself as a tavern keeper in 1752* An account 
of expenses of a treaty with the Indians in 1756 lists
“To Kfa than lei Crawley for maintaining some of them here
7317* 0. n Evidently Crawley remained in the tavern 
business until his death since his wife* Sarah* continued 
to operate her husband*# tavern* Crawley died before 
September 20, 1769* When his dwelling house and goods 
were advertised for ©ale in December, 1769, the location 
was given as near the college.^
William and Marv Quarterly* 2nd. ser. * VIII (1923)* 
231? York County Deeds* Bonds# II {1701-1713) * 424 (M-l-13) j 
Orders# Wills* XIV (1709-1716)* 200* 305 (M-l-6) ? XV (1716- 
1720) * 45* 168, 313, 507* 639 (M-l-7) ? H. R* Mcllwaine# ed. 
Executive Journals of the Council of Colonial Virginia 
(Richmond* 1928), III (May 1* 1705~Oetober 23# 1721)* 375r 
Virginia Magazine of History and Biography* IV (1896—1897)* 
169« '
73York County Deeds* VI (1755-1763)# 418 (M-l-15)? 
Orders and Wills, XX {1745-1759) * 107 (M-l-10) i H. R*
Mcllwaine, ed. Journal© of the House of Burgesses t 1752—
1755, 1758-1758 (Mchmond* 1909) * 524.
7^ Virginia Gazette (Rind)* September 21* 1769# p. t? 
December 7# 1769# p* 3.
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Crawley, Sarah, Tavern keeper, 1769, Sarah Crawley
4 :
announced in September, 1769, that she continued "to keep 
F8B&XC - HOCSE in the same manner ms in her late husband1® 
life-time*" Since the house and "personal estate of 
Nathaniel Crawley war-offered for sale several months 
later*, she only kept a tavern for a short time.
Crease, Thomas. Tavernkeeoer, .0*. 1725. Thomas
Crease# whose wife was the widow of Gabriel Maupin, identi-
76fled himself on a deed ms a gardener in 1714. By the 
following year he was evidently keeping a tavern since
r y  f j
Richard King had an account with him# Other references 
list Crease mm a gardener at the Palace and later as a 
gardener, at the. college. ■ Be died sometime before January# 
1757*78
78¥oxk County Deeds, Bonds* III <1713-17191* 440-441* 
<11-1-13 )
^Miscellaneous papers relating to the estate of 
Richard King, in done# Papers, Mferary of Congress* 
(M-22-I)
78H. R. _ Mcllwaine* e&* Executive Journals of the 
Council of Colonial Virginia {Richmond# 19301, XV 
{October 25* 1721-October 28, 1739), 118f Virginia Gazette 
(Parks), January 13* 1738* p* 4j ITork County Wills and 
Inventories, 30C <1746-1759)* 430* (M-l-10)
16$
Cummings /^umins7, Edward. Lodainqhouse keener, 1752. 
Edward Cummings worked for polisher® of the Virginia 
Gazette from the 1750's through the 1770's.79 In 1752 
Robert Miller, a tailor from London, announced that he 
lodged "at Mr. Edward. Cumins * s in Francis Street, neair 
the Capitol*" Cummings advertised hook® for sale in 
1774* The next year a "Mr . Cuming s, the bookbinder " was 
connected with the print shop in Norfolk* The last 
reference to Edward Cummings is his notice about a stolen 
cloak In 1730.80
Cunningham, David* Tavern keener* 1713-c. 1717.
©avid Cunningham, a barber, was living in Williamsburg as 
early as 1712* In May of that year he purchased lots 279 
and 200 opposite the Capitol* The tavern which Cunningham 
kept from 1713 to about 1717 and his shop were probably lo­
cated on these lots., where the Coke-Garrett Mouse has been 
restored. In June, 1713, he was appointed constable. Mis
Clement Samford and John' Heaqphill it, Bookbinding 
In Colonial Virginia (Williamsburg, 1966), p. 34.
^^Virginia Gazette (Hunter), December 8, 1752, p. 3| 
(Purdie a Dixon), August 2$, 1774, p. 3? (Dixon a Hunter)* 
October 7, 177$, p* 3? (Clarkson 6 Davis)* February 19, 
1700, p. 4.
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will indicates that Cunningham remained a barber but pro­
bably gave up tavern keeping several years before his 
death. Cunningham* whose wife had died earlier* ordered 
that his children be educated and maintained by his "loving 
friend* * the tavern keeper Susanna alien* He died early 
in 1720.81
Davis, Mary. Lodglncrhouse keeper, 1770? tavern keeper 
1770-1772. In March* 1770* Mary Davis announced that she 
had ewe from Lester fs ferry at Jamestown and had "rented 
Dr. Carter*s large brick house on the main street1* (recon­
structed as the Brick House Tavern) where she proposed to 
"accommodate Ladies and Gentlemen with private lodgings."
The advertisement described "12 or 14 very good lodging 
rooms with fire places in most of them* which will hold 
two or three beds in each.Factors of William Cuning- 
hama and Company* a large Scottish tobacco firm* planned
8iBullock and Tonkin* Wigmaking, pp. 75-77* Sourcest 
York County Orders and Wills# XIV (1709-1716), 169* 217*
257. 325 (M—1-6)i Deeds and Bonds, 11 (1701-1713)* 418 
(M—1—13) t Orders and Wills* XV (1716-1720)* 562 (tt-1-7).
Most of these references also appear in Mary Stephenson* 
Coke-Garrett House History*
82Mary Stephenson# Brick House Tavern House History*
p. 10. Sources! Virginia Gazette (Purdie & Dixon),
March 22* 1771* p. 4*
to lodge there and us# the house behind the tavern for 
conducting their business,88 toother advertisement in 
May states that she intended to keep "a table for It or 
12 Burgesses* during the .sessions of Assembly" and furnish 
them with breakfast* .dinner and lodgings. By December* 
1772, the tavernwas for rent and within two months 
Richard Singleton had moved ixn8^ .
©avis * Richard. Tavern keener* 1770-1772« Richard 
Davis Is first, mentioned in connection with his wife*s 
business in June# 1770* when he leased the brick house 
where they were living* They may have begun operating a 
tavern at that time as advertisements in 1771 and 1772 were 
signed by Richard Davis* By October* 1772, their business 
was evidently poor since DaVis reminded the public that 
his tavern, was still open* ’ Rind noted in an October Issue 
of the Virginia Gazette that he had .received a letter from 
Richard Davis to his creditors but was unable to insert
88James Robinson to William Henderson* April 17* 1770* 
Letterbook of William Cuninghara a Company* I* National 
Library of Scotland* (M-52)
Q ^ V i r c r i n i a  Gazette (JPurdi© & Dixon), May S* 1770* 
p* 31 December 17, 1772, p* 3? (Rind), January 14* 1773*
P* 3*
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the letter in such busy times. By December the tavern
Q|
wee advertised • for rent*
Ik^ neasf Is,. John* . Tavern keeper, 1753-1755* John 
Doncastle, who had earlier operated taverns in -Fredericks­
burg <©* 1745) and'at King William Court House (1745-1753) , 
moved to Williamsburg in. 1753 and rented a house from 
Henry Wefherburn.86 Doncastle# s location is unknown but
A
it is unlikely that Wetherburn moved out of his tavern
on lots 21 and 22 so that Done&stle could move into the 
87building. Doncastle *s tavern was a popular place where 
auctions for land and slaves were frequently held* In 
1754 and 1755 Boncasfle bought large quantifies of mutton*
^Mary Stephenson, Brick House tavern House History, 
pp* 10-14* Sources* Vork County Deeds, VIII 11768-1777), 
95-96. Virgin la Gazette (Rind), May 2, 1771* p* 3/ (Pur die 
& Dixon), Jons 20, 1771, p* 2; October 29, 1772, p. 2jr 
(Rind), October 22, 1772, p. 2* (Purdie & Dixon), December 17, 
1772, p, 3.
^ Virginia Cassette (Hunter), September 12, 1745, p. 4* 
July 3, 1746, p* 4* November 3, 1752, p. 2,
^Research query* Edward M. Riley to Ivor Noel Hume* 
August 2, 19-66* Report on the Wetherburn site prepared by 
Raymond R* Townsend* Copy in Colonial Williamsburg 
Research Department*
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88pork* and beef which were probably used at his tavern*
He gave"notice-in August, 175S* that his house could be
rented in October and that his furniture and liquor--would
be sold/ but since- a sale was advertised before his door -
in December he probably did not move out* An entry- to
Washington's ledger for March 30, 1756, showing expenses
at Doncasfcle *a and at Wetherbum’s indicates that Doncastie
99was still keeping a' tavern.- on 'that date*
Drinkard. William, tavern keener* 1771-c* 1776*
William Drtok&rd probably learned the business of tavern
keeping from James Southall while he was employed by
Southall as a waiter to 1765* Drinkard announced in 1771
that he was opening a tavern '’nearly opposite the Rost 
90Office. t He may have continued to operate his tavern 
through 1776 since an account of the Virginia state troops
^%*ary Stephenson, Mr. Wetherburn *a tavern House 
History# pp* 16-17. Sources« • Virginia Cassette {Hunter) * 
October 17# 1755# p. 3| MS Account Book of William bight- 
foot# p. 83* Colonial Williamsburg Research Archives*
^Virginia Gazette (Hunter)* August 15* 1755# p. Si 
December S> 17-55* p. 3i Fitzpatrick* Colonial traveller*
p. 97-;,.
^Virginia Cassette Day Bock* 1764—1766* p. 205? 
Virginia Gazette (Purdie 6c Dixon), February 28* 1771# p. "'3.*
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notes that William Brinkard was to be paid three pounds
91
“for Mispress Hire** Between 1772 and 177S Brinkard served
• * §2 as doorkeeper for the Burgesses.
Dunn, Mary, tavern keener. 1719-1722. Mary Dunn re-
..^ ^ . . . . . . . .
ceived licenses to keep a tavern at her dwelling in 
Williamsburg in 1719 ana 1721.93
\
Dunn* William* tavern keener, c* 1752* William■  Dunn 
was living in or near Williamsburg in 1743* In 1752 one of 
his daughters was baptised* Dunn operated “the Crown 
tavern* opposite to the Printing-Office’* before March*
1752* when he gave notice that he offered “good Entertain- 
meat* in spite of the false rumors of “some ill-disposM 
Persons**1 There was evidently a shop attached to Dunn1 s 
tavern since William Peake* a barber, kept his shop there
94
in the spring of 1752*
gi^Virginia Magazine of History and Biography* XXVI 
(1918), 399*
92dohn P. Kennedy* ed* Journals of the House.of 
Surges seat ~1770-1772 (Richmond, 1906)* p« 32? Ibid* * 
1773-1776 (Richmond* 1905)* pp* S# 75, 176*
^York County Orders and Wills, XV (1716-1720)# 454 
(M-I-7) | XVI (1720-1729) , 67* (14-1-8)
^Virginia Magasine of History and Biography. VII 
(1900), 99? Ooodwin, Bruton, p. 148; Virginia' Cassette 
(Hunter), March 12, 1752, p* 3i February 28, 1752., p* 4*
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Billot, William. Tavern keener, 1768. Xn April, 176$,
Elliot "opened TAVERN In the house formerly occupied by
Mr* Chovnina" (reconstructed as the Red Mon)* According
to the dames City -County ten list© .for 1769 a William
Elliott had two tithes*^*
Finale*, Alexander, Tavernkeener, I749~c. 17S5.
Alexander Finale, a wigraaker, was living in Willianfeburg
by 1744* A letter, dated December 14, .1754, shows that Finnic
96was ©till making wigs at that time* In June, 1749,
Finnie purchased the Raleigh Tavern and two years later 
bought twenty acres for ©tabling and pasturage* 97 in July* 
1752, he announced his plan© to go to Croat Britain and 
requested those indebted to him to settle their accounts*
9%ary Stephenson, Red Mon Souse History, pp. 19-20, 
Sources! 'Virginia Gazette (Furdie a Dixon), April 7#
1768, p. 31 James. City County Tax Mats.
^Bullock and Tonkin, Wigraaking, p* 82-85*. Sources! 
York County Wills and Inventories* XIX (1740*1746) , 314# 
"Better Book of Francis Jerdone, * William and Mary quarterly, 
1st ser*, XIV (1905*1906), 143*
^?Mary McWilliams, Raleigh Tavern House History, 
pp* 4*7» Sourcest York county Deeds, V (1741*1754).,
461, 493.
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Pie Raleigh, which ha offered for sale, was purchased
by Col* John Chiswell and Oeorge Gilmer in August, 1732*
In November Finnic gave notice that he had quit the Raleigh
and intended-tb leave the Colony but subsequent references
suggest that Finnic may have continued as keeper of the
Raleigh.^ -In the fall of 1734 Washington paid 5s. 3d.
for "Dinner; and-’Club at Finales" and 6s. for club there'
in the spring of ’ 1763.^  In April, 1755, when ■ Finnic
'announced that, he intended to go to-the Ohio country, he
noted that his "House will be kept in my Absence, as usual,
100by my Wife*" During these years Finale was having 
financial trouble which may explain his announcements to 
leave the Oolony* A letter of Francis Jerdone * s, a ‘
Fork town merchant, stated that he might have to take a 
mortgage of Finni© * s stock and household furniture since 
he feared that bringing a suit would "entirely break him 
up." In March, 1769, Finale announced his determination
^Bullock and Tonkin, Wigmaking, pp. 82-85. Sources*
York County Deeds, V (1751-1754)., 493# Virginia Gazette.
(Etonter), Movember 17, 1752, p* 2*
beFitapatriek, .Colonial Traveller, pp.62, 163* 
IQQyirginia Oasette (Hunter)-, April 25, 17S5, p. 2*
i n
to sell m i l  his estate, ineluding Forte Bello, hie ^ plan­
tation on Queen 's Creek * hut he continued to live there 
■until his death in May, 1769.^®^
Finnle, Peter. Tavern keeper^ c« 1706. Peter Finnie 
received a .license to keep a tavern in Williamsburg ..In 1706.^^ 
Fisher, .Daniel* ..Tavern keener* October* 1751- 
February, 1752* Daniel Fisher arrived- in Williamsburg ..in 
the fall of 1750" and moved into a'house in the western 
end of the city where he kept a store, By October, 1751, 
Fisher had opened a tavern at the building owned by Henry 
Wetherburn where Marat's Ordinary has been reconstructed*
Four months later Fisher closed his tavern, divided the 
building into apartments, and reopened his store* In 
1755 he went to Philadelphia in search of business oppor- 
tunities but returned that fall# Fisher continued to 
live in Williamsburg for a short time and in April, 1756,
101Bulloc3c and Tonkin, Wigmaking, pp. 82-85. . Source* #
William and Marv Quarterly, 1st ©er *, XXV (1906) , 143? 
Virginia Gazette (Purdle a Dixon), December 24, 1767, p* li 
(Rind) , ' ‘May’ 47”  1769, p. 3.
^ % o r k  County Deeds, Orders and Wills, XXX (1702- 
1706), 424* (M—1-5)
103Mary Goodwin, Harot's Ordinary House History,
pp. 23-37.:, •Sources* "The Fisher History, w Demise F* 
du Ballet, Some Prominent Virginia Families (lynehburg,
1907)., XI, 752-S121 Virginia Garotte . (Hunter), October ,3#
1751, p* 3? February 20, 1752, p* 4*
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addressed a letter to Benjamin Waller "containing very 
opprobrious Reflections on this House, and a most 
scandalous and defamatory Mb#!*1 against Waller„ Waller 
presented the!letter to 'the House of Burgesses and Fisher 
was found guilty of a breach of the privileges of the 
house and ordered to come and answer for his offence.^04 
Fisher’ may ■ have- left Williamsburg following this inbidehh 
since no further record of him has been located.
<3111, Henrv. Tavern keener. 1708-c, 1714. in -'170?/'' 
Henry Bill obtained lots 49 and 50 where the Wafers—
Coleman House has been reconstructed* Between 1708 and 
1714 he received licenses to keep a tavern at his dwelling 
in Williamsburg* County records list 0-111 as. a tanner and 
a shoemaker, He died in 1721.
Gilliam, Joseph* Tavern keeper, c* 1743» ay the -fall' 
of 1745 Joseph Gilliam had moved into-the house now recon­
structed as the Red Dion and offered "very good private
104^ ^  MeXlwaine, ed* Journals of the House of/Bur­
gesses * 1752-1755, 1756-1758 ' (Richmond, 1909), 373 *'
i05Hunter D. parish, Waters-Coleman House History, 
pp. 1-2* Sources I York County Deeds , -Orders, Will© #,
XXXX (1706-1710), 288, 207, 271# Orders, Wills, XIV 
(1709- 1716), .89,- 162, 349? XVI (1720-1729) , 53.
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Bodging©11 to gentlemen "either in Public Times or private"
He also gave notice that he had a good traveling chair, 
horses and a driver for hire* Richard Caul ton, an up­
holster from ii©ndon, had lodgings "at Mr, Joseph Gilliam ♦ s *
In November. Gilliam had either moved or given up tavern 
keeping by June, 1746, since John Taylor was operating a 
tavern on this lot * Evidently Gilliam fought in the 
French and Indian War since he was listed among the disabled
and discharged soldiers who petitioned the House of
107Burgesses in 1755*
Hadlev, Dlonisia. Tavern keeper, c« 1705. Xn 1695 
Dion is ia Ravencroft* a widow# married Thomas Hadley# who 
superintended the building of the college. She received 
a license in 1705 to operate a tavern at her dwelling* tn 
September* 1714 it was reported that Mrs. Hadley had died 
without making a wlll.^*
106Stephenson* Red Dion# pp. 5-8. Sourcest Virginia 
Gazette (parks), September 26, 1745, p. 3# November 28*
1745,pp. 4? MS lease of property to John Blair from di­
rectors of city of Williamsburg * June 2, 1746* miscel­
laneous manuscript©* Colonial Williamsburg Research Archives*
R, Mcllwaine, ed. Journals of the Bouse of Bur­
gesses a 1753-1766, 1756-1758 (Richmond* 1909),. p. 273 and 
274. >
• IQ^willlam and Mary Quarterly, 1st sear., XVXXX (1909—
1910), 214? York County Deeds* Orders* Wills, XXX (1702- 
1706), 332, (M-l-5)i Orders# Wills* XXV (1709-1716), 355* 
(M-X-6)
x m
Hav, Anthony, Wavern keener, 1767-1770- Anthony Hay 
came to Williamsburg around 17S0 and married first# 
Elisabeth Penman, ..mud seconds Elisabeth Davenport* He 
was probably it* business as a cabins talker and ehaiir maker 
as early-'as 2751* whan he advertised for journeyman* It*- 
1756 Hay,,^ purchased lots §63 and 264 {on which the Hay 
'Cabinet Shop has been reconstrueted) where ha lived until 
his death* He retrained in the caninetmaking business until 
1767# when he purchased the Raleigh Bayern- from William 
Wrebeli* During-Bay's’ ownership the Raleigh was the' scene 
of many social events# public auctions# civic and business 
meetings# and political gatherings* Be kept the tavern 
until his death in December X770*^^
i09Mary Stephenson# Hay Cabinet Shop Bouse Bistory# 
pp* 7**22* Sources |: Wyler*s Virginia JiircroraPhy, 1# 255 $
-US' Pay Booh of the Virginia -Cassette/ p* 76# University of 
Virginia library* photostat Colonial Williamsburg Research 
Department? Work County -Deeds' VI (1755-1763) # 65-66? VIX 
(1763-1769} , 216? Virginia Garette (Purdies ■ Di%ou) # 
December-13# '1770# p* 2. Some-of the. same references 
appear in Mary McWilliams, “Raleigh Tavern* ”
Hay, Grissell. todginefhouse keener, 1768-1773*
Mrs . Grissell Hay# widow of Dr, Peter Bay who died in 
1764# lived on the north side of Nicholson Street (where 
the Archibald Blair Bouse has been restored)« In 1768 
she advertised "very commodious lodgings to let for a 
dozen gentlemen, * In a letter to the Norfolk merchant,
Neil Jamieson, one James Blass ford remarked that he had 
"left Southalls lodgings /the Raleigh Taverr£7 for Mrs,
Hays which tho* it is rather out of the way is far more
n oagreeable this hot Weather,H She died in May# 1778,
Hill, Jeremiah, Tavern keener, 1718, Jeremiah Hill 
received a license to keep a tavern at his dwelling in 
Williamsburg in 1719.
Hubbard^ Cufchbert. Tavern keener, I771*»e, 1776,
In 1771 Cuthbert Hubbard announced that he had moved to the 
house lately occupied by Robert Anderson "where Gentlemen 
may be accommodated in the best Manner." He also noted
^°¥ork County Deeds# VIXI (1769-1777), 214 (M-l-16)? 
Virginia Gazette (Rind)* March 3* 1768* p* 4? letter of 
James Glass ford to Neil Jamieson, August 3# 1773# Jamie­
son Papers# library of Congress (M-57-9) ? Virginia Gazette 
(Dixon), May 8# 1778* p* 7,
lH^orR bounty Orders and Wills* XV (1716—1720) * 
468* (M—1—7)
17S
that he continued his "Business of Peruke making. Shaving,
mud Sail* dressing.* Hubbard freguently advertised his
lodgings near the college between 1771 end 1774***®
During 1775 and 1776 he was paid by the state for dieting
troops# for his service as an hostler# for renting a house
for public use# and for furnishing fodder# He died in 
113tim*
Kidd, Joseph*. todqincrhouse keener* 1770-1772.
Joseph Kidd# who lived in Williamsburg in the 1760*s and 
1770*0, did various jobs; upholsterer# appraiser# 
auctioneer# painter# and lead rrtanufacturer, In October,
1770# when he was living at the Custis house# he offered 
very good lodgings for gentlemen* He continued to 
advertise for lodgers in 1772# when he moved to the house 
near the Capitol previously -occupied by Heorge Davenport.
*31yirginla aassefcte (Purdie a Dixon), March 7# 1771# 
p* 3; January 14, 1773# p* 3i April 28, 1774# p. 3*
^^^Virglnia Magazine of History and Biography, HKVX 
(1818) # 67 and 408# KXVXIX (1920), 252; KKXX (1823)* 127; 
York County Hills and Inventories* X3CIIX (1783-1311) # 195* 
(M-l-12)
^^Mary Stephenson* Custis Sguare House History# 
pp* 26-27. Sources! Virginia Cassette (Furdie & Dixon)* 
December 28# 1769# p. 3; (Sind)* October 4, 1770* p. 3* 
(Purdie a Dixon) # June 21* 1771, p* 3? January 23# 1772# 
.p* 3*
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Kidd's quarrel with the Reverend Samuel Henley, rector
of Bruton Parish Church, in the spring of 1775 received a
great deal of coverage in Pinkney * s Virginia gazette,
Lauchton* Robert. tavern keener. 1718-c. 1730*
In 1718, 1720 and 1721 Robert Laughton received licenses
to keep a tavern at his dwelling in Williamsburg. In
, 1730, when he sold some land, Laughton Identified him-
1 1 5self as a tavern keeper.
Lenox, Waiter, Lodqtnqhouse keener. 1768. Walter 
Lenox was a wigmaker in Williamsburg during the 1760*6 
and 1770* a. In 1768 when he moved to the Red Mon (one 
of the reconstructed taverns) he advertised accommodations 
for private lodgers# Lenox was one.of several Presby­
terians Who signed a document in the York County Court 
in 1765,116
Levinas ton, William, tavern keener, 1720—1721#
William Levingsfesp ^migrated to Virginia from Scotland be­
fore 1716. He operated a dancing school in Williamsburg
ll5York County Orders, Wills, XV (1716-1720), 412,
566. (M-l-7)? XVI (1720-1729), 115. (M-l-8)
^^Bullock and Yohkin, Wigmaking, pp. 95-99. Sources« 
Virginia Gazette (Purdie & Dixon), March 24, 1768,.p* ? 
"Presbyterians in York County," Yvler*s Quarterly, V (1924), 
66-67? Williamsburg City Personal Property Yax Mat, 1783 
(M-l-47)
i m
and along with Charles and Mary Stagg built and ran the 
first theater* Levinga ton's theater, house and outbuild- 
lags, garden and bowling green faced on palace Green, in 
1720 and 1721 Levingston received licenses to- operate a 
tavern at his‘house* By 1721 he was having financial 
difficulties and- was forced to mortgage his property to 
Archibald Blair* two years later Levingston defaulted 
and was evicted from his house* Be probably left 
Williamsburg then and moved to Spotsylvania County# where 
hedied around 1729,117
Locklev, John* Lodainghouse keeper. 1774-1779*
John lock ley, who came to Virginia from England in the 
early 1770's, advertised as a portrait painter and kept 
the- bar at Mrs* vobe*s. there are several-, references to
iifl
his keeping ledgers in 1774 and again in 1779*
^^^Hugh^Rankin# fhe colonial theatre. Its History and 
Operation, pp* 22-30* Sources t William and Mary Quarterly* 
lit Mr** XXII (1913), 68-69? Virginia Magasine of History 
and Biography, IV (1396-1897), 196? York County Deeds,
Bonds, III (1713-1729), 204? Orders, Wills, XV (1716-1720), 
612? XVI (1720-1729), 42, 092? William and Mary Quarterly. 
1st ear* XXII (1913),. 68,69. Similar references appear in 
.Mary Stephenson, the First theatre*
1 ^Virginia Gazette (purdie & Dixon), March 18, 1773, 
p* 3i November 24, 1774, p. 3? (Dixon & Hunter), August 14, 
1779, p* 3*
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Luke. Mary* tavern keeper. 1720* Mary Luke, wife of 
George Luke, who had been collector of customs in the lower 
district of the James River in 1705# received a license to 
keep a tavern in 1720. She died in 1727.
I»von, Robert. Tavern keeper. 1755. Robert Lyon was 
in Williamsburg as early as 1749, when he was mentioned 
in a court case* In the early 1750* s he frequently adver­
tised his wigs and requested the men indebted to him to 
settle their accounts* An advertisement in the summer of 
1755 ended with this notice; *1 now keep Tavern at the 
Sign of the Edinburgh Castle* near the Capitol*w By 
November, 1759, Lyon advertised merchandise "at his STORE 
in the MARKET? - PLACE*" He was identified as a merchant in 
May, 1760, when he leased the lot (where the Market Square 
Tavern has been restored) for his store* The last reference
to his being in Williamsburg is In 1771 when he was
120attempting to collect a debt*
Mcllwaine, ed* Executive Journals of the 
Council; of Colonial Virginia (Richmond. 1928). Ill, 47;
York County Orders, wills, XVI 11720-1729)* 33 (M-l-8) ? 
Goodwin, Bruton, p. 160* ■*'
120BUi2ock and Tonkin, Wigmaking, pp. 100-102*
Sources; York County Judgments, Orders, (1746-1752), 229i 
Virginia Gazette (Hunter), April 24, 1732, p. 3; August 1,
1755, pi 3; York County Deeds, VI (1755-1763), 265;
Judgments, Orders, II (1770-1772)f 36S* References to 
Lyon also appear in Mary Stephenson, Burdett4 s Ordinary 
and Market Square Tavern*
Mann, Isabella* Tavern keener. 1701-c. 1704* Isabella ' 
Mann, wife of Joseph Mann, who was paid by the Council in 
1700 for his services against the pirates, received a 
license to keep a tavern at her house in 1701, The tavern 
was used one evening in 1704 when members of the clergy 
gathered there and presented a ballad defending Governor 
Francis Nicholson in his dispute with Commissary James 
Blair* Her husband died in 1704.^^
Marot, Jean* Tavern keener. 1707-1717* Jean March, 
a su^ fenot who came to Virginia in 1700, worked for William 
Byrd X at Westover before coming to Williamsburg. xn 1705 
he was paid by the Council for boarding and lodging 
prisoners at his house# From 1707 to 1716 Marot received 
licenses to operate a tavern which after 1708 was located 
on lot 25 (where March's Ordinary has been reconstructed).
His tavern was well-furnished and frequented by the leading 
gentlemen of the colony— including William Byrd 11, who 
often mentioned the tavern in his early diary* Marot 
served as constable of Williamsburg from 1708 to 1710,
R. Mcllwaine, ed. Executive Journals of the 
Council of Colonial Virginia (Richmond, 1927) , 841 York 
County Deeds, Orders, Wills, XI (1698—1702) , 561 (M-l—5); 
William Stephens Perry, ed. Historical Collections,.Re­
lating to the American Colonial Church (Hartford, 1870),
X (Virginia), 179-180? Goodwin, Bruton, p. 164.
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Marot died sometime before November 18, X1X7* Francis
Sharpe was accused of murdering Marot bat was never 
convicted-*
Martin, James* Lodqinghouae keener, 1765* Before 
December, 1760# dames Martin# a barber and perukeraaker, was 
a tenant of Henry Wetharbors* In October# 1765, Martin 
advertised lodgings ,* that year Robert Wormeley carter 
stayed with him and paid El.2.9 for "Lodging Breakfast a 
Dressing my Hair.M Martin died in duly, 1766.i23
Maupin, Gabriel. Tavern keener, 1714-1718. Gabriel 
Maupin, a Hugfenot, petitioned the Council for naturalisation 
in 1705. Me was named constable in 1711. Maupin received
^22Goodwin, Marot*s Ordinary# Appendix i-xii* Sources s 
Virginia Historical Collections, V# p.. 241 Virginia Magazine 
of History and Bloaraphv, XXXV (1927)# 239? H. R. Mellwaine, 
ed* Executive Journals of the Council of Colonial Virginia, 
(Richmond# 1928), III, 61-62; York County Deeds# Orders# 
Wills# XIII (1706-1710), 110# 192# 269? XIV (1709-1716)#
139, 244# 319# 409# 498i XV (1716-1720), 91? Deeds# IX 
(1701—1713)# 262—264? Byrd# Diary. 1709-1712.passim.?
York County Deeds# Orders# Wills# XIII (1706-1710)# 114? 
Orders# Wills# XIV (1709-1716), 5? XV (1716-1720)# 169, 
171-174.
*23Stephenson, Wetherburn * s'tavern, pp. 27-28. Sources s 
York County Judgments# Orders, III (1772-1772)# 216? MB 
Virginia Gazette Day Book# 1764-1766# p. 205# MB Diaries H.
W* Carter, p* 22, Clements Library# typescript Colonial 
Williamsburg- Research Department? York County Wills, 
Inventories, XXI (1760-1771)# 303-304.
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licenses to operate a tavern in 1714 and 1718. Me 
probably died in 1718 or 1719 since his wife# Mary* 
received an ordinary license in X719.*24
Maupin. Gabriel. tavern: keener, 1767-c. 177S.;
Gabriel Maupin may have been the grandson of Gabriel and 
Mary Maupin, who had kept a tavern earlier in the century.
i ’■ r
He - was apprenticed- to the saddler Alexander Craig r in .1750 
and became established as a saddle and harness maker in . 
the 170Of s^2  ^ Maupin became an innkeeper in 1767# when 
he took over the tavern which Mary Page had operated.
In 1771 When Maupin purchased the property {where the .
Market Square Yavern has been restored) on Market Square, 
he identified himself as a tavern keeper and in the adver­
tisement for the tavern he noted that his saddle and 
harness making shop would be moved to the tavern# Maupin 
was ©h active member in the Williamsburg Lodge of Masons
R. Mellwaine# ed. Legislative Journals- of the 
Connell of Colonial Virginia (Richmond# 1908) # IX# 4X1?
York County Orders# Wills# XXV {1709-1716)# 83# 153 (M-l-6)? 
XV (1718^X720) # 184# 550. (M~l~7.)
t.- ^2%vlexander Craig Account .Book# 1749-1756, Galt- 
Papers# Colonial Williamsburg Research Archives. (M-5S-1)
Virginia Gazette (Purdie & Bixon) # September 24#
1767# p. 3#
i m
and the members met at his tavern on several, occasions.3*27 
In 1775 Maupin was appointed keeper of the magazine and 
served as captain of Virginia troops during the 
Revolution.
Mauoin, Mary, Tavern keener, 1719-1723, Mary Maupin, 
wife of Gabriel Maupin, probably continued to operate her 
husband*s tavern after his death since she received li­
censes in 1719, 1722 and 1723# Sometime before January 18, 
1724# she married Thomas Grease, who was keeping a tavern 
in 1725# Mary Maupin Crease died in 1748*3,2^
Mav, Thomas# tavern keeper, 1716. in 1716 Thomas
May received a license to operate a tavern at his dwelling
138in Williamsburg#
Nicolson# Robert# todclnchouse keeper. 1766-1777# 
Robert Ricolson was a tailor as early as 1751 and later
^27S tephenson, Market Square Tavern, pp. 8-9#
Sources 5 Virginia Gazette (Purdie a Dixon), September 26, 
1771, p. 3? MS Treasurer*© Book Botetourt bodge of Masons, 
photostat. Colonial Williamsburg Research Archives#
128Virginia Gazette (Dixon & Hunter), May 13, 1775, 
p. 21 Virginia Magazine of History and Biography, II ^  
{1894-1895), 247.
129Yorfc County Orders, Wills, XV <1716-1720), 550
(M—1-7)i XVI (1720-1729), 137, 195 (M-l-8)f Deeds, Bonds,
III C17I3'-X729) ,' 440—441 (M~i~13) ? Goodwin, Bruton# -:p* 168
X30YorJt County Orders, Wills, XV (1716-1720), 70s
(M-l-7)
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became a merchant. He kept a lodginghouse in Williamsburg
from 1766 until 1777* In the 1780*s be moved his store
to Richmond and died there in 1797.
Padke* Richard* Tavern keener, 1725-1727* A tavern-
account of Richard Ring with .Richard Packe from 1725-1727
is the first mention of Rackets being in Williamsburg**22
When he purchased lot 47 (where the Pitt-Dixon House has
been reconstructed) in January#,1728/9# he identified
himself as a watchmaker. Pabke died sometime before
133May 17# 1739# when, his daughter was apprenticed*
Packe* Sarah* Lodcrinahouae keeper. 1737-1746* Sarah
Ri'chftrdl i % a
FacRa# widow of Graves Packe, of-GapltoX-Landing* was
keeping a lodginghouse in Williamsburg by June# 1737* The
131Ibid., Deeds. V (1741-1754), p. 70 (M-l-14) t
Virginia Gazette (Pinkney), January 26, 1775, p. 3? 
(Hunter)# September 12, 1766# p. 3? (Purdie a Dixon)*
July 23# 1772# p. 3? inscription on tombstone, St* John#s 
Church* Richmond*
1 ^Account of Richard King with Richard Packs# 172S-
1727* Jones Papers* Library of Congress* (11-22-1)
3-33Mary Stephenson# Pitt-Bixon House History* pp. 13- 
15* Sources# York County Beads# Bonds* XXX (1713-1729)* 
501? Orders, Wills* XVXX (172S-1732)* 167.
1 9 4 S c f t G r a v e 5  &c.k#« Probai®! 14 Auaust 1731, Loa-^oa, 
^^ Wl-lJ-i-am-cmd ■ -Maw- Quarterly^ - Is fc- a dr v-?—XII (10954,
■See^r.’rvc.;pal lV ^ b a te  Re^s+vy# U ;/l  -  R eg*S fer Hooks ZIf J S W A W .
Colonl&l \fi/il}lamzburQ ^ eiflrAral) /\ffik*Ves ( V<fc, C-«l, Proj7 $.I?, ‘iff
XB7
lawyer , JohnMercer, lodged with her several times in 1737 
end 1738* In 1738 she was running a store where she ad­
vertised mourning .goods* The last reference to- her keeping 
a lodging house “is in 1746, when the lawyer* Edmund 
Pendleton* gave notice that he planned to stay "at Mray 
Packdis next Boor to "the Printing - 'Office. * She -married 
-William Green# a Williamshurg 'merchant*-1.' sometime he fore ■•
March 27# 175$. By June* 1759* a Sarah Green of York 
County was dead*'1'22
Page, Mary. Tavern keener, c. 1767. Mary Page pur­
chased items, from tbhe printing.; of^ ficd. on several occasions 
during the. 1760*s, Gabriel Maupin-announced in September* 
1767, that "those * Gentleman who used to frequent the house
of Mrs. MARY PAGE, deceased" could depend on him for
136accommodations and entertainment.
135 *Stephenson# Pitt-Dixon House History* pp. 17-22.
Sources! Virginia Gazette (Parks)* June 17* 1737, p. 4?
March 1* 1738# p. 31 July 14, 1738* pi-4?'March 27* 1746*
p. 4? (Hunter), March 28, 1755*- p. 31 York county Wills*
Inventories, XX (1745-1759), 512-513,
'Virginia Gaze the Bay Book* 1764-1746, p. 12 
and passim. University of Virginia Library, -photostat- 
colonial Williarasburg Research- Department; Virginia ■ 
Gazette (Purdie & Dixon), September 24, 1762 ,p. 3. ; -
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Page, William, hodafnghouae keeper, 1768* In March, 
1768, William Page announced that he had good lodgings for 
gentlemen "at his house, fronting the play house41 (probably 
where the Slue Bell has been reconstructed^ * The men
indebted to him were reguested to settle their accounts 
immediately? however, the nature of-, his previous business 
is unknown In the 1770 * s a William Page advertised
.merchandise at the.' store ’below the Capitol* *.formerly ' 
occupied by Mr. Robert Nicolaon. H to account book for 
Virginia troops in the Revolution lists cash paid in 177S 
to a William Page for public egress and for the loss of 
a horse. .
Parker. John. tavern keener, 1737~1745. John Parker 
received licenses to operate a tavern at the "red byon” in 
1737, 1738 and 1739. He rented the tavern an lot 44 {where 
the tod t»ion has been reconstructed) from John Blair.
Parker died ^ ^^el^uary» 1743, and several months later
3*37Mary McWilliams, Blue Bell House History# p* 5. 
Sources $ Virginia Qaaette (Bind), March 17, 1768# p. St.
~ ^Virginia Gazette {Bison) # Pebroary 4# 1773»;p*-3?
. Virginia Magazine of History, and Biography. 3DCVX (1918) #
63# 186, 188# 294# 295.
William Wyatt gave notice that ha was keeping th© tavern
"lately kept by Mr. John Parker.»*3^
Pattison, Thomas. Severn keener, 1741-1742* Thomas_
Pattison purchased lot SB adjoining Capitol Square before
1742. John Burdette rented the tavern-on the west-portion
of the lot as early as 1739 and continued to rent the'
•tavern through 1743 when PattIson died* Since Pattison
identified himself me an ordinary keeper in his will, and
since his inventory lists many items connected with, tavern
keeping, there may have been a tavern on the eastern side
of the lot also* If “The sign of Edinburgh Castle with
the irons etc" was a tavern sign, this was Pattison*s
tavern**40 pattison bought mutton, veal# and corn in
1411741 from Surwell* .'Pattison died "before February-21# 
1742/3 *
 ^Stephonson, Bed lion, pp.- 4-5* Sources* York County 
Wills, Inventories, XVIIX (1732-1740), 344,426,493? Virginia 
oagefet© (Parks)# -April 18# 1745, p* 4*
*40Stephenson, Burdettes Ordinary, pp* 5-9. Sources * 
York County Seeds, V ■’(1741-1754),. 39-411 Surry County. Bead 
and Will Book (1738-1754), p* 115? York County Wills, 
Inventories, XIX (1740-1748),; 169, 177-179* -
James Bray, account Book" {1736-1746) * p. 22, ;
Bttrwell papers. Colonial Williamsburg ~ Research Archives *; 
(M-96-1) ..
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gullet, Joseph, Tavern keeper, 1765-1766*. Purchases
matte at the printing office to 1765 for playing cards and
■, \
ball tickets suggest that Joseph Pullet was keeping a 
142twam* by. 1766 his tavern {probably at the hudw© 11- 
Paradise House) was a popular one* George Washington 
visited Pullet's in May, and the King * s birthday was 
celebrated there in June by the 'Governor and' principal 
men of the city*- The 'following month Pullet advertised for 
a bar-keepef* Evidently Pullet- had difficulty collecting 
his.debts since he requested bn several occasions that . 
gentlemen indebted to him settle their accounts* Pullet 
died some time before June 25, 1767**^
Redwood* John* tavern keeper* c* 17Q6~c» 1710,
John Redwood was anointed custodian of the Capitol and 
keeper of' the public jail to 1703 and held the positions
Virginia Gazette Bay Hook, 1704-1766, passim** 
University of Virginia Library# photostat Colonial 
Williamsburg Research department*
• rspatr icX* Colonia 1 grave Her * p* 193 i Virginia
Gazette (Purdie & 2)toon), June 6# 1766:, p. Zt July 4, 1766'# 
p# 3j May 9* 1766# p*. 31 (Rind)# Pacessber 11# 1766# p* 3? 
(Purdie & Btoon) , June 35# 1767, p. 3*
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144until 1710# When he resigned* He was evidently keeping 
a tavern before' 1707 since his license was renewed that 
year* the tavern was probably located on lots 61 and.62 *on 
the north east side, of Capitol. Septate15 (where the Blue Bell 
has-been reconstructed) * He may have given up tavern 
keeping by May# 1708, when he sold his lots to Philip 
indwell.145.
Ripping * Edward* gavetn. kee,oer, 1713-1734 « Edward
Ripping kept a tavern from 1713 until his death* In -1717 
he was appointed constable of Williamsburg* He died before 
August 19, 1734.146
Serlanton, Mrs * gavern keeper, c. 1713* William Byrd 
mentions dining with Mrs. -Serianfon - on January 28, 17121
144H# Hcilwaine# edL Journals of the House of
Buroesses$ 1703/3-170S. 1705-1706. 1710-1712 (Richmond*
1912)# 30, 175* 182* 261? Ibid*’* ed. Executive Journals 
of the Council of Colonial Virginia (Richmond* 1927)* IX 
(August 3* 1699-April 27, 170S)* 367? Ibid*> (Richmond# 1928) 
XXX (May 1* 1705-October 23* 1721)* 205*
^^Mary. McWilliams, Blue Bell* pp. 1-2* sources §
York County Beads * Bonds# XXX {1713-1729) * 286 ? needs*
Orders* Wills* XXXI (1706-1719)* XXOt Beads* Bonds, IX 
(1701-1713)* 3 OS*
146XO*& County Orders, Wilis, XIV (1709-1716), 283 , 354, 
377, 444 (M-l-6)* XV (1716-1720), 179. 318, 482 (M-1-?)|
XVI (1720-1729), 74, 386 (M-l-S)? Wills, inventories, XVIII 
(1732-1740), 138, (H-l-9)
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"X ate roast chicken for dinner feat we were forced to 
din# in the kitchen bat however it was very food and we 
made a shift to be wry merry and contented*1 She may
j"
have been the wife of John Serjanfcon, who owned land in
York County in 2704 and who once owned iot S4 (wh&r© the
/ 247Raleigh ^ as been reconstructed).
Shame,. Francis * tavern keeper* 1718-1719. 2n 2727
: /
/'
Francis Sharpe was granted lots 57 and 58 adjoining Capitol 
Square* the following year he received a license to keep 
a tavern at his dwelling, which was probably located on 
on© of these two lots* Sharpe1 s petition for an ordinary 
license in 1727 was rejected, but in 1719 his license 
was renewed* He was accused of murdering dean Harot in 
1727 but was never convicted* Sharpens will# written in 
August# 2739* mentions that John Burdefct was living on lot 
58* 8harp# was living in Surry county when he died in 1739*^
147&yr3? Diary, 1709-1712, p* 475? Virginia Magasine 
of History and Biography, XXXI (1917), 701 York County 
Deeds* loads* II (1701-1713) * 422-423* (M-l-23)
Stephenson, Burdett1 s Ordinary# pp* 3-5 . Sources $ 
County Deeds* Bonds* III (1713-1729)* 168-169? Wills*
Orders* XV (1716-1720)* 230* 169? Surry County Wills (2738- 
1754)* p. 115-116* Similar references appear in Stephenson* 
John Crus# House History* pp. 3-4*
Shields, Ann* Tavern keeper, 1750-1751. Mrs, Shields, 
daughter of dean Marot and widow of Jarae© Ingles and James 
Shields II* continued to operate the tavern on lot 15 (where 
Marot*s Ordinary has been reconstructed) after the death 
of her second husband, fhe Reverend Robert Rose dined at 
lira* Shield*© on April 17 and ©he sponsored a ball at the 
Courthouse on April'13, 1751* In Only of'that-year* ten 
day© after lira* Mary Bowcock Wefcherburn died# Ann Shields 
married Henry Wetherburn, fhat August# Wetherburn adver­
tised Shields* a tavern for rent and by October Daniel
140Fisher was operating' a tavern there *
Shields* James. Tavern keener, 1707-c, 171S»
James Shields*' a tailor* was granted a license to- keep a 
tavern at his house in 1707* He probably moved into the 
James City County part of Williamsburg since he was de­
scribed as being "of the County of James City fay lorrt the 
next year* thereafter he probably obtained ordinary 
licenses from the James City County Court* Shields was
^4%oodwin# Marot1 & Ordinary# pp* 16-22. Sources* 
William and Mary Quarterly* 1st Mr** XIX (1910)* 541 Rev* 
Robert Rose# Diary* Colonial Williamsburg Research Arch Ives ? 
Virginia Gazette (Hunter), April 11* 1751* p* 3* "Diary of 
John Blair*" William and Marv Quarterly, 1ft ser** VII 
(1898-1899) * 131* Virginia Gazette (Hunter) * August 8*
1751, p. t October 3* 1751* p* 3*
evidently still keeping a tavern in sine# he was paid
for dieting and accommodating throe interpreters for the 
Indians* Uhe ©aims year he was appointed messenger of the-. 
House of Burgesses* In 1720 he became keeper of the public 
jail and continued as keeper until his death in July* 1727 
Shields, James XX, Tavern keeper* e. 1745-1750.
James Shields II, the son of James Shields* marriedfirst, 
Elisabeth Cobbs who died in 1737* and second# Mrs. Ann 
Marot Ingles* daughter of Jean Marot* He was appointed 
surveyor of York County in 1741* Shields was identified 
as an ordinary keeper in May* 1745* when he and his wife 
were living on lot 25 (where Marot1© Ordinary has been 
reconstructed). He died before December 17* 1750* His 
widow continued to operate the tavern until ©he remarried.***5^
ISOj^ry Stephenson* 3&$gvs. Arms tavern House History* 
Illustration #3* Sources * York County Orders* Mills* VIIX 
(1587*1691), 37# Deeds* II (1701-1713), 262-264? B* R. 
Mcllwaine, ed» Journals of the House of Burgesses s 
1712-1712. 1715/ 1718, 1720-1721, 1723-1726 (Mohmond* 1912) 
pp. 161-162* 136# Ibid,* ed* legislative Journals of the 
Council of Colonial Virginia (Richmond* 1918)* XI* 643?
York County Orders* Mills* AVI (1720-1729)* 472*
151Goodwin, Marot * s Ordinary# appendix, p. MSQCiii^ Kaocv* 
Sources t William and Mary Quarterly* 1st set., V (1896)* 
117*"2i9| York County Deeds* V (1741^1754) * 132? Mills* 
Inventories# XX (1745-1759)* 195.
Its
Singleton, Richard Hunt* tavern keener, 1769-1774.
In 176# Richard Singleton announced that he was taking 
the "TAVERN in the house 'lately .occupied by Mrs* Sarah 
Coke* opposite the north side of the Capitol" (where the 
Coke-Garrett House has been restored) . He noted that he would 
board "young Gentlemen, by the year* * Singleton was prob­
ably: forced to move when this property was sold; (after 
January 31# 1771) , By March 7* 1771* Singleton had taken 
the house of Colonel Johnson (restored as Bassett Hall) 
where he continued to live through 1772* In January# 1773# 
Singleton advertised that he had taken "the BRICK HOUSE 
TAVERN on the Main Street*" Singleton died, before.
March 17, 1774.1S2
Smith, william, Tavern keeper* 1710* William Smith
received a license to keep a tavern at his dwelling in
151Williamsburg in 1710*
^%tephensoh* Coke-Garrett* ' p. 26. Sources « Virginia 
Gasette (Furdie & Dixon), February 9, 1769* p* 3? Mary 
Stephenson, Basset Hall House History* pp* 6-9. Sources t 
Virginia Gazette (Furdie & Dixon}* March 7* 1771# p# 3i 
Stephenson# "^Hick House Tavern, pp. 13-14* Sources *
Virginia Gazette (mind)* January 7, 1773# p* 3? (Furdie. A 
Dixon}* March 17* 1774* p. 3*
iSSyorx County Orders, Wills, XIV <1709-1716), 42,
(It—1—S )
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Southall* James Barrett* Tavern keeper, ,e» 1763-
c* 1.78.7* , James Southall# -son of Dasey and Edith Southall
of Charles City •County# was horn in 1726* A reference in
George Washington’s hedger A for May 17# 1757 "By Supper
and Club at Southalls 2/6, Expenses ditto I/o" indicates
that there was a tavern operated by a Mr. Southall in or
near Williamsburg by that -date* James Barrett Southall
was operating a tavern in Williamsburg in 1763* but the
■ 154location is unknown* Sometime before June# 1767# Southall 
was keeping Wetherburn*& TavernSouthall’s was a popular 
tavern frequented by the local citiaens and gentlemen of 
the colony* George Washington visited the tavern on 
several occasions and aeebunts of Samuel Middleton and 
John Page show that a variety of drinks and services were 
available at Southall’s* In March, 17713,55, Southall gave 
notice that he had taken over the operation of the Raleigh 
Tavern and on December 24, 1771# he purchased the tavern
^^Willlam Marv Quarterly, 1st ser.* XXX (1903-1904)* 
29-30? Fitspatrick* Colonial Traveller* pp. 109-173*
155stephenson, Wetherburn* s Tavern# pp. 28-32*
Sourcesi Fitzpatrick, Colonial Traveller* passim, James 
Southall Account© (1768-1776)# Huntington Itibrary* photo­
stat Colonial Williamsburg Research Archives? Card line 
County Appeals and land Cause© (1777—1807)* p. 221-222? 
Virginia Gazette (Bind)* March 7, 1771* p* 3.
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from the executors of Anthony The Raleigh con­
tinued as a popular location for auctions and meetings 
during the 1770*s and Southall became a leading citiren—
serving as a member of the bodge of Masons and on various
157committees during the Revolution. Southall* who had a 
daughter* Frances (bom in 1770), and a son#- James (bom 
in 1764)* died before June* 1787* The marriage announce­
ment of Frances to William Daingerfield identifies her 
as a "daughter of the late Colonel James Southall# of 
Williamsburg.w James Southall* presumably the son of 
Colonel James Southall* witnessed the marriage license*
It was probably this son who continued to m m  the Raleigh
Tavern and advertised it for rent several times during 
158the 1790‘s*
Sullivant* Anne Marot* Tavern keener. 1728-1738*
Anne Marot Sullivant* widow of tavern keeper Jean Marot*
^5SMcWilliams, Raleigh Tavern* p* 14* Sources.* York 
County Deeds# VIII (1769-1777)* 222*
"Williamsburg bodge of Masons * ** William and Mary 
Quarterly* 1st ser** XXV (191?)* 156? Calendar of Virginia 
State Papers. VIII# 150*
ISSyyXer*s Quarterly* VX1! (1927)# 89? William and 
Marv Quarterly* 1st ser.* 1 (1892-1893)* 56? Virginia 
Gasetta and General Advertiser (Davis)* January 17* 1793? 
September 20, 179? *
its
married Timothy Sullivant in 1718. In 1720 she took over
the tavern which, first Jean Marot, and later Timothy
159Sullivant, had kept# William Byrd occasionally stopped 
at Mrs # Sullivant * s to play cards or visit with friends, 
and Robert Carter of Corotoman generally stayed with, her 
when he was in Williamsburg between 1723 and 1727.X60 
She continued to operate the tavern until 1738, when she 
moved to the country# She died in Amelia County before 
November 19, 1742.161
Sullivant, Timothy* Tavern keener, 1718-1721.
Several months after Jean Marot*s death, Timothy Sullivant 
married the widow, Anne Marot# On March 17, 1718, the 
Sullivants filed a bond to administer Jean Marot * s estate, 
and on the same day Sullivant received a license to keep
a tavern at his dwelling {where Marot*s Ordinary has been
&
reconstructed). Since his wife, Anne, received licenses
15^Goodwin, Marot * s Ordinary, pp, 12*14. Sources *
York County Orders and Wills, XV (1716*1720), 220? XVI
{1720*1729), 75, 238, 306.
ISOByrd, Diary, 1717*1721, passim.* Robert Carter of Co­
ro toman, Diary, 1722, 1727, Whiverelty of Virginia hitorary.
(M-113) r
I^Icoodwin, Marot1s Ordinary, pp# 12*14. Sources*
Virginia Gazette (Parke). September 1, 1738, p. 4?
Amelia county will Book I, p# 19#
x m
to operate a tavern at her dwelling in 1721 and thereafter, 
timothy Sullivant must have preferred another occupation—  
perhaps stonecutting since his inventory lists #ten 
Chissells for cutting Stone." Sullivant died without
Business” in the house where Mrs. Sullivant had kept her
keeper on a mortgage# hut probably moved from lot 25 be­
cause James Shields and his wife# Anne Marot Shields, 
were occupying the property in May# 1745. In October of 
that year slaves were offered for sale at John Taylor * &.
By June of 1746 Taylor1s tavern was located on lot 44
164(where the Red Mon has been reconstructed).
-^^Goodwin, Marot♦a Ordinary# pp. 12-14. Sources!
York County Orders# Mills# XV (1716-1720)# 220#217i XVI 
(1720—1729)# 75 XVII (1729-1732)# 67# 201.
^'^Goodwin# Marot*a Ordinary# p. 15. ■ Sourcest Virginia 
Gazette • (Parks), September 1# 1733, p. 4? York County Seeds#
V (1741-1754), 130-133.
^%bevsms0n* Red X*ion, p. 11. Sources s Y&rkiGdim^rrBeedi
V (1741—1754)# 87; Virginia Gazette (Parks), October 24#
1745, p. 41 MS hease to John Blair from directors of the 
city of Williamsburg# 'June 2# 1746, miscellaneous manuscripts 
Colonial Williamsburg Research Archives.
leaving a will sometime before MaylS, 1730.
Tavlor, John. Tavern keeper. 1716-1746. John Taylor 
announced in September# 1?§S, that he carried on “Fubliak
163tavern. In 1743 he identified himself as an ordinary
too
• ■timber lake, John, tavern keener, 1714. John 
Tixnberlake rented property from Susanna Mien where he 
kept- & tavern for less than a year* Me received a tavern 
license in June* 1724, hut had died by October of that
^  iss year* -
Thomson, Daniel. Tavern keener* 1719, Daniel Thomson
received a license to- operate a .tavern at his dwelling in 
Williamsburg in 1719.*^
Trebell, William. Tavern keener, 1761-1767. in 17S5 
William Trebell offered Barbados rum for sale “at the Shop 
late Doctor Jameson * s . “ He was evidently keeping a tavern 
in Williamsburg by June* 1761* since Oeorge Washington 
stopped there. Trebell* who purchased the Ealeigh on 
Way a# 1763, either began operating the tavern on that day 
or was keeping another tavern since Washington paid “Club 
at Trebell * s “ on Way 2nd and 3rd. Washington continued to 
frequent Trebell *s through December, 1766. The Ealeigh
Stevenson, Menander .Craig Bouse, pp. 8-12.
Sources* York County Orders, Wills, XIV (1709-1716), 250, 260, 
335, 376.
166yor^ county Orders, Wills, XV (1726-1720), 442.
(W—1—7 )
^ ^Vlralnia Qatette (Hunter), October 3, 1755, p. 3t 
Fitrpatrick, Colonial Traveller,
m i
remained a popular place for auctions and meetings while
trebell urns its keeper# On January I, 1767* William 'Trebell
isseoM the Ealeigh to Anthony toy# trebell remained in
Williamsburg, frequently acting as'exeeutor of estates and 
j^trticipatlng = in- activities of the todge of Masons, Byi ■;*
-Marche 1784* he was living'in James City County. His death
I /• -■ , ■
was announced on October IS# 1789#
/* >
Vauahan# James, tavern keeper, c# 1770~c. 1774. 
there are many references to a James Vaughan who kept a 
tavern in Richmond in the late 1760*s and 1770*s, but there 
is some evidence, that there was- also a tavern keeper in 
Williamsburg with the same name* In August:# 1770, Henry 
Morse of Williamsburg settled his account covering 
several days with James Vaughan for wine# lodging# meals 
for himself and a man# and oats? however# Vaughan*s address 
does not appear on the account* The other reference to 
James Vaughan# which may be for Williamsburg* occurs in
^%bWlIliaffia, Ealeigh Tavern, pp* 7-9, Sources? 
fork County Deeds# VI- &?5£i»i763>, "SO6-607?' VXX <1763** 
1769)# 216. :
^%riliiam3burg bodge of Masons* ** William and Mary 
Quarterly* 1st ser** 1 (1392), 28? Virginia gazette 
(Purdie & Dixon}* May 16, 1771* p* 3? Vark County Deeds,
VI (X75S~X?63}* 20? (M**I**15} ? Virginia Magazine of History 
and Biography #. .II (1894**1S95 ) , •284*
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notes made by John Page of Rosewell in a 1774 almanac*
Page listed accounts with other Wi I I tamabur g residents and
Included- a charge-of 10s. by "Vaughan the tavern Keeper.
Vobe, -Jane*,., Wavem*..keeper# '.c.« .2752*1785* Jane Vobe
was probably the Wife of fhomas Vobe, for whom- there ..are
several references in the 1740* s * -Mrs* Vobe ,may have
operated a tavern as early, as -1752 when she sold tickets -
171for a theater performance* ■' * -In May, 2-757, George.
Washington paid "Expenses at Mrs* Vobes 13/5, * and he 
continued to- patronize her -tavern, until 2774* By 1765, 
when the anonymous French traveller stayed at "mrs. 
vaube*s tavern, where all* the best people resorted, u 
her tavern was on Waller Street east of the Capitol (where 
Christianna Campbell’s has been reconstructed). Wot only 
was her tavern-popular^-burgesses,, councillors, the. 
governor, and local citizens frequented Mrs* Vobe * s—
170- Virginia Gazette (Rind), October 10, 1770, p» 2? 
Account of Henry Morse with James Vaughan, Webb-Prentis 
Papers (1757-1700)* (M-116)? Wotes of John Page in
Virginia, almanac., 1.774, Colonial Williamsburg library*
3*^ Virginia Gazette (Parks), March 20, 1745, p. 4* 
(Hunter), &prll 17, 1752, p* 3i Fitzpatrick, Colonial 
traveller, passim..
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172but it; was well-furnished* The reason she sold her
in 1771 is unknown, but ■ by 'February, 1772, she had 
the King * s Arms Tavern opposite the Raleigh. Her tavern 
was on# of two operating in Williamsburg in 1783 hut after 
the He volution the nmm was changed to the Eagle tavern.
In 1785 she advertised her tavern for rent or sale*. She 
died before June, 1789.173
Wells, George * Lodainohouse keeper , c* 1751,
George Wells came to Virginia as an indentured shoemaker 
in 1738* In 1751 he also sold toys and prints as his house 
near the Church . He offered several rooms for public tedf— 
ing to gentlemen during Public Times* Wells died in 1753?^
•*“72Stephenaon, Christianas Campbell's* p* 9-12.
Sources i ”& French Traveller in the Colonies* 1785, ”
Paris, Service Hydrographique* photostat Colonial Willii 
burg Research Department? yiyifnfa, Gasett# (Purdie & 
■Discon), duly 25, 1771, pi 2j February 8, 1772* p* 3.
^7SStephenson, King7s Arms Tavern# pp* 1-12* Sources* 
Virginia Oa&ette (Purdie & Dixon)# February 8# 1772# p* 3f 
Williamsburg Personal Property Tax hist# 1783# 04-1-41) s 
Virginia Gazette and Weekly Advertiser CMlcolson)# Novem­
ber 10# 1785? Virginia Independent* and General Advertiser 
(Davis)# dune# 1789*
'indentures to Serve in Virginia* corporation of
Virginia Garotte (Hunter), June 27, 1751# p« 3? ¥ork 
County Wills# Inventories# XX (1745-1759)# 310* (H-l-10)
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Wetherburn, Henrv. Tavern keener* 1731—1768* His 
marriage to Mary Bowcoek -in 1731 is -the first mention of 
Henry Wetherburn in Williamsburg* That year he received 
the first of many licenses to -operate a tavern at his 
house* The location of Wetherburn * s tavern in the early 
years is uncertain, but hyWovember* 1742, he was-.keeping 
the Raleigh* He was evicted in December, _ 1742# and' prob-; 
ably then moved across the street to lots I# and 21 (where 
Wetherburn*s Tavern has been-restored) which he had bought 
in 1738, He was definitely operating' a'tavern on his own 
lots by January * 1746/7 * Wetherburn* a reputation as a 
tavern keeper was attested in a famous deed of 1736# when 
William Randolph sold two hundred- acres of Goochland ‘County 
land and sealed the bargain with '"Wetherburn1s biggest 
bowl of Arrack punch*Tl William Byrd ate most of his meals 
at Wetherburn*® in the early 1740*e# and George Washington 
frequented the tavern* Through the years it- was a center 
for balls# private dinners# meetings# and auctions* In 
1751# ten days after Mrs. Wetherburn died# Wetherburn' 
married Mrs* -ton Marot Ingles Shields* Widow of" James
20$
Shields* Wetherburn continued to keep his tavern until 
his death in 1760.175
Wills'V: Robert. tavern keener* c 173I-1739* In.
July, 1731# Dudley Digges of York county mortgaged lots 
266* 267 and 268 on Nicholson Street to .Hobart. Wills;
Wilis may have-begun operating a tavern on the site. since ■ 
he obtained an ordinary license in August, 1731* . By 1739 
Wills foreclosed: the mortgage and,sold the .property to.-:,
Thomas Keleon, a Yoarktowr. merchant.170.
Wyatt* William* hodcrinahouse keeper, c, 1738? tavern 
keener* 1745* ■- William Wyatt# a tailor# advertised for
^Stephenson, Wetherburn * m tavern, pp. 7*2 5 *
Sources # York County Orders * Wills * XVI! (1729-1732), 77* 
184* 191* 200? XVIII (1732—1740)* 29, 64* 272* 349* 407*
$891 Deeds* V (1729-1740)* 30? VI (1755-1763)* $40-541? 
Virginia Garotte (Parks)# January 23* .1746* p. 3? Gooch­
land County Deeds, II# 222? Byrd* Diary* 1739-1741, passim? 
“Diary of John Blair* “ William and Mary Quarterly# 1st 
ser*, I (1892-1893)* 151? York Comity Wills and Inventories* 
m t  J1760—1771) * "23-25# " *.
176j^ ary Stephenson* Colonial .Dofs 266* 207* 268* 
pp.* $-7, -Sources# York County Wills* Inventories* XVIII 
(1732-1740)* 499-500? XVII (1729-1732)* 214? Deeds and 
Bonds* IV (1729—1740)* 559-500*
In 1743 he received a license to keep a tavern in York town.
He served as keeper of the public Jail in Williamsburg
from .1745- until hie death* In April* 1745, he informed
the public -that he was operating the tavern (recans true ted
as the Bed ■ Mon) "lately kept by Hr. John Parker* “ By
September.* 1745, he had moved out and Joseph Gilliam
1 7 7had taken the tavern* He died in 1752*
Young, John, Cavern -keener., 1701-1705. John. Young m m  
paid by the colony in 1701 for dieting two Indians and their 
guards* He was granted an ordinary license in 1703 and 
listed as a tavern keeper in the testimony regarding the 
college fire in 1705* .His testimony suggested that his 
house was near the college* Young died in 1719*
177Virginia Garette (parks)* October 15* 1736* p. 4? 
October 6, 1738, p* 6? York County- Orders* Wills# Invent 
tories* XIX (1740-1746), 194 (M-l-10)? H. R, Mcllwaine, $d«
Journals of the House of Burgesses i 17.42*1747». 174S-1749 
(Richmond, 1909), p* 161# 304? Stephenson* Red Mon# p* 5f. 
Virginia Cassette (Parks) , April 18, 1745, p. 4? H* R* 
Mcllwainc, ed. Journals of , the House of Burgess ess. 1752- 
17.551756—3,758 - (Richmond, 1909), p. 10*
R. BfeXlwaine, ed# Journals, of the House, of. Bur— 
cresses t 16SS-169S, 1696-1697, 1698* 1699* 1700^1702 '
(Richmond, 1913)* p* 293> York County Heeds, Orders* Wills* 
XIX (1702*1706), 79 (t*~l~S) i Virginia Magazine of History, 
and Biography, VI" (1898-1839) * 276 ? ‘ York county Orders# 
Wills, XV (1716-1720)* 543.
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though colonial taverns.-gerformed important functions 
fa each community -and -along the principal travel routes# 
little has been written about them* The two 'boohs pub­
lished early In this century# Alice Morse Earle * s Stage** 
coach and Tavern,.Bays. # Hew YorHi Macmillan Company,
1900, and Blise I*. Lathrop* & -Early, .ieaarican- inns and 
Taverns, Hew York s R. M* McBride & Co *, 1926, are mainly 
concerned with taverns in the northern at and middle colonies 
during' the late eighteenth century and the early nineteenth. 
Then, too, these books deal more with “quaint **' anecdotes 
about individual taverns than with tavern life. This 
thesis, by examining the services offered at eighteenth** 
century taverns in tidewater Virginia before the Revolution, 
attempts to give the reader an idea of the conditions the 
traveler found there and of the business of the tavern 
keeper.
Though several monographs have been written about 
colonial tavern© in the sou fch, none' of these covers’ tavern/
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services or taverns in Williamsburg. Carl Bridehbaugh, 
in Violence and Virtue in Virginia# 1766 r or# The Xmpor- 
t*nc« of the Trivial," WaaeachaB etta Hietorlcal Society 
Proceedings. IXXVX (1964), 1-29# wrote in detail about 
Colonel John Chiswell's murder of Robert Routledge in a 
piedmont tavern* Edward M. Riley# in "The Ordinaries of 
York town# * mill am. and ser. # 3DCX1
11943)# 8*26# reported on the taverns of that port town, 
h  recent study by Alan D* Watson# "Ordinaries in Colonial 
Eastern Worth Carolina# * Worth Carolina Historical Review,
X&V (1968) # 67-83# provided a contrast to taverns in 
tidewater Virginia*
The sources for a study of tidewater taverns are 
scattered* wo detailed eighteenth-century description of 
a Virginia tavern has been located* but from tavern regu­
lations* ordinary rates* licenses and other court records# 
newspaper advertisements * tavern accounts# diary entries* 
and travelers* comments one can get some idea of tavern 
life*
issues of the Virginia Gazette, published in Williams­
burg from 1736 to 1788 by Parks* Hunter* Royle# purdie# and 
Purdie and Dixon* Bind# Pinkney* Dixon and Hunter* Dixon 
and Nicolaon, and Clarkson and Davis provided the most use-
2 Of
ful source for data on tidewater taverns s advertisements 
for the sale of taverns * notices for the opening and clos­
ing of taverns, and announcements of sales# meetings and 
social events at taverns* Parks #s Maryland Garotte, pub­
lished in Annapolis# and the Richmond papers# Davis*s
and
.flffMliM ,Ato6fejyHicols©n*s %.ijr.g£n,&fl, 
Independent and general Advertiser sometimes furbished 
additional data on individual tavern keepers*
Ordinary rates approved each year by the county courts 
and licensee issued annually to tavern keepers were re­
corded in the county records# Because of the loss of the 
Hustings court records for Williamsburg and the records 
of dames City County# it was necessary to depend almost 
entirely on the records of York county# Selected records 
from Amelia# Caroline# Goochland, hancaster, Middlesex,
IfSf folk, Spotsylvania# and Surry counties were consulted 
to show contrasts to prices and services found in York 
County and to locate information on individual tavern 
keepers# Wills# inventories# deeds* bonds# and court 
cases listed in the county records were helpful in com­
piling biographical data#
The role of the government in regulating taverns
was determined from laws found in William Waller Boning* 
ed** Statutes at barge i Seiner a Collection of All the
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Virginia, 13 vol©** Richmond« Printed for the 
Editor# 1310-1813* Other printed documents used included 
Henry R* Mcllwaine and Benjamin J, Hillman, eds«, Executive 
Journals of the Council of Colonial Virginia, 5 vol.#
Richmond8 Superintendent of Public Printing* 1925-1966?
Henry R« Mcllwaine and John P* Kennedy* eds, * Journals 
of the Bouse of Burgesses of Virginia, 13 vols,, Richmond* 
1905-1915i Henry R# Mcllwaine, ed## Legislative Journals 
of the Council of Colonial Virginia. 3 vols** Richmond,
s
1908-1909? william P* Palmer# et al. * eds* Calendar of 
Virginia State Papers and Other Documents Preservedin the 
Capitol at Richmond* 11 vol,* Richmonds Superintendent of 
Public Printing# 1875-1893* Another documentary source# 
especially helpful for biographical information on 
Williamsburg tavern keepers, was Mary Francis Goodwin* ed«*
The Records nRTHf^n p*#• ■$ an p w i • n{*1*9'.
Press* 1941*
Excerpts of law# items from the issues of the Virginia 
Gaasette and other newspapers, county records* letters# and
accounts* many of which have since been lost* have been 
printed in issues of Virginia historical magazines t Wyler*ft-
Quarterly Historical and Genealogical Magazine (1919-
1929)? Virginia Historical Register and Literary
m i
(1848-1853) t Virginia Magazine of History and Biocrraphv 
(1893 to date)? and *Phe William and Marv Quarterly (1892 
to data)*
Daybooks# ledgers * notebooks* account books# and 
individual accounts Included in the collected papers of 
Virginia planters* merchants* and craftsmen identified 
tavern keepers* indicated prices charged for tavern 
services* and recorded purchases by tavern keepers* the 
Virginia Gazette Day Books# 1750-1752 and 1764-1766* 
University of Virginia Library# are particularly valuable# 
since few issues of the Virginia. Gazette for the periods 
covered by the daybooks have survived* George Washington*s 
detailed Ledgers A and B* Library of Congress* were 
especially useful because he traveled so extensively over 
a long period and stopped at many taverns* Thomas Jeffer­
son* s notebook* 1769* University of Virginia Library# the 
John Mercer Ledger* 1741-1758# Bucks County Historical 
Society# and the Robert Carter Account Book, 1759-1775* 
Library of Congress* contain fewer references to taverns 
than Washington * s ledgers* but often refer to additional 
tavern keepers#
individual accounts with tavern keepers* suggesting 
the variety of drinks, the facilities for amusements* and 
the availability of private dinner and club activities
Included# Almanac Diary of John Pago* Colonial Williams­
burg Research Library? Diary* 1722-1727, of Robert carter# 
University of Virginia Library? James Southall Accounts* 
1768—1776# Brock Collection* Huntington Library? Green- 
briar Store (Sampson and George Mathews) Day Book# April 8* 
1771-June 1773* Virginia State Library? separate accounts 
in the Jones Family Miscellaneous Manuscripts* 1649-1339* 
Library of Congress* and in the Webb-Prentis Papers* 1757- 
1780* University of Virginia Library*
Items sold to tavern keepers were studied to determine 
the variety and quality of produce and beverages served* 
Purchases of this kind were found lnt Account bodks of 
Alexander Craig* 1749-1736 and 1761-1763# Galt Papers 
(used with permission of the Director of Research)#
Colonial Williamsburg Research Archives? William Light foot 
Account Book* 1742-1764* Colonial Williamsburg Research 
Archives? account books of Jams Bray# Carter Burwell and 
Nathaniel Burwell* Burwell Papers# Colonial Williamsburg 
Research Archives? accounts of Weil Jamieson withiJames 
Southall, in the- Jamieson Papers# Library of Congress*
Single manuscripts provided bits of information on 
certain taverns and tavern keepers* Treasurer's Book* 
Botetourt Lodge of Masons# and the Minutes of the Williams—
burg Lodge of Masons# owned by the Williamsburg Lodge of 
Masons; Indentures to Servo in Virginia, Corporation of
Colonial
London Office,a Virginia Records Project; and the John &. 
Charles Memoirs, Colonial Williamsburg Research archives* 
Letters, journals and diaries of eighteenth-century 
travelers gave additional data on tavern services and 
tavern keepers* The diaries of William Byrd— The Secret 
Piarv of William Bvrd of Westover* ed« by Louis B. Wright 
and Marion Tinling, Richmond; Piets Press, 1049; The 
London Piarv (1717-1721} and Other Writings* ed* by Louis 
B* Wright and Marlon Tinling, Mew York; Oxford University 
Press, 1958; and toother Secret Piarv of William Bvrd of 
Westover* 1739-1741* Richmond; Piets Press, 1942— contain 
many details of Williamsburg taverns• Diary entries covers 
lag nearly half a century show what taverns Byrd frequented, 
the main dishes he ate# the games he played# and the 
beverages he drank*
The Diaries of George Washington, 1748-1770, edited 
by John c* Pitapatrick, 4 vole** Boston; Houghton Mifflin 
Company, 1935, offer comparable coverage of the later 
period* These diaries, When correlated with Ledgers h 
and B, are especially helpful; they ere not only record 
where Washington went and with whom he stayed, but what 
he paid for tavern services* Fitspatrick#& edition,
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George Washington* Colonial Traveller, Indianapolis t 
Bobbs-Merrill Company, 1927, which includes excerpts from 
the diaries and ledgers, provides an excellent guide.
Though Washington*s diary and ledger entries are brief, 
the fact that he frequented many Williamsburg taverns makes 
his writings helpful in determining when certain tavern 
keepers were in business*
Other Virginia diaries that mentioned tavern keepers 
included s The Almanac Maries of Robert Wormeley Carter, 
1764 and 1765, Clements library, and 1774, American Anti­
quarian Societyi the Robert Rose Mary, ca* 1747-1750, 
Colonial Williamsburg Research Archives t and the MMary of 
John Blair, * William and Mary Quarterly, 1st ser*, VIII 
(1899J, 1-17ft provided details on certain tavern keepers # 
The journals and diaries of foreign travelers are an 
especially useful source for tavern services, since 
foreigners often commented on things which were different 
from what they were used to at home# Many of these 
travelers came fron England# Daniel Fisher, himself a 
tavern keeper, provided many details of the business in 
his journal# Other Englishmen includes John Bernard, 
Retrospect ions of America, 1797-1811. ed# by Mrs# Bayle 
Bernard, New Yorks Harper and Brothers, 1887r Charlotte
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Brovme, “With BraddocX*® Armyt Mrs# Browne’s Diary in
Virginia and Maryland, * Virginia mmmlnm. of .History-...and..
Bioaranhy, XXXXX (If24) , $05-320* Andrew Burnaby, tSMSSjkk
Through the Middle Settlements In North America, in the,.
Vears 1759 and 1760* Ithacat Cornell university Press,
19601 Nicholas Cresswell, The Journal of.
1774-1777# Mew Fork* The Dial Press, 1924? Quebec to 
Carolina in 1785-1786, Being the Travel Diary and Obser­
vations of Robert Hunter, Jr., a Young Merchant^  of hondon, 
^San Marino i The Huntington library, 194$» /^STdward Kiiaber/r, 
"Observations in Several Voyages and Travels in America,• 
William and Marv Quarterly, 1st ser#, XV (1907), 143-159, 
215—224? J. F* 0. Smyth, "Travels in Virginia, in 1773," 
Virginia Historical Register, VI(1853), 11-19, 77-90, 131- 
1471 and Harry Toulmin, The,.,
Reports on Kentucky and Virginia, ed. by Marion Tinling 
and Godfrey Davies, San Marino* The Huntington hibrary,
1948#
French# German, and Swiss travelers %lso left accounts 
of their journeyst Anonymous, "Journal of a French Traveller
in the colonies, 1765," American Eistorlcal Review# xxvx
(1921), 726-747, XXVII (1922), 70-89* Jean Christophe
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Louis Frederic Xgnace© Baron von closes*# Revolutionary 
Journal, 1780-1783* fcr. and ed. by Evelyn M. Acomb,
Chapel Bill* The university of North Carolina press#
1958? Francois Jean Marquis de Chastellux, Travels in North 
America in the Fears 1780# 1781 and 1782# ed. by Howard C. 
Rice# Jr.#. Chapel Hills The University of North Carolina 
Press# 1961? "Report of the Journey of Francis Louis 
Michel from Berne# Switzerland# to Virginia# October 2# 
1701-December 1# 1702# * Virginia Maqasine of History and 
Biography, XXIV (1916)# 1-43# 113-141# 275-288? and 
Johann David Schoepf, Travels in the Confederation# 1783- 
1284, tr* and ed. by Alfred J. Morrison# 2 vole.# Phila­
delphia! William J. Campbell# 1911.
Two travelers were from other colonies— Fithian# New 
Jersey# and Baaard# New York* Journal & Letters of Phillip 
Vickers Fithian, 1773-1724* a Plantation Tutor of the Old 
Dominion# ed. by Hunter D. Parish# 2nd ed. Williamsburg* 
Colonial Williamsburg, 1957# and "The Journal of Ebenerer 
Barnard in Virginia# 1777." Virginia Magazine of History 
and Biography# LXXX (1954)# 400-423.
Journals of two Virginians were also used? Alexander 
Macaulay# "Journal# February 1783#" William and Mary 
Quarterly# 1st ser.# XX (1902-1903)# 183-191# and The
Fairfax: Line? Thomas Lewis *s Journal of 1746. New Market*
Henkel, 1925.
Accounts of two travelers who stopped at taverns but 
who did not visit Virginia provide a contrast to Virginia 
tavernst Michel Guillaume St* Jean de Crevecoeur, Journey 
into northern Pennsylvania and the State of Mew York. tr* 
by Clarissa Spencer Bostelroann, Ann Arbor* the University 
of Michigan Press* 1964* and Alexander Hamilton* Gentle** 
manfs Progress* The Xtlnerarium of Dr* Alexander Hamilton, 
by Carl Bridenbaugh* chapel Hill* The university 
of North Carolina Press* 1948*
Several letters and collections of letters provided 
details on Williamsburg taverns s Ann Craig to Thomas 
Jefferson* March 20, 1809* Massachusetts Historical Society? 
The Papers of Thomas Jefferson* ed. by Julian P* Boyd*
15 vols»* Princetons Princeton University Press* 1950 to 
date? JamesPRobinson to William Henderson* April 17* 1770* 
Letterbook of William Cun Ingham & Company* X* National 
Library of Scotland? and John Horton & Sons. Merchants of 
London and Virginia, ed, by prances Norton Mason* Richmond * 
Diets Press* 1937*
Material was also taken from eighteenth-century books 
written about Virginia! .Robert Beverley* The History and 
Present State of Virginia, ed. by Louis B. Wright* Chapel; 
Hillt The University of North Carolina Press * 1947? The 
Prose Works of William Bvrd of Westover, ed* by Louis S*
2X8
Wright, Cambridget Belknap Press, 1966; Natural History 
of Virginia, ed* and tr* by Richmond Beatty and William 
Malloy, Richmondt Dietz Press, 1940; Hugh Jones, The 
Present State of Virginia, ed. by Richard Morton, Chapel 
Hills The University of North Carolina Press, 1956,
i.vVli
A bibliography and two indexes greatly aided in the 
location of source material; Jane Carson*s Travelers in 
Tidewater Virginia. I700-18Q0; A Bibliography, Charlottes­
ville; The Dnivarsity Press of Virginia, 1965, Identified 
eighteenth-century Virginia travelers and its index of 
Williamsburg facilitated the location of specific references* 
The Virginia Gazette index, 1736-1780, ed* by bester J.
Cappon and Stella Duff, 2 vols *, Williamsburg s Institute of 
Early American History and Culture, 1950, and the Virginia, 
Historical index* compiled by Earl Gregg Swem, 2 vols*, 
Roanoke; Stone Printing and Manufacturing Company, 1934- 
1936, made it possible to locate references to taverns and 
tavern keepers in the extant issues of the Virginia 
Gazette and in Virginia historical magazines#
1 am indebted to the Research Department of Colonial 
Williamsburg, Inc* for additional bibliographical aids* 
Information gathered from office files, house histories 
and research reports— both unpublished and published—  
provided numerous references to Williamsburg taverns and 
innkeepers#
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The following books in the Williamsburg Studies series 
gave references to taverns and tavern keepers; Jane Carson, 
Colonial .Virginians at Play. Charlottesville* The Univer­
sity press of Virginia, 1965; Jane Carson, James limes and 
His Brothers of the P. B* C.* Charlottesville; The Uni­
versity Press of Virginia, 1965; C. Clement Saraford and 
John H. Hemphill 12, Bookbinding in Colonial America* 
Charlottesville; The University Press of Virginia, 1966; 
and Thad W. Tate, The Negro in Elahteenth-Centurv Williams­
burg, Charlottesville; The University Press of Virginia,
1965*
Several unpublished reports were also usedr Thomas 
Bullock and Maurice Tonkin, "Wigmaking In Colonial America”; 
Mary Goodwin, "Billiard Houses, Rooms, and Tables” and 
“The Coffee House in the Seventeenth and Eighteenth 
Centuries**; and Hugh Rankin, "Colonial Theatre« ”
The most useful house histories were; Blaikley-Durfey 
House; Hunter D* parish, Waters-Coleraan House; Mary Goodwin, 
Marot's Ordinary? Mary McWilliams, The Blue Bell and The
Raleigh Tavern; and the following house histories written
^  *• ■
by Mary Stevenson; Alexander Craig House, Ays cough House, 
Bassett Hall, Brick House Tavern, Burdett’s ordinary,
Charlton Bouse, Christianna Campbell* s Tavern, Coke- 
Garrett House, Colonial hots 266, 267, 268, Custle Square
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The First Theatre, Hay Cabinet Shop, James Anderson House, 
John Cruiqp House, King# s Arms Tavern, Market Square Tavern, 
wetherburn*s Tavern, Fitt-Dixon House, Trentim House, 
and the Bed Lion.
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